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Abstract.

Evidence is presented which shows the rocks of Ilordleq to be the products
of two distinct episodes of plutonic (READ, 1957, p.165) activity. In the first of
these episodes the mise-en-place of a large area of synkinematic granitic rocks was
effected. A NE striking belt of pre-granite supracrustal rocks is preserved in the
north of the area, and isolated remnants of the supracrustal rocks remain as en
claves in the granite. Cutting the metasediments and metavolcanics of the supra
crustal group are numerous basic dykes which pre-date the granite.

The first plutonic episode was followed by a further period of emplacement
of basic dykes, which cut both supracrustal and granitic rocks. Indications of original
chilled margins in these dykes, together with their regular form, suggest a marked
change in conditions from those prevailing in the preceding plutonic episode.

The second period of plutonic activity which followed resulted in a reactivation
of much of the granite previously formed, especiaIly in the northern part of the
area where basic dykes were deformed and became either disrupted or were mig
matised by kinematically controlled metasomatism. The surrounding granite shows
evidence of flow in the solid state and was evidently approaching a state in which
diapiric movement was possible. In a less reactivated part of the area, porphyro
blastic microcline augen granites were formed in those places where the supracrustal
enclaves were most strongly deformed.

Deformation during each plutonic episode took place by homogeneous strain
with resulting change in shape rather than tectonic transport; minor structures in
supracrustal, granitic and dyke rocks are homologous. Principal stress axes were
similarly oriented during both plutonic episodes.

A further period of emplacement of basic dykes took place in the closing stages
of the second period of plutonic activity, while the country rocks were still at elevated
temperatures and during the operation, at least intermittently, of compressive forces.
A conjugate set of shear fractures controlled the emplacement of these dykes; move
ment along the fractures and emplacement of dykes were essentiaIly contemporaneous
and gave rise to 'differentiation by deformation' of the partially consolidated dyke
magma, sigmoid foliation of the dykes, and other distinctive features.

Further swarms of basic dykes were subsequently emplaced during the Gardar
volcanic episode (ca. 1150 x 106 years).

Reference is made to published criteria for the recognition of relict dykes, re
placement dykes, and dykes emplaced in hot granite, and the possibility of confusion
with dykes in reactivated granites is indicated.

The suitability of the orogenic cycle as the primary unit of Precambrian chro
nology is questioned and a less interpretative unit advocated.

The Ilordleq chronology is compared with those established by the writer's
colleagues elsewhere in South Greenland and possibie alternatives suggested to some
current correlations.

The similarity of many features of the Ilordleq rocks to those of the Lewisian
rocks of Scotland is referred to, and the concept of a migrating front of plutonic
activity shown to be not applicable to Ilordleq.



PREFACE

I lordleq lies on the west coast of the southern part of Greenland,
some 40 km south of the mining settlement of Ivigtut. The location

and extent of the area are shown in Plates VIII and IX.
The investigation of the Ilordleq area was carried out as a part of

the G.G.U.!) programme of systematic mapping in South Greenland,
which, starting in the Ivigtut district in 1956, has now been continued
to the south and south-east into the Julianehåb area, and will soon be
extended southwards to Kap Farvel. an completion of the mapping
programme, carried out mostly on a scale of 1: 20000, a considerable
area of Precambrian crystalline basement rocks will have been investi
gated, and the results obtained from any one of the smaller areas, such
as Ilordleq, will thus have more than a purely local application when
considered in their regional context.

The Ilordleq area consists mainly of granitic rocks with some
metasediments and metavolcanics and has been mapped by the writer
on a scale of 1: 20000. It occupies a crucial position on the southern
boundary of an extensive area of gneisses and metamorphosed supra
crustal rocks where these are bordered by the Julianehåb Granite, a
mass of heterogeneous granitic rocks extending for nearly 200 km from
Kobberminebugt in the west to the inland ice in the east: the south
ward extent of the Julianehåb Granite has not yet been determined.

The primary object of the mapping of the Ilordleq area was to
establish a chronological sequence of events and determine the age
relations of the rocks encountered; the purpose of this account is to
present the information obtained and conclusions drawn which have a
bearing on these problems. Other aspects of the geology of the area
which are of more local interest will be described under the same general
heading:-

Part II Late-kinematic amphibolite dykes.
Part III Deformation and the development of minor structures.
Part IV Petrography and metamorphic development.

A coloured geological map (scale 1: 100.000) covering the Nunar
ssuit sheet area (60°30' N-61°00' N; 47°00' W-47°30' W) which includes

1) Grønlands Geologiske Undersøgelse (Geological Survey of Greenland).
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Ilordleq, together with an accompanying memoir, will be published by
G.G.U. in due course.

Field work: A total of five months field ;work was carried out during
the summers of 1959 and 1960 and was facilitated by the excellent
topographical maps available and by the use of air photographs.

The limits of the area were determined mainly on grounds of ease
of communication rather than by geological considerations. Of the total
area of 210 square km about haH is occupied by either the sea or lakes,
and although the terrain is very uneven the highest point reaches up
to only 375 m and most places are easily accessible. The Kobberminebugt
is noted for its inc1ement weather, and fog and rain are more frequent
than in most parts of South Greenland ; perhaps for this reason, the
area is uninhabited, although offering good opportunities for hunting
and fishing.

The only previous geological work in the area was a coastal recon
naissance of Nivaq and Sanerutip ima carried out by A. BERTHELSEN
in 1957, but WEGMANN'S account of the geology of the surrounding
region (WEGMANN 1938) provided a useful starting point for the present
investigation.

All text figures are from the writer's photographs or field sketches,
unless otherwise stated.

Åcknowledgments: It is a pleasure to acknowledge the help and en
couragement I have received from all members of G.G.U., and the many
suggestions received in the course of numerous discussions with my
geological colleagues. The G.G.U. photographer, Mr. POVEL POVELSEN,
printed the photographs used for text-figures and has also prepared
Plates I and II. Mr. LEE of the University of Liverpool prepared Plates
III-VII.

For the opportunity of carrying out the work I am indebted to the
board of G.G.U. and to the Mineralogical Museum of the University of
Copenhagen for working facilities in Copenhagen. The maps used during
the field work and in the presentation of this report were provided by
courtesy of the Geodetic Institute, Copenhagen. Plate VIII is reproduced
from HARRY and PULVERTAFT (1963) by kind permission of my colleague
Mr. C. PULVERTAFT.

Department of Geology
University af Liverpoal, England

October, 1963.



INTRODUCTION

With the possibIe exception of the youngest dyke swarm, the rocks
of South Greenland are of Precambrian age and consist mainly of a
varied assemblage of gneisses, granites, and metamorphosed supra
crustal rocks: smaller areas of unmetamorphosed intrusive and extrusive
volcanics and continental sediments also occur.

Three petrologically distinct areas can be recognised in South Green
land. The Ivigtut area, extending northwards from Kobberminebugt,
consists mainly of paragneisses and metamorphosed supracrustal rocks.
A similar range of rocks is found in the Nanortalik area, which beginning
at Sardloq (15-20 km SE of Julianehåb), continues southwards to Kap
Farvel. The area between Kobberminebugt and Sardloq comprises
mainly granitic rocks, collectively designated as the "Julianehåb Gra
nite" (USSING, 1912).

The current classification of these rocks owes much to the classic
work of WEGMANN (1938), although more recent work by G.G.U. has
made it necessary to modify some of his conc1usions (BERTHELSEN,
1960, 1961).

The major part of the South Greenland crystalline complex was
interpreted by WEGMANN as the product of what he designated the
Ketilidian cycle. Beginning with the formation of geosynclinal sedi
mentary and volcanic rocks, this cycle continued with the folding,
metamorphism, migmatisation and granitisation of these supracrustal
formations during the Ketilidian orogeny. The gneisses occurring at
Ivigtut and further to the north were the supposed basement rocks on
top of which the Ketilidian supracrustal series was deposited; they thus
represented the earliest, or pre-Ketilidian period. The post-Ketilidian
unmetamorphosed volcanics and sediments were referred to the Gardar
period.

More recent work has shown that some of the Ivigtut gneisses were
formed from rocks of the same age as the overlying supracrustal rocks
and they are therefore considered to be of Ketilidian age. Furthermore,
basic dykes (Kuanitic dykes) which at Sermiligarssuk are only slightly
metamorphosed, were found to become more intensely metamorphosed
towards the SE, and in the areas between Ivigtut and Kinalik are folded
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and in places migmatised. It was therefore evident that the gneisses
had undergone alater metamorphism: the time during which the dykes
were emplaced was accordingly called the Kuanitic period and the time
during which they underwent metamorphism and deformation the
Sanerutian period (BERTHELSEN, 1961).

The folIowing chronology was therefore proposed in the Ivigtut
area:-

4. Gardar period (volcanic activity and formation of continental deposits)
3. Sanerutian period (metamorphism, deformation)
2. Kuanitic period (intrusion of basic dykes)

1 K 'l'd' l {orogenesis. et! l lan cyc e S t l kupracrus a roe s

Gardar intrusive rocks have been dated at about 1100 m and 1200 mil
lion years (MOORBATH, WEBSTER and MORGAN, 1960).

A regional swarm of coast-parallel dolerite dykes not affected by
Gardar fault movements is thought to be of Tertiary age.

In the folIowing account, the terms Ketilidian, Sanerutian and
Gardar are used as in the table. In a concluding section (page 130),
however, it is suggested that the use of these terms be revised and that
the term Kuanitic no longer be used.

The greater part of Ilordleq is occupied by granitic rocks of the
Julianehåb Granite formation but the oldest rocks encountered are re
presented by the NE striking band of a metamorphosed supracrustal
series occurring in the north of the area: this has a migmatitic contact
with the granitic rocks on either side and the boundaries as shown on
the map are therefore arbitrary.

This juxtaposition of elements characteristic of both the Ivigtut
and Julianehåb Granite areas affords a means of determining the chrono
logical relationship of these two areas. This has accordingly been the
main object of the work in Ilordleq.

All structures in both granitic and metamorphic rocks are domin
ated by a NE strike which is found to be characteristic of large areas of
the Julianehåb Granite: planar structures usually dip steeply to the SE.
The granitic rocks in the northern part of the area are usually strongly
foliated and the banding of the gneisses is parallel to this foliation. In
the S and SE of the area this foliation is rarely seen but on Qeqertaussaq
a marked foliation of later date also strikes NE. Wherever the granitic
rocks are foliated, the foliation is found to be parallel to the plane of
flattening of triaxial enclaves of supracrustal rocks which are found in
varying concentrations throughout the area, and wherever a linear
structure is found in the granitic rocks, it is parallel to the longest axis
of the enclaves. The NE trend of the belt of supracrustal rocks conforms
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with the regional strike direction, and within this belt bedding and
foliation, except in a few isolated instances, are parallel to one another
and to the foliation in the surrounding granitic rocks. Granite veins
within the metamorphosed supracrustal rocks are in most cases parallel
to bedding and foliation and are themselves foliated. Minor folds are
uncommon except in the calcareous horizons and generally have axes
parallel to the intense lineation found in the supracrustal rocks; this
lineation is parallel to that found in the adjoining granitic rocks.

Cutting both the granitic and supracrustal rocks are numerous am
phibolitic dykes, usually 1-2 m in width. These dykes can be separated
into three groups, only two of which are found in the granitic rocks,
the period of intrusion of each group being separated from that of each
of the other groups by a sequence of plutonic events, and they are ac
cordingly referred to as the first, second and third period amphibolitic
dykes. These three periods are the basis of the chronology which is
described in the following pages, and a large porportion of the time
spent in the field was given to the examination of these dykes, partic
ularly those which have been deformed and migmatised and therefore
difficult to establish definitelyas originally intrusive bodies. The re
cognition and chronological significance of such dykes is dealt with at
some length in the following pages.

In this account the term synkinematic is used in its extended sense,
including not only events taking place during deformation, but also
those taking place during the statia phase immediately following, in
which the stress pattern was similar to that which operated during the
preceding deformation.

The naming of structural axes which is shown in fig. 24, is descrip
tive only and has no genetic connotations. The concept of tectonic trans
port is not applicable to the type of deformation which affected the
rocks of Ilordleq.



SECTION I

SUMMARY OF THE GEOLOGY OF THE AREA

Supracrustal Series.

This consists of interbedded metavolcanic and metasedimentary
rocks, which each form bands from as little as one metre up to some
hundreds of metres in width. Owing to the discontinuous nature of the
exposure and considerable degree of migmatisation in many places, it
has not been possibie to establish a completely reliable stratigraphic
sequence but the succession shown in fig. 1 is a fair indication of the
relative amounts and thickness; those shown probably bear littie re
lation to the original thickness. This succession has not been obtained
from one single section across the area but is a composition of obser
vations made at various localities within the supracrustal belt and in
the adjacent areas of granitic rock where the original nature of the en
claves is apparent. It is almost certain that within the area covered by
the succession shown in fig. 1, there is no major repetition of strata
due to folding and that the supracrustal rocks form a part of the limb
of a large structure of Ketilidian age, the disposition of which cannot
be determined within the limits of the area under consideration.

The metasediments.

Rocks in which the detrital material is of pyroclastic orlgm are
included under this heading; this has been found necessary because in
many cases it cannot be ascertained whether the sedimented material is
of volcanic origin or derived by weathering of consolidated country rock.
Even in those cases where a volcanic origin is probable, it is not possibie
to distinguish between primary tuff deposits and those formed by ero
sion and transport of unconsolidated tuffs.

The metasediments are generally fine grained rocks in which the
original banding is usually very well preserved; banding, the scale of
which varies from a few mm up to 50 cm, is very regular and due to
slight differences in grain size and composition and is accentuated by
marked colour variation from bright green to grey.

Hornblende and oligoclase are the dominant minerals but biotite
and epidote are rarely absent and predominate in some cases. Biotite
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metres.
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Banded sediments and PYl'oclaslics
showing main agglomel'ale levels

Laminated calcareous sediments

Homogeneous basic volcanics

Plagioclase-porphyrite volcanics

Fig. 1. Composite stratigraphic seclion of the supl'acrustal rocks in the norlhel'll
part of Ilordleq.

scbists are rare but emi-pelitic biotite granulites are common and com
prise the major portion of the definitely non-pyroclastic sediments.
Calcareous rocks are found only within two well defined horizons on the
i 'land of Sioragdlit and tbe smaller islands immediatcly to the west,
and vary in composition from marIs to almost pure limestone. A few
thin quartzite bands occur, and zones containing many thin bands of
magnetite up to 2 cm wide are found especiaIly on Sioragdlit.

A~~lomerates.

Lens shaped zones within the metasedimentary series contain abun
dant c1astic fragments up to 50 cm in lengtb, in a matrix of the usual
finely banded sediment. The zone occur in many places rarely extending
for more than 50 m laterally, but are up to 15 m thick in the centre. Al
though conc1usive evidence ilaeking, these zones are thougbt to be
agglomerates. The fragments are evenly distributed and poorly sorted;
a complete size gradation from the largest to fragments consisting of
only a few mineral grains being evident in the most extensive of the
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Fig. 2. Agglamerale wilh large fragments af parphyritie rnetabasalt, in finely banded
pyraelaslie . S.E. eaa t aI Kivaq.

zone, on Lhe tip of Lhe large peninsula on the SW side of the Anchorage
on the SE coast of Nivaq. Within this zone occur two large fragments
of fine grained amphibolite with plagiocla o megacrysts (fig. 2); this rock
type is identical with that of th porphyritic metabasalt horizons d 
scribed below and ahnost certainly del'ived from such an horizon. Der
ivation of these fraaments by local subaerial weathering and sub equent
transport would imply conditions unsuited to tho deposition of tho
nnely banded matrix.

One foatur'e not fuIly consistent with a pyroclastic origin is tho
composition of the fragments; amphibolite is uncommon and most frag
ments ar'e of gl'anitc, granitc gneiss and quartzite. The comparative
rariety of fragment of volcanic rock, except in the two instances de
scribed below, may be of some significance ''lith regard to the chrono
logy. The common occurrcnce of these plutonic rock types would not be
expected if the larger part of the Ivigtut gneisses was Ketilidian and
the great thickness of these formations lay between the agglomerates and
the basement (sce page 132).

Fig. 3 shows a distinctive rock type occurring at two localities on
the east coast of åtukujoq, in both cases as a 1 m thick band within
large remnarlts of supracrustal rock surrounded by granitic rocks.
vVhite 'augen' of quartz and microeline with subsidiary plagioclase are
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fclspalhic fragmenls in agglomeralr. I':a lem end af
Sålukujoq.

set in a maLrix of hornblende and plagoclase with some epidotc. The
rock bear a striking re 'crnblance to some porphyroblastic rocks of
migmatiLic origin, but an imporLanL dirrer'ence is the fine grain size of
the quartz fel par patches in eontrast to the mcdium 01' coarse grain
of metasomatic augen. In Lho agglomerates containing the normal range
of "ock type ome fraament· are found identical with tho e of the rock
in fig. 3 and it is likely that Lhis Loo is an agglomerate. Probably the
original fragments were of aeid volcanie rocks and thc rock of si.milar
origin to Lhe agglomerates with leptiLie fragments described by ESKOLA

(1914; 1950, fig. 1) from Orijarvi; here too, the eertain identification of
agglomerates eau es diffieuHy (ESKOLA, 1950). Original shapes of the
agglomerate fragment in both types of agglomerate have been obscured
by laLer deformation, but it is probable that they were more 01' less
rounded; mea 'urement of the axes is, however, unlikely to give a reliable
indication of the absolute deformation although the principal strain axes
ean easily be determined (fig. 4).

The pyroclastic rocks of I10rdleq are in many re pects similar to
tho e of the øndre Sermilik region, between Julianehåb and Kap Farvel.
In the latter area however, the supracrustal rocks have underaone le
deformaLion and migmati ation and theil' original features are pre
served ufficiently well for the origin of the val'ious types to be mOI'e
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Fig. 4. Agglomerate zone in finely banded pyroclastics, showing a:c sections of
deformed fragments which are flattened parallel to folialion and bedding of the

host rock. S.E. coast of Nivåq.

easily deterrnined. The agglamerates af Søndre Sermilik are very similar
to those of Ilardleq, thus supporting the identification of the latter.

There is no evidence suggestive af a glacial arigin for the depasits
described above as agglamerates.

Evidence of 'way-u p'.
'Way-up' criteria are rare: truncated current bedding was found

at one locality in emi-pelitic biotite granulite, and onc exampIe of
metamorphically I'cversed graded bedding (READ 1958, p. 96) was seen
in the calcareous rocks. Both these indicated that the succession is
younging tawards the SE.

Epidote nadules.

These sometimes exceeded 1 m in length and are charactcri tic of
much of the supracrustal series; although their origin is obscure it is
certain that they are af metamorphic origin and do not represent pre-
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Fig. 5. 1igmatiscd mctavolcanics wilh neosome veins simulating pillow 'truclure.
Palaeosome is fine grained amphibolite. . E. coasl of Nivåq.

metamorphic sedimentary concretions. Part I wiIl contain details of
the occurrence and petrographic features of these nodules. Tn tho Søndre
Sermilik region previously referred to, in a supracrustal series consisting
of a wide variety af sedimentary and volcanic rocks, epidote nodules
are almo t confined to the pyroclastic group.

The metavo1canics.

A the pyrocIastic rock have aIready been described together with
the sediments, onIy those volcanics originating as flows necd be COI1
sidered under this heading: aIthough they form bands up to several
hundred metres in thickness COTIcordant with the bedding of the meta
sediments, TIO unequivocal evidence has becn found to show that these
rocks are of extrusive origin and it is conceivabIe that thcy were em
placed as sills. However, no discordant boundary between these rocks
and the metasediments has been seen and an the basis of the evidence
available, an extrusive origin seems to be the more likcly. The meta-

172 2
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Fig. 6. 1'ypjcal porphyr'ilie melavol anie wilh bolh metumorphic folialion and Oow
orienlation of phenocrysts par'allel Lo hammel' handle. .W. tip of Ikcrasarqap nuna.

vo1canies are derived from Lwo fairly distinet type, the one a homo
gcncous basalt and the other a porphvriLic basalt containing up to 50%
of felspar mcgacr'ysts.

The homogeneous melavolcanic' are now fine grained black am
phibolites with few notable feature execpt in tho eplaee where Lhey
have been migmati ed. The typical form of the neosome veining i hown
in fig. 5 and a can be seen, there is a resemblance to a pillow-Iava with
the pillows' outlined by the granitic veins. These rocks are quiLe unlike
undouhted pillow Javas on the nearby island of Sanerut (see PI. VUI)
whi h were howev r metamorphoscd and deformed under condition
'omewhat difTerent to those which prevailed in Jlordleq. The charac
Leri tic paLLcl'I1 produced by migmati ation of thc homogeneou meta
voleanics is probabl} due to the greaLer homogeneity of these rock
ompared Lo that of the other supracrustal rocks found in the area.

Thc porphyritic metabasalts (fig. 6) vary in the amount, ize and
,hape of the felspar phcnocrv ·ts they contain, although caeh of these
factors is con sLant within any one band when followed along the trike.
Phcnoerysts up to 4 cm in length are common and are usually tahular
in habiL, although equidimensional forms do occur. Tn nearly every case
observed in which the phenocry ts are tabular, they have a mar'ked
flow orientation parallel to the bedding in adjaeent sediments. No trace
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of subaerial weathering was found either between individuals flows or
at the boundaries between the metavolcanics and metasediments.
Although bands of metasediment are rare within the mainly volcanic
horizons, narrow bands of metavolcanics frequently occur within the
dominantly metasedimentary horizons.

Epidote nodules similar to those found in the metasediments occur
in the porphyritic metabasalt but are found only very rarely in the
homogeneous metabasalt.

Ketilidian Granitic Rocks.

These have been studied in most detail in the good coastal exposures,
on the SE coast of Nivaq and on the off-shore islands.

Relations with the metamorphosed supracrustal rocks:

In all the many cases where contact relations have been observed,
the supracrustal rocks are undoubtedly earlier than the granites. The
boundary between the two is migmatitic and many granite veins are
found in the supracrustal rocks, while numerous enclaves of the latter
occur within the granite. In nearly every case individual contacts are
sharp and there is littIe macroscopic evidence of felspathisation of the
country rock. Nevertheless, whenever definite evidence has been found
it shows the emplacement of the granite veins to have taken place by
replacement of the country rock; such evidence can, however, only be
found on the margins of the granite and is not necessarily valid for the
main granite mass. An exception to this general rule is found in the
vein shown in fig. 7 where the granite is almost certainly intrusive.
The granite vein illustrated cuts a mass of coarse grained dark horn
blendite, angular blocks of which are enclosed by the granitic material:
the vein also contains blocks of a fine grained grey dioritic rock, which
must have been carried into place by mobile granitic material. However,
it is probable that granite formed by replacement of the normal range
of foliated supracrustal rocks was intruded into fractures in the massive
unfoliated hornblendite.

For chronological purposes the mode of formation and emplacement
of the granite is only of secondary importance.

Good exposure is necessary for areliable genetic interpretation of
a granite to be made; as this condition is not fulfilled in Ilordleq the
origin of the main mass of granitic rock must necessarily remain in
doubt: the folIowing points are, however, of some significance. On the
margins of the granite, enclaves are found to be parallel to the NE
strike direction and with their shapes and orientation determined by
kinematically controlled replacement (see page 39); the enclaves

2*
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FjO'.7. Massive hornblendite with apparently intrusive vein of Ketilidian granite.
Dark fragments enclosed by granite are or the coal'se grained country rock while
lighter fragments are fined graincd dioritc of a type not exposed elsewhere in the

immcdiate neighbourhood. Island S.W. of Jats!L iluat.

further away from the margins have similar shapes and orientation
and it is reasonable to suppose them to have originated in a similar
mannel'. I-Iowever, enclaves of similal' shape with constant orientation
are known from granite masses which have been mobile in at least
the l1nal stages of emplacement, e.g. Thorr Granodiorite, Ireland (PIT
CHER, 1953).

Another feature which must be taken into consideration is the vast
extent of the Julianehåb Granitc, most of which wa originallyemplaced
in Ketilidian time: the spaco problem which arises by supposing such
a mass to be of intrusive origin is formidable, although af less account
whon tho synkinematie nature of the granite is considered.

There is considerable variation in the rock type of the Ketilidian
granite with regard to grain size and proportion of maflc material.
From examination of the contact relations with the supracrustal series
it is apparent that such variations do not reflect variation in the rock
type from which the granite has boen formod, and thc variations are
apparcntly fortuitous. A large proportion of the granites are medium
grained with less than 15 % of mafie material, usually biotite, and littie
Ol' no quartz visible in hand specimen. In the SE of the area, especially
an Qeqertaussaq, quartz is more commonly seen, occurring in parallel
sheet-like aggregates : the aggregation, and perhaps introduction, of the
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quartz post-dated the Ketilidian period of granite emplaeement (see
page 150).

Small amounts of fine grained aplitic leucogranite occur through
out the area in small veins and masses cutting the main granite; the
largest of these masses is 2 km NE of the head of Natsit iluat. In the
northern part of the area, where the granitic rocks are most strongly
foliated, the leucogranite occurs in narrow veins whieh are usually
parallel to the foliation; elsewhere the veins are more irregular.

Sanerutian Granites.

The so-ealled Sanerutian Granites are granitic rocks formed in
Ketilidian time, but affected to such an extent by the subsequent Sane
rutian plutonic activity that they ean be considered as new rocks. Use
of the term Sanerutian Granites therefore does not imply, in this case,
a Sanerutian period of granitisation or granite intrusion but a 'reacti
vation' of pre-existing granitic rock. This is not to say that those rocks
referred to as Ketilidian granites were unaffected by Sanerutian meta
morphism and deformation, but rather that they did not undergo such
a complete physical transformation as did the Sanerutian Granites. As
there is a sharp boundary between those rocks strongly affected by
Sanerutian events and those not so strongly affected, in Ilordleq it is
relatively easy to separate the granitic rocks into the two groups which
elsewhere may require arbitrary definition. Comparison of the relative
effects of the Sanerutian on the various granitic rocks is greatly facilitated
by the occurrence throughout the area of amphibolite dykes which are
post-Ketilidian and pre-Sanerutian in age; these are the 2nd period
dykes which are described in detail on a later page.

Sanerutian Hornblende Granite.

The most extensive area of Sanerutian granite, found in the NW
of the area along the coast of Sanerutip ima on the islands of Ikerasarqap
nuna, Satukujoq and Sioragdlit, differs from the Ketilidian granites in
having a relatively uniform appearance. The characteristic features are
a medium grain size, paIe grey colour of both fresh and weathered sur
faces, the presence of hornblende to the almost total exclusion of biotite,
and the occurrence of the mafic material in crystals almost equal in
size with those of felspar-a contrast with Ketilidian granites in which
the mafic, whether biotite or hornblende, occurs in aggregates of very
small erystals. As in the Ketilidian granites the colour index is variable
but the amount of stubby black hornblendes is usually between 10%
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Fig. 8. lnegular amphibolitic enclaves, probabl.)' of mctavolcanic origin, in ane
rutian hornblende granite. West coast of Ikerasarqap nuna.

and 15 0J0 af the rock: quartz is not, seen in handspecimen. The concen
tration af large felspars in some places (see page 92) gives rise to a por
phyroblastic phase of what will be referred to as the Sanel'utian Horn
blende Gl'anite. Except at one locality on the westem. extremity of
Ikerasarqap nnna, the Sanerutian Hornblende Granite has a directional
fahric which is expressed either as aplanal' foliation together with a
linear structure, Ol' as a more intense linear structure without foJiation.
At afev" localities a banded structure is evident with alternating bands
of light and dark granite from 1 cm to 5 cm in width: the light bands
in places become so coarse grained as to be almost pegmatitic and al
though conclusive field evidence is lacking, the banding appears to be
af mctamorphic origin and not inhcl'ited fl'om the supracrustal series.

As in the I\.etilidian granites, rcmnants of su pracrustaJ rock occur
as enclaves, which are flattened within the plane of the foliation and
elongated parallel to the lineation in the enclosing granite.

The only exposed contact between the Sanerutian Homblendc
Gl'anite and KetiJidian granite is found on t,he westernmo t peninsula
af Ikerasarqap nuna. The fe,,' metres af the contact which are exposed
show it to be knife-sharp but folJowing an il'l'egular course and cutting
across the foliation of the l etilidian granite : for a distance of 50 m OT'

so from the contact the Sanerulian Granile has no foliation Ol' linear
structure and its enclaves instead of having the regular shapes and
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orientations of those found elsewhere, have irregular forms such as
that shown in fig. 8. At one point on the exposed eontact, the Sanerutian
Granite veins the Ketilidian granite. At this 10eality the Sanerutian
Hornblende Granite appears to have been in a state of incipient
diapiric movement, which would aeeount for the disruption of enclaves
and the contact relations with the Ketilidian granite.

8anerutian Pegmatite Granite.
A small area of Sanerutian granite is found in the SW of the area,

on the NW coast of Natsit iluat: the granite is almost free of mafie
minerals; it is very coarse grained with a high proportion of quartz and
is consequently referred to as the Sanerutian Pegmatite Granite: as in
the case of the Sanerutian Hornblende Granite theo age of this granite
has been established on the basis of its relations with 2nd Period dykes.

Discordant Amphibolites.

The convenient field term 'discordant amphibolite' (DA) is used to
refer to the numerous dykes in the area composed mainly of amphibole
and felspar, and to the identifiable remnants of such dykes, in order to
distinguish them from the fresh dolerite dykes on the one hand and
dyke-like amphibolitic remnants of the supracrustal rocks on the other.
As the origin of many of the amphibolite dykes was uncertain in the
early stages of the field work, a non-genetic descriptive term was ne
cessaryand its usefulness justified its continued use in later stages of
the work. There is, however, some risk of confusion with the 'amphibolite
discordante' (AD) of earlier publications on South Greenland by mem
bers of G.G.U. (AYRTON, 1963; WEIDMANN, 1964). In these papers ADI,
AD 2 , etc. refer to dyke generations within a single period, in contrast
to the DAl, DA 2, and DA a of the present account which refer to dykes
of different periods without regard to the dyke generations within each
period.

1st Period Discordant Amphibolites.
These are found only within the supracrustal rocks and are cut by

the veins of Ketilidian granite which occur in the migmatised parts of
the supracrustal series. The 1st period dykes have been divided into
two subgroups, lA and lB, on the basis of age differences. The period
lA dykes are those which were emplaced before any deformation of the
supracrustal rocks took place and are probably products of the same
volcanic activity which gave rise to the supracrustal metavolcanics.

The period lB dykes are identified as those which cut early folds
in the supracrustal rocks but which are themselves cut by veins of Ke-
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tilidian granite. On only a few occasions ean the distinction be made
between 1A and 1B dykes because of the scarcity of early minor folds
in the supracrustal rocks-this point is referred to in greater detail on
a later page. It is possibIe that the emplacement of dykes took place
throughout the initial folding phase, a situation apparently similar to
that described by WHITE and BILLINGS (1951) from New Hampshire,
in which case the distinction between 1A and 1B dykes must be regarded
as the arbitrary chronological division of a single extended period of
hypabyssal intrusion.

Many of the 1st period dykes were emplaced as sills and show only
slight discordance (see fig. 10) and these are much better preserved than
those emplaced as dykes, which are intensely sheared and have been
broken up by displacement parallel to the bedding and foliation of the
enclosing supracrustal rocks. Discordant amphibolites of all periods vary
from 5 m down to a few cm in width but most are between 25 cm and
150 cm wide.

2nd Period Discordant Amphibolites.

These are found throughout the area in the supracrustal rocks and
in both Ketilidian and Sanerutian granites.
In supracrustal rocks: unless the relationship to granite veins ean be
seen, the 2nd period dykes in the supracrustal rocks cannot with cer
tainty be distinguished from dykes of the 1st period. Although less de
forrned than those of the 1st period, the discordant amphibolites of the
2nd period have been broken up in a similar manner, especially those
in the metasediments where bedding-plane shear has caused large dis
placements.
In Ketilidian Granites: in these rocks the 2nd period dykes are best
preserved and in most places retain their original trends and intrusive
features. Fine grained margins are usual but in only a few cases ean
these be shown to be due to chilling of the magma against the country
rock. In most of the dykes shearing has been concentrated along the
dyke margins and no trace of the original texture is preserved; in a few
discordant amphibolites however, the texture is sufficiently well pre
served on the margins for the originaloutlines of felspar crystals to be
seen in thin section and for a comparison to be made of the relative
sizes of original felspars from the margin and centre of a single dyke
(see page 114). In thin section all the 2nd period dykes, with the ex
ception of the green type described on page 115, have strong directional
fabrics, but this is not always evident in handspecimen owing to the
fine grained nature of most of the dykes. When the foliation ean be
seen in the field it is either parallel to the foliation of the enclosing
granite or is parallel to the dyke margins: the control of the foliation
directions is described on a later page.
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ndeformed and unmigmati ed 2nd period dyke in Ketilidian granitc.
~.E. eoa t of ~ivåq.

In the . W part of the area of 1\.etilidian granite orne 2nd period
dykes have been shear folded; in this area too some fel pathic veins in
addition to occasional pegmaLite can be een cutting the 2nd period
dykes.

In the neighbourhood of Natsit iluat, an area of locally intense
Saner'utian activity, many 2nd period dykes are bordered on one Ol'

both sides by zones of fine grained leuco-granite. These so-called 'aplite
margins' are deseribed in more detail on pag 56. 2nd period dykes
cut by pegmatites are also found in the laLsit iluat area.
In Sanerutian Hornblende Granite: the 2nd period dykcs in this granite
are strongly deformed and nearly all of them show some clegree of re
placement by granitic material. In some instances the granitic material
has almost entirely replaced the amphibolite and in such cases it is often
impossible to show that the r mnants of amphibolite are in fact the
remains of a dyke. However it is not neeessary to prove the origin in
tho case of every supposed dyke, as a chronology ean be establishod on
the basi of those for whieh ther is definito eviclence available. It ha
been found that publi hed eriteria for the recognition of pre- and po t
granitic dyke ,a well as tho e uppo edly emplaeed eontemporaneously
\;vith granite, are invalid. Jhe re ults obtained by applying these eriteria
are inconsistent \:"ith those obtained from field ob 'ervation in llordleq.
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Accordingly, the problem of recognition of relict dykes IS reviewed in
alater section of this account.

3rd Period Discordant Amphibolites.

These dykes occur throughout the area and, in contrast to the
'anorogenic' 2nd period dykes, are thought to have been emplaced
during the closing stages of the Sanerutian plutonic period while the
country rocks were still at an elevated temperature and during the
operation, at least intermittently, of strong compressive forces. The
dykes were emplaced not in tensional fractures, but along compressional
shear zones; in many cases this resulted in the separation of the early
formed minerals from the remaining magma in a manner similar to the
'filter pressing' described from some cratogenic volcanic rocks. This has
resulted in the dykes having an original foliation with a characteristic
pattern reflecting the relative movement of the wall rocks, and from
which an indication of the regional stress pattern can be obtained. Fur
ther information regarding these dykes is given in section II and a com
plete description and discussion comprises Part I I of this series. Like
the 1st and 2nd period dykes, the 3rd period dykes consist mainly of
hornblende and plagioclase but have textural features quite unlike those
found in the dykes from earlier periods.

Unmetamorphosed Basic Dykes.

Unmetamorphosed dykes are found throughout the area but are
especially common on the N coast of Tarajornitsoq and on Qeqertaussaq
where a dense swarm of NE striking dolerites, with individual dykes up
to 150 m in width, must have caused a widening of at about 15 Ofo within
a zone 5 km in breadth. Six dykes belonging to the suite of what are
known as 'big-felspar' dykes occur, and are characterised by the large
amounts of xenolithic felspar which they contain in the form of both
individual crystals and blocks of anorthosite. Most of the dykes were
emplaced during the Gardar period but the youngest dyke generation,
which post-dates all fauIt movements, is perhaps of Tertiary age.

Outline of the Structural History.

The structural features of the area were produced during two main
deformation episodes which, aIthough sharing a common pattern of
principal stress axes, were nevertheless separated by a tensional period
during which the intrusion of basic dykes (2nd period dykes) took place.
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The first period of deformation (Ketilidian) took place before and
during the arrival of the granitic rocks and thus gave rise to fold struc
tures in the layered sequence of supracrustal rocks. The later defor
mation (Sanerutian), acting mainly on an unlayered granitic mass, gave
rise to fold structures only in suitably oriented discordant bodies within
the granites and supracrustal rocks. Thus the different styles of the
structures produced by the two deformational episodes should be
regarded as due to the different material undergoing deformation,
rather than to more fundamental differences in the plutonic environ
ment.

The narrow strip of supracrustal rocks, bounded on either side by
massive granitic rocks as it was during the Sanerutian deformation,
forms an ideal site for the examination and interpretation of structures
which are known to have formed as a direct result of compression without
possibility of flexural slip; the calcareous rocks are exceptional in this
respect. The minor structures in the area are therefore treated in some
detail in Part III and the structural evidence presented in this account
will be confined to that necessary for a chronologic interpretation of
the area.

The first recognisable structural event is the large scale folding of
Ketilidian age, probably during which the present disposition of the
supracrustal rocks was established. No structural evidence is available
which enables the initial phase of deformation, separating the lA and
1B dykes, to be distinguished from the main Ketilidian deformation.
The axis of folding was essentially horizontal along a NE-SW axis, as
is shown by minor folds and linear structures. Minor folds are rather
uncommon except in the calcareous rocks; the foliation of the supra
crustal rocks, normally parallel to the bedding, is parallel to the axial
planes of the minor folds where these occur. Linear structures are found
throughout the supracrustal series, usually as a mineral orientation
parallel to the longest axes of agglomerate pebbles and epidote nodules
where these are found. Emplacement of the Ketilidian granite took place
during this first deformation episode but probably after the formation
of the major structure. Granite veins follow the axial planes of Ketilidian
minor folds and are themselves unfolded, showing that deformation in
volving flexuring of the layered rocks, if it occurred at all, had ceased
by the time the granite was emplaced. The calcareous rocks are an ex
ception also in this respect since they contain flexural folds formed after
the emplacement ofaxial plane granitic veins. Minor folds in the cal
careous rocks have constant axial directions but chaotic axial planes,
unlike the minor folds of Ketilidian age elsewhere in the supracrusta
series which invariably have axial planes parallel to the regional fol
iation, i.e. striking NE and dipping steeply to the SE.
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The intrusion of numerous basic dykes (2nd period dykes) besides
bearing witness to a marked change from the conditions prevailing dur
ing the period of Ketilidian plutonism, provides in addition a useful
means of distinguishing between Ketilidian and Sanerutian structures.

The intrusion of the 2nd period dykes was followed by a return to
plutonic conditions and the renewal of deformation during the Sanerutian
period. The Sanerutian deformation resulted in the intensification of
earlier linear and planar structures and in the shear-folding of discordant
bodies emplaced after the completion of the Ketilidian deformation, e.g.
2nd period dykes, epidote veins and some granite, aplite and pegmatite
veins. That the Sanerutian structural features were developed in
dependently of the Ketilidian structures, although parallel to them, is
shown particularly clearly by the structural pattern of the Sanerutian
granitic veining in the 2nd period dykes.

The Sanerutian deformation is most intense in the N and NW of
the area and corresponds closely to the higher degree of reactivation
there than elsewhere in the area. In the central part of the area, Ilordleq
proper, there is littIe evidence of Sanerutian deformation except for
some NE striking mylonite bands, but in the SE a brittIe shearing has
taken place along closely spaced shear planes giving rise to a new shear
foliation in the granitic rocks and to shear folding of 2nd period dykes,
but of a less plastic type than is found in the N of the area. The NE
striking shear foliation dips steeply to the SE and is frequently accent
uated by flat lenses of quartz which lie parallel to it. No field evidence
is available to show whether the brittIe deformation which took place
in the central and SE parts of the area was contemporaneous with the
more intense deformation in the north or whether it represents a wide
spread early Sanerutian brittIe deformation. Petrographic evidence how
ever suggests that the differences described represent a variation in
space rather than in space and time: there is no evidence of a 'frontal'
migration of the plutonic activity.

The final phase of the Sanerutian deformation throughout the area
consisted of the development of a conjugate set of almost vertical frac
tures striking NNW and ENE, the former being more strongly devel
oped, and along many of which there was a relative horizontal move
ment. The 3rd period dykes were emplaced along the fractures of this
conjugate system while the movement was still taking place, resulting
in the 'differentiation by deformation' shown by many of these dykes.

Metamorphism.

The mineralogical constitution of the metamorphosed supracrustal
and basic intrusive rocks throughout the area corresponds to that of
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the epidote-amphibolite facies. The variation in intensity of the plutonic
processes operating during the Sanerutian thus finds no parallel in
mineral facies variation. The mineral assemblages produced by the
Ketilidian metamorphism can be inferred only from indirect evidence.
The total absence of relict metamorphic minerals and textures suggests
that mineralogically the Ketilidian metamorphism was similar to that
of the Sanerutian and this is confirmed by the development of epidote
nodules during the Ketilidian.

Evidence of a slight retrogressive metamorphism is provided by
thin sections of rocks from all parts of the area which show the devel
opment of chlorite and epidote from biotite and iron-ore, and the alter
ation of felspar, concentrated along narrow bands parallel to the foliation
in the host rock.



Fig. 10. Banded epidote-rich rocks of pyroclastic or/gm, with impersistent 'ills
(dark) ol' 1st period dyke age. Island at western end ol' Kivåq.

SECTION II

CHRONOLOGIC L DESCRIPTIO~ OF THE AREA

In this section Lhe various events which have taken place in the
area are described, in so far as il. is known in the order in which they
occurred, together with the f1cld evidence by which theil' relative order
has been established. An attempt to satisfy the someLimes conilicLing
requirernents of objectivity and clari ly has led to some repetition of
the pl'evious secLion.

Ketilidian Period.

1'he foI'lUation of the supracrustal rocks, defined by WEG)-IANK

(1938) as the beginning of the Ketilidian, has been referred to in
the previous section, together with the clear evidence regarding the
age of these relative to the granitic rocks. Apart from graniLic
agglomerate pebble , DO trace of the pre-Ketilidian basement is found
in the area.
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Fi". 11. 1igmatised 1 t period dyke (abo\'E~) cu LLing fiJlely bandcd cmi-pclitic
cdimcnt . Concenlration af neosomatic matcrial in dyke is due to inhomogencous

deformation of di cordanL dyke rock, in contrast to homogeneous deformation of
metasediments. ~earby 2nd per'iod dykes (see Og.9) are unmigmatiscd. .E. coasL

of ·iYåq.

1st Period Discordant Amphibolites.

1'he 1A and 1B dykes ,"viII be described together as they ean be
distinguished in the fjeld in only very few in tance . These dykes are
found only within the supracrustal serie, and in areas with granitic
veining are cut by veins (flg. 11, 12, 13). Even in those plaee where
the granite veins may be interpreted as having been formed by re
plaeement, the vein continue without interruption across tho dykes
which in no ca e appeal' more re i tant to replacernent than the SUl'

I'ounding supracru tal rocks. Indeed many examples have been seen in
which the dykes are more intenscly veined than the country rock, as
in that hown in fig. 11. The dyko 'hown in the upper part of the f1gure
is ca. 1.5 m wide and m dium grained, and i' found cutting only lightly
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migmatised banded metasediments: in contra t to the metasediments
the dyke i intensely agmatised. Thi may he interpreted a being due
to the finely laminated sediments deforming in a more rcgulal' mannel'
than the cro -cutting ma sive dyke, and eonsequcntlv beinO' le easily

Fig. 12. 1st per'iod dyke (right) in rnetasediments (lefl), cut by veins of Ketilidian
age which are in lurn cut by 3rd period dyke (dark). Movement along contact be
tween meta ediments and 1st period dyke (aJong hammer handle) has folded 31'd

period dyke. S.E. coa t of Nivåq.

penetratcd by the migrating material. The possibility that the neosome
veins in thc dyke were derived by metamorphie differentiation of the
dyke material eannot be exeluded, and is eonsidered with reference to
thi and other occurrenees in Part IV.

The faet that the pre-gr'anite dykes do not hehave a re i ters is
empha i ed in view of its bearinO' on the oriO'in of dyke remnant in the
Sanerutian granite .
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- --+-... 01st period DAs.
r~.:;~.0J 2nl period DAs.
1=:::::r:=:::13rd criod DAs.

Fig. 'J 3. Migmatised t l pel'iod dyke culling Kelilidian supracruslal rocks. eo
some is eaJ'1ier lhan 2nd and Srd period dyke'. Narrow 2nd period dykes broken
up by movement within large '1st period dykc (same a' in fig. 11). AlTO\\" indicate.

3rd period dyke Sh0\\11 in figure 12. .E. coast of Kivåq.

The 1 ·t period dyke are from 25 cm up to 5 m in width and include
a variety of rock types which probably represent dilTerent dyke gener
ations. The number of intersections found i not sufficient to establish
the relative order of emplacement of the various generation of pre
gl'anite dykes, and the present irregularity of the dykes prevents recog·
nition of dyke genel'ations bused on dilTerences in ·trike direetion. The
best preserved 1st period dykes are those emplaced as sill parallel to
the bedding planes of the metasediment and now forming 25 cm-1 III

bands of amphibolite, which ean be identifled a intrusive only in those
plaees '""here they are local1y di cordant, Ol' intel'digitate with the meta·
sediments as shown in fig. 10. 1st period dykes emplaeed as dykes intcl'-
ecting bedding planes at high angles are often hardly recognisable as

such, due to jnten e shearing movements parallel to the bedding planes.
A further difficulty i that lA dyke:, emplaced vertieally in Hat-Iying
and unmetamorphosed sediment, al'e now in many case' almost hori
zontal and this coupled wiLh the mainly horizontal expasure surfaee ,
make outerop patterns of these dyke difficult to interpret. It is cleal'
that vertical dykes emplaced in an unfolded supl'acI'ustal 'Cl'ies have
littIe chance af remaining verticaI during subsequent large scale folding

172 3
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of the supracrustal rocks; the relevance of this point to the interpretation
of relic dykes in granitic rocks is referred to on a later page. The lA
and lB dykes cannot be distinguished on the degree of deformation as
this depends to a large extent on the attitude of the dyke relative to
the direction of bedding and foliation in the enclosing rock: of two dykes
occurring at the same locality the later one may be more strongly de
forrned if it cuts the bedding at a greater angle than does the earlier
dyke. The lB dykes ean therefore only be distinguished from the lA
dykes where the former are seen cutting structures produced during the
first phase of Ketilidian deformation; two criteria must thus be satisfied
before a lB dyke ean be recognised as such-it must cut the structures
referred to above and must itself be cut by veins of Ketilidian granite.
These conditions are met with only at the locality illustrated in fig. 13.
The sketch shows two dykes emplaced in finely banded metasediments
of semipelitic composition which at this locality form a gently curving
arch: granite veins cut straight across this structure which ean thus be
identified as being of pre-granite age. The two dykes also cut straight
across the structure and are themselves cut by granitic veins. The 2nd
and 3rd period dykes shown in fig. 13 are referred to elsewhere.

The ages of 1st period dykes relative to the formation of certain
epidote rich zones in the supracrustal rocks could possibly be used to
distinguish lA and lB dykes. One exampIe has been seen in which a
diffuse epidote rich patch, some few metres in extent, continued without
interruption through one 1st period dyke but was cut by another 1st
period dyke.

The distinction between lA and lB DAs of Ilordleq is of littIe
practical value at present but may possibly be of use in the future when
correlation can be made with areas in which the differences are more
clear, and thus assist in the more exact chronological positioning of the
Ketilidian granite relative to, for example, the gneisses of the Ivigtut
area.

Metagabbros.

The five areas of metagabbro shown on the map (Plate IX) are
probably the remnants of coarse grained basic intrusions, which because
of their massive nature resisted the granitisation which gave rise to the
Ketilidian granites. The original textures are in many places well pre
served and the rocks are in general unfoliated; relict igneous banding
was seen in the metagabbro on the island between Avssånguit and Ike
rasarqap nuna. The original contacts of these basic masses have not been
seen; theyare undoubtedly earlier than the Ketilidian granites, being cut
by veins which differ from the granitic veins in the supra-crustal rocks
in being irregular in form and frequently forming agmatites. The amount
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of veining in the metagabbros is relatively small and in addition, the
veins are of a more leueoeratie nature than the surrounding granite.

A elue as to the eause of the resistanee of these bodies to the gran
itisation is found by examination of thin seetions, whieh show that
mieroscopie veinlets of microcline are found only along micro shear
fraetures which disturb an otherwise well preserved igneous texture.
Thus the behaviour of these bodies as 'resisters' ean be aseribed to their
original form and texture and eonsequent resistanee to deformation,
rather than to their ehemieal composition.

As the age of the metagabbros relative to the 1st period dykes is
uneertain, their exaet ehronologieal position remains in doubt.

Ketilidian Plutonic Period.

The intrusion of the 1st period dykes was followed by a period
charaeterised by intense deformation and metamorphism together with
the mise-en-place of large amounts of granite. The granite oecupied not
only those areas now oeeupied by Ketilidian granite but also those now
oeeupied by Sanerutian granite (Plate IX).

Deseription of the Ketilidian deformation and metamorphism is
somewhat eomplieated by the diffieulties of distinguishing between the
effeets of these events and the effeets of similar events whieh took plaee
in the Sanerutian period. The fixed point in the ehronology at this stage
may be taken as the formation of the Ketilidian granite; as the 2nd
period dykes ean be shown to be later than the Ketilidian granite but
earlier than the Sanerutian, these toa ean be used for the reeognition
of Ketilidian effects. Aecordingly the folIowing seheme seems best suited
to the investigation and deseription of the events whieh took plaee
during the Ketilidian plutonic period.

(1) Determination and deseription of those areas of granitie rock whieh
may be elassed as Ketilidian. The 2nd period dykes are very useful
for this purpose ; in those areas where 2nd period dykes are un
deformed and unmigmatised, the effeets of the Sanerutian may be
assumed to have been no more than slight and the granite there
fore elassed as Ketilidian.

(2) Reeognition and deseription of struetural features whieh are either
earlier than or eontemporaneous with the Ketilidian granite, or
whieh are earlier than 2nd period dykes.

(3) Reeognition and deseription of metamorphie features whieh ean be
shown to be (a) earlier than or eontemporaneous with the Ketilidian
granite, (b) earlier than 2nd period dykes, or (c) earlier than or
eontemporaneous with the Ketilidian deformation.

3*
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The Ketilidian Granite.

Most information regarding the relations of the granite with other
rocks has been obtained on the well exposed coastlines on either side
of Nivaq where the occurrence ofboth supracrustal and granitic rocks,
together with dykes from each period, afford ideal conditions for estab
lishing relative ages.

The granitic rocks along these coastlines, although varying some
what in detail, have so many features in common that they may reason
ably be regarded as one unit and of the same age. These features include
both relationships with other rocks and petrological characteristics.

In the supracrustal series the granitic veins are almost always con
formable with the steeply dipping bedding and foliation planes. and
vary from a few cm up to several metres in width. Macroscopie evidence
of felspathisation of the country rocks adjacent to granite veins is found
in only a few places, but examination of thin-sections has shown that
felspathisation is rather widespread and intense in some places. The
granitic veins in general exhibit features very similar to those of the
main granite mass and are indubitably of the same age. The principal
features are a medium to coarse grain-size, quartz visible only in thin
section, and 5-15% of biotite occurring in aggregates of crystals which
are very much smaller in size than those of the felspar. Large crystals
of felspar mayeither occur as porphyroblasts in a groundmass of finer
grained felspar, or may so predominate as to form a coarse grained rock,
such as that shown in Plate I (a). A description of the microscopic features
of this rock is given on page 105.

The Ketilidian granite veins along the SE coast of Nivaq, although
usually with a strong foliation as aresult of the elongation and align
ment of the biotite aggregates, show no sign of cataclasis. As the granite
in this area has certainly not been completely recrystallised since its
formation (specimen 31534, page 105), the absence of cataclasis suggests
that the foliation in the veins dates from the time of emplacement of
the veins, although it may have been intensified by the partial recrystal
lisation which took place during the Sanerutian.

The strike of the veins is parallel to the foliation within them,
which is in turn parallel to both foliation and bedding of the adjacent
supracrustal rocks; the parallelism of veins and both foliations is, how
ever, maintained within the unbedded porphyritic metavolcanics and
so is not due to bedding-plane control of any of these structures. Small
amounts of a leucocratic granite are found as discordant veins from
1-5 cm in width cutting the more common granite type with sharp
contacts. The foliation continues without interruption across the bound
ary between the two granite types. These features suggest that the
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granite foliation is not a structure inherited from the foliated supra
crustal rocks but a structure produced in response to the same forces
which produced the foliation in the supracrustal rocks, and is an indi
cation of the synkinematie nature of the granites. The concordance of
foliation in the granites and in their country rocks clearly does not
constitute evidence for the granite foliation being an inherited structure,
or for the replacive origin of the granite.

Aplite veins commonly occur in the granites in the Nivåq area and,
as they are cut by 2nd period dykes, are of Ketilidian age. Most of the
aplites, forming veins 5-25 cm in width, are parallel with the host rock
foliation and are unfolded. Others, however, lie at an angle to the host
rock foliation and are then usually folded, the axial planes of the folds
being parallel to the foliation. As will be emphasised elsewhere, the
foliation is a first order structure produced in direct response to the
deforming forces.

Ketilidian Structures.

a) in the supracrustal rocks:

The structures may be divided into the three following groups :-

1) Bedding and foliation
2) Minor· folds
3) Linear structures.

1) The coincidence of bedding and foliation has aIready been referred
to in addition to the evidence against the foliation being an inherited
or palimpsest structure, further evidence for which is found in the minor
folds described below.

2) Minor folds: as mentioned previously these are uncommon except
in the calcareous rocks which are intensely folded. A few of the folds
which have some relevance with regard to the chronology are described
below.

Figure 14 shows a part of the limb of a minor fold in finely banded
pyrocIastic rocks occurring on the SW extremity of Ikerasarqap nuna,
the exposed surface being normal to the fold axis which plunges at a
low angle to the SW. The foliation is everywhere parallel to the granite
veins which maintain a constant attitude. In that part of the fold shown
in fig. 14 the plane of flattening of the agglomerate pebbles, with only
rare exceptions, is parallel to the foliation and to granite veins which
are parallel to the axial plane of the fold. On the turnover of the fold
(not shown) flattening of the pebbles appears to be parallel to the bedding
although the foliation and granite veins maintain their alignment parallel
to the axial plane. Although no certain interpretation of these relation
ships is justified without further evidence, it appears that the folding
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Fig. '14. Deformed agglomerate fragments (blaek) in folded finely banded pyro
c1astie . Shows a: c seetion with foliation (dotted) diverging from bedding (broken
lines) near turnover of smal l fold. Symmetry of agglomel'ate fragments and granite
veins (plain) deseribed in text. P ninsular at S.W. eorner of Ikerasårqap nunii.
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Fig. 15. Fold in banded supraerustal rocks on S.W. border of Kelilidian gl'l1.nite of
Ikerasårqap nuna. Foliation (dotted) and bedding (broken line) divcrge; apparently
unmoved enclaves of supraeruslal ro k in granite (el'o 'es) reprcseni a fmUler stage
in formation of gl'anite than lhat shown in fig. tf.. .E. eoast of Ikerasårqap nuna.
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Fig,16, InLerbedded siliceous (heavily dotted) and calcarcous (lightly dotted) bands
in the calcareous horizon on island belween Sioragdlit and. atukujoq, sIlOwing age

of granite veining (black) relative to deformation (see LexL).

and some !1attening of the pebble took place before the formation of
the foliation and emplacement of the granite veins. Whethel' tilis is

correct Ol' not, it is quite clear that the foliation is quite independent
of the bedding plane and that the granite veins, which have their greatest
length in the direction of the fold axis, were emplaced under the influence
of the same forces which produced the folding, pebble defor'mation, and
foliation.

fmother example of a minor fold with axial plane foliation, which
is shown in figure 15, is from a contact bcLween granite and metasedi
ment in the SW of Ikerasarqap nuna. In this case the alignment of the
lYranite, and the foliation within it, are parallel to the foliation of the
country rock which in turn is parallel to the axial plane of the minor
fold. The enclaves of country rock r'emaining in the granite are typical
of those found throughout 1.he Ketilidian granites and it is apparent
that theil' shapes and orientation are a direct re!1ection of the forces
which were maintained during the Ketilidian deformation. A replacive
origin for the granite shown in figure 15 would best accounL for he
apparently undisturbed encJaves and for their regular shapes, and thw;
the granite at this locality may reasonably be considered to have been
formed by kinematically controlled replacement.

A fUI'ther illustration of the relation hip between deformation and
granite emplacement is given in figure 16. The country rock in this case
consists of alternating laminae of calcareous and siliceou meta ediment
and has been strongly folded, but is unfoliated; the folding continued
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Fiet. 17. Asymmetric f Iding of interbedded iliceous and calcareou (deeplyeroded)
bands. lncipient l avage in i1iceous bands j parallel to regional foliation, and
pencil structure of 'ame bands is parallel to fold axe and to regional lineation.

Island between iOl'agdlit and Såtukujoq.

oyer a longer period in these rocks tilan cJsewhere and it is probable
that some folding also took place during the Sanerutian. In the fold
shawn in figure 16 a granitic vein has been em pJaced parallel to the axial
plane af the fold, a situation similar to that all'eady described from
figures 14 and 15. Jn thi' case, however, an eadier granite vein emplaced
parallel to the bedding ha been fold d together with the bedding, a
clear indication that the period during which Lhe granite vein were
emplacod oVCI'lappod with Lhe period of active deformation, and that
the paralloli rn of oranitic veining and country rock foliation which i
usually found clsewhere, i not the re ult of tatic control af the former'
by the latter. The two features foliation and alignment af granite vein',
are independent produet af the arne tre ystem.
3) Linear tructure: the principal linear tructure which is found
Lhroughout Lhe area of supracrustal rock, ex ept for certain part of
1ho calcareou' erie " is 1he orientation of the lang axe af amphibole
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Fig. 18. Fr'agrnenLcd siliceolls band in calcarcou horizon. Siliccou rernnanls are
str·ong.ly rodded jJ<II'aJlcl to fold axps which have constant direcLion. Axial planes
are rola ted about axial dil'ecLion a a resnll of "progrc. sive" deformation. l land

between Sioragdlit and ålukujoq.

crystal which inval'iably lie 'Nithin the foliation. Thi lineaLion is easily
measured on foliation surface . in rocks of uitable mineral composiLion
and grain 'ize, and even in rocks too fine grained for the orientation of
individual mineral grains to be seen, is evident a distinct lines and in
micaceous rocks as a light corrugation. The lineation i not often visible
in the fine gl'ained metavolcanics but in the porphy/'itic metabusalt i.
occasionally seen as a stretching of the blastoporphyritic felspars. The
]ongest axes of dcformed aaglomerate pebbles are parallel to the mineral
lineation in 'urrounding rock and, a' mentioned in reference to figure
14, par'allel to the axes of minor fold of Ketilidian aU'e. In the mino/'
folds the intersection of foliation and bedding give ri c to a linear
tructure parallel to those de cribeu ubove and pal'allel to the fold axes.

In the calcareous rocks (fig. 17) foliation is uncommon, but in Lhe lam
inated types the corrugation af the siliceous bands has given rise to an
intense rod ding Ol' pencil' Jineation parallel to the fold axcs. Isolated
siliceous bands enelosed in ca]careou horizon are completely disrupted
and form rods parallel to fold axes ( ee flg. 18).

The attitude of the lineations de cribed vari \\'ithin Lhe belt of
supracrustal rocks. Tn the NE part of lhe upracr'u laJ belt linealions
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and minor fold axes plunge to NE, the plunge becoming less steep and
eventually horizontal with progress toward the SW, and at the SW end
of the supracrustal belt these structures plunge 15° SW. This variation
is probably best accounted for by later flexuring rather than by original
differences in the attitude of the structures. Evidence will be given in
alater section which shows that it is probable that the Ketilidian struc
tures have been intensified by the Sanerutian deformation.

An apparently anomalous lineation direction is found within the
flexure mentioned in reference to figure 13; on the evidence of the 1B
dykes this flexure was formed earlier than the main Ketilidian defor
mation phase. The lineation in this case is formed by the intersection
of bedding and foliation and plunges steeply to the S. The foliation in
the rock conforms to the regional pattern, as does the elongation of
small pebbles which it contains and the amphibole lineation on foliation
surfaces. The direction of the intersection lineation here is apparently
due to the anomalous attitude of the bedding here with respect to that
elsewhere in the area at the beginning of the main Ketilidian defor
mation phase, due to earlier flexuring. As this steeply dipping inter
section lineation is not found elsewhere, it may be assumed that the
pre-1B dyke flexuring was of littIe significance in this area.

b) Structures in the Ketilidian granitic rocks.

Evidences of Ketilidian deformation within the granitic rocks of
this age are similal' to those found in the supracrustal rocks and there
is complete structural conformity between the two. The foliation in the
granitic rocks has been referred to previously together with the evidence
for it being an original feature of the rock; it is everywhere conformable
with that of the nearby supracrustal rocks. A linear structure is also
found within the foliated granitic rocks and ean be seen on foliation
surfaces as elongate mafic aggregates which are flattened within the
plane of foliation; the lineation too is everywhere conformable with that
in that nearby supracrustal rocks.

Enclaves of the supracrustal rocks found within the granites are
similar in shape to the deformed agglomerate pebbles found within the
pyroclastic rocks. The long and intermediate axes (b and c axes) lie
within the plane of foliation with the b axis parallel to the lineation.
When bedding ean be seen in the enclaves it lies within the plane con
taining the b and c axes of the enclaves. The strict conformity between
structures in the granitic rocks and those in the supracrustal rocks,
together with the evidence concerning the age relationships of the gra
nites and the structures they contain, may be regarded as evidence,
albeit inconclusive, for the replacement origin of these rocks.
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Kuanitic Period.
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By analogy with the Ivigtut area (BERTHELsEN 1961, see page 131)
the period during which the 2nd period dykes were emplaced is at present
referred to as the Kuanitic. In Section V it is suggested that the term
Kuanitic is unsuitable in this context, but it is retained in this account
because no suitable alternative has yet been agreed upon

In contrast to the conditions prevailing during the plutonic phase
of the Ketilidian, conditions during the Kuanitic were such as to allow
the intrusion of normal basaltic dykes into probably tensional fissures
in the cool country rock. The original features ean be recognised with
some certainty in those dykes found in the Ketilidian granites which
have not been strongly sheared. The fissures into which the dykes were
emplaced were of a regular nature and the dyke margins are sharp and
straight (fig. 9). In some cases it ean be established that the fine grained
borders of the dykes are due to chilling against the country rock (see
page 24); this in itself does not constitute evidence that the country
rocks were cool at the time of intrusion of the dykes (see page 126).
The 2nd period dykes are distributed fairly evenly throughout the whole
area and, unlike the 3rd period dykes, are not noticeably concentrated
in swarms. The dykes are in most cases vertical although a few occur
as almost horizontal sheets. As most of the dykes have been seen on
coastal exposure and not traced inland it is not known how persistent
they are, but one 4 m dyke has been followed for over 1 km within the
Ketilidian granite and several others for distances of 50-300 m. Not all
the 2nd period dykes belong to the same generation but insufficient
intersections have been found to enable them to be divided into distinct
generations based on strike directions. Dykes with a NE strike are the
most common, however, and figure 19 shows the strike distribution of
50 2nd period dykes. The diagram has been compiled from strike readings
of dykes which have not been folded subsequent to their intrusion and
includes only those dykes identified with certainty as belonging to the
2nd period ; this was possibIe only during the later stages of the field
work when the chronology as presented in this account had been estab
lished. During the field work over 350 discordant amphibolites were
recorded, probably over half of which were 2nd period dykes. The strike
distribution diagram shows that the majority of the 2nd period dykes
have a strike almost parallel to that of the foliation produced during
the Sanerutian period, i.e. the dykes are normal to the axis of maximum
Sanerutian compressive stress; this point is of some significance when
the effects of Sanerutian deformation are considered.

Petrologically the 2nd period dykes ean be divided into two distinct
groups, the one group being distinguished by a grey colour on weathered
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sudaces and th other by less common dykes which hav a green colour.
The green type are formed from dyke of a more basic composition. In
tllose part of the area wbere the effect of tbe anerutian deformation
have been comparatively slight, the difference between Lhe two types
is noL very great. With incl'easing cl formation the difference become
more marked cl ue tothe very difl'erent behaviOllr of the Lwo types when
subjectecl to tre s. The le s competent gre type deformed by hear

o

DAs

2 ud period DAlS

2iO 90

180

Fig. 19. Diagram howill" pl'efer'l'cd trikc directions oI 50 2nd pel'iod dykcs and
70 3rd period dyke in leasL dcformcd parts oI the lu'ea. 'ole commoncsl direclion

of 2nd period dykes (~E· W) i- parallel lo slrike of regional foliation.

along closely spaced foliation pIanos while the competent green type
deformed by f,'actul'e in the dykes, into which the felspar of the dyke
material migratecl. The remaining dykc material thus become' even
more basic tban before giving rise to dykes consisting only of bright
green amphibole cul by vein of fel par 01' scapolite. The diITerent effects
of deformation and migmati ation on the two types of 2nd period dykcs
are described in detail on pages 67-70 and the microscopic evidence for
the progressive metamorphic differentiation of the green dykes is given
in Part 1\ of thi' series.

The grey type of 2nd period dyke' generally have even texture
but a few dykes have evenly distl'ibuted smal1 bIa toporphyritic fel par
up to 5 mm in size while others have larO'e irreO'ularly distributed blasto
porphyritic felspars up to 5 cm in ·ize. Relict doleritic textures can be
seen in thin sections of the better preserved grey 2nd pel'iod dyke .
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Sanerutian Period.
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The intrusion of 2nd period dykes of the Kuanitie period was fol
lowed by a return to plutonic conditions, resulting in further metamor
phism and deformation of the Ketilidian rocks and loeal reaetivation of
the granites, together with the metamorphism, deformation and in some
pIaces migmatisation of the 2nd period dykes. The nature of this further
period of plutonic aetivity is well demonstrated in Ilordleq because of
the wide variation in the plutonic effeets within the area. The similarity
between the Ketilidian and Sanerutian stress patterns makes distinction
between the effects of these two periods difficult in many cases.

For the purposes of description it will be convenient to divide the
whole area into five sub-areas, within each of which the Sanerutian effects
were of similar intensity and type.

1. The main area of Ketilidian granite oeeupying almast the whale
of the area af Ilardleq s.s., the central sub-area.

2. The Qeqertaussaq peninsula tagether with the extreme SE part of
Ilordleq s.s.

3. The area around N ivag cansisting af the Ketilidian granite on
the SE shores of the islands Ikerasarqap nuna and Satukujoq, the
supracrustal rocks and a small area of Ketilidian granite on Itivdliat
siaup kangia.

4. The peninsula on the SE side of Natsit iluat together with the
NE and NW coasts of this inlet.

5. The area of Sanerutian Hornblende Granite on the islands
Ikerasarqap nuna, Satukujoq and Sioragdlit, make up the Sanerutip ima
sub-area.

Central sub-area.

The only Sanerutian effects which ean be deteeted here by field
observations are the formation of NE striking mylonite zones and the
metamorphism, foliation and local shearing of the 2nd period dykes.
Under the mieroscope, partial recrystallisation of the granitic rocks
outside the mylonite zones can be detected, but the Sanerutian age of
this recrystallisation cannot be proved.
Mylonites: these mostly oceur as narrow shear zones about 1-5 m in
width which have not been followed for more than a few metres along
their strike. They are concentrated in the northern part of the central
sub-area where are also found some broader mylonites, one of which is
100 m wide and has been followed for 2 km. A narrow mylonite about
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10 m broad, occurs on the coast a littIe to the south of Itivdliatsiaup
kangia; a 2nd period dyke within this mylonite is sheared and disrupted
and this, together with similar less well exposed occurrences inland,
establishes the age of the mylonites as being post-Kuanitic. The upper
age limit of the mylonites is established by the occurrence of 3rd period
dykes cutting them without being disrupted and the mylonites must
therefore have been formed within the earlier part of the Sanerutian.
It is possibIe that of the numerous mylonites for which there is no de
finite evidence to establish the relative age, some may have been for
med in either late Ketilidian or post-Sanerutian time.

The mylonite zones strike parallel to the usually indistinct foliation
in the surrounding granite, 050°-060°, and are themselves very strongly
foliated parallel to the margins (and have an intense sub-horizontal
elongation lineation). They are fine grained and have a somewhat darker
appearance than the coarser grained country rock from which they have
been formed ; many have a laminated structure with alternating folia
of quartz and felspar up to 3 mm in width. It is apparent from the
textures and mineral assemblages of the mylonites that the deformation
by which they were formed took place at elevated temperatures and
while the surrounding rocks were undergoing regional metamorphism.
The mylonitisation may therefore be regarded as taking place in the
central sub-area more or less contemporaneously with processes of a
more obviously plutonic nature in the Nivaq and Sanerutip ima sub
areas.
Metamorphism and foliation of 2nd period dykes: in the central sub
area the amphibolitised dykes although undeformed are invariably
foliated, but owing to their usually fine grained nature this foliation is
often indistinct or invisible in the fieId. The foliation, although constant
within any one dyke, varies from one dyke to another; in some dykes
it is parallel to that in the country rock, while in others it is parallel
to the margins of the dyke. It appears that those dykes with a strike
similar to that of the foliation in the country rock granite most often
are foliated parallel to their margins, while those striking at a large
angle to the granite foliation have a foliation parallel to that in the
country rock. This is thought to be due to the stress operating in Sane
rutian time normal to the Ketilidian foliation of the granitic rocks,
being accomodated in different ways depending on the orientation of
the dyke relative to the principal stresses. The behaviour of the dykes
under these conditions is illustrated in figure 20. Where the angle be
tween the strike of a vertical dyke and the nearly horizontal maximum
principal stress axis is large, i.e. the dyke is nearly parallel to the mi
nimum stress axis, fig. 20 A, B and C, the stress is accommodated by
shearing along the dyke resulting in a foliation parallel to the dyke
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Fig. 20. A-B show orientation of superimposcd Sanerutian folialion in Kctilidian
graniles in the central, Nivåq and QeqeJ'taussaq sub-areas; and direclion of foliation
in variously oriented 2nd period dykes relative to supposed principal stress directions.

Large ketch shows field example of E (see aJso Ilgs. 19 and 22).
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Fig. 21. Folded 2nd period d,yke in Ketilidian gran i te ( ee flg.. 20 and 23). Folialion
in dyke and granite is parallel lo hammel' handle. 'ote shearing oI enc/ave parallel

to dyke margin, lower left. We tern penin ular of Itivdliatsiaup kangia.

margins. In the case of a dyke Iying nearly parallel to the maximum
principal stress axis, f1gure 20 D, the potential shear movement·
cannot be accommodated by movement parallel to the dyke margins
and the foliation in the dyke is parallel to that induced in the
country rock. The coincidence of KetiJidian and Sanerutian foliation
in the country rocks in this area makes it difficult lo dernonslrate
the formation of a Sanerutian foliation in the granitic rocks of the
Central sub-area.

Figure 20 E hows a furlhel' developmenl of D, as found in dykes
in the Nivaq sub-area (figures 21 and 23) where the higher degree of
deformation has resulted in shear folding of dvkes striking nearly pa
rallel to the maximurn principal stress axis. Figure 20 (bottom) i from
a rleld sketch of a folded 2nd period dyke in the iviiq ub-ar'ea ( ee
page 50 and fig. 21). Dykes in the 'ivåq ub-area striking at a large
angle to maximum pl'incipal stl'e saxes how 'imilar features to simi
larly oriented dykes in the central sub-area.

Similar structural pattern to tho e descl'ibed above have been
de cribcd by ESKOLA (1914), MrLLER (1945) and JO~E (1959).
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1m a:b section

Shearcd Ketilidian grallite

1m a:b section.

Fig. 22. DefOl'med 2nd period dykes ill Ketilidian hornblende granite of Qeqer
taussaq sub-area. Lower dyke emplaced almost parallel to direction af subsequent
SanerlItian lJlovemeot appeal's ooly slightly defol'med in contrast to lIpper' dyke
which stl'ikes almost at right angles to movcment direction. Degree af internal
deformation is, howevel', probabJy mllch lhe same in each case. r. coast of Tarajor.

nitsoq.

Qeqertaussaq sub-area.

Sanerutian efIects in this area are again rather slight but neveI'
theless distinct from those of tho central sub-arca. The eITects which
ean be seen in the ueld are 1) imposition of shear foliaLion in the gl'anitic
rocks with migration and possible introduetion of quartz, 2) amphibol
itisation and foliation of 2nd period dykes, 3) formation of E striking
mylonitic shear zones in which 2nd pcriod dykcs aro shear-folded.

1) The characteristic feature of the al'ea is a strongly developed TE
trending shear' foliation, which is quite distinet from both Ketilidian
and Sanerutian recrystallisation foliations found throughouL the rest of
tho aroa. Although the shear foliation has been formed after tbe for·
mation of tho granites it is probably parallel to the original foliation of
these rocks, as in a migmatitie part of the granite reliet upraerustal

172 ~
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folds are found with axial planes parallel to the shear foliation. The
sl;J.ear foliation in the granite is emphasised by thin quartz folia, similar
but not as intensely developed as those in the mylonites of the central
sub area. 2nd period dykes are undoubtedly earlier than the imposition
of the shear foliation as they themselves are strongly foliated and in
places c1eaved, with quartz veining parallel to the foliation in some cases.

The relationship between the mylonitic shear zones and the 2nd
period dykes is shown in figure 22, which shows two dykes emplaced in
the Ketilidian hornblende granite on the north coast of Tarajornitsoq.
The dykes are about 10 m apart and both within mylonitic shear zones,
which here form bands from a few cm up to several metres in width
alternating with the un-mylonitised country rock granite. The original
strike of the upper dyke (fig. 22) was nearly at right angles to the strike
of the shear zones and the dyke has consequently been strongly folded.
The original strike of the lower dyke was nearly parallel to that of the
shear zones and this dyke is therefore less folded although subjected to
exactly the same type and degree of stress as dyke A. The dykes have,
however, both undergone a similar degree of internal deformation, as
opposed to folding (compare for example, fig. 39). The relationship be
tween these two dykes illustrates very well the importance of original
orientations in the interpretation of folded structures in the area and
also gives a useful indication of the stress field by which the structures
were produced. Many structures similar to those shown by these dykes
are found in the Nivaq and Sanerutip ima sub-areas where the defor
mation is not localised within shear zones but distributed evenly through
out the granitic rock masses.

Nivaq sub-area.

_In this area the effect of the Sanerutian deformation has been suf
ficiently intense to produce a variety of new structures and to intensify
many of the Ketilidian structures. The deformation was accompanied
by a limited amount of migration of granitic material. The structures
most readily recognisable as being of Sanerutian age are those produced
by the deformation of 2nd period dykes and immediately adjacent rocks,
and these will accordingly be described first.

On the NW corner of Itivdliatsiaup kangia, within the main body
of granite but close to its contact with the supracrustal rocks, is found
the folded 2nd period dyke shown in figures 21 and 23, and also in figure
20. It is apparent that this dyke has been deformed by movement in
the granite and within the dyke, along planes parallel to the foliation
in the granite. The nature of the deformation is clearly shown by aplite
veins within the granite and parallel to the foliation, which are cut by
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Fig. 23. Detail of contact between 2nd period dyke shown in figs. 20 and 21, and
surrounding Ketilidian granite. Foliation in both granite and dyke is parallel to

hammer handle. Western peninsular of Itivdliatsiaup kangia.

the dyke (top right, figure 21), but are nevertheless unfolded. Supra
crustal enclaves within the granite, which lie parallel to the granite
foliation, are also unfolded. The direction of both the pre-dyke aplite
veins and the enclaves shows that the Sanerutian foliation is parallel to
the earlier Ketilidian foliation on which it has been superimposed. The
effect of the Sanerutian deformation on the granite has clearly been an
intensification of the Ketilidian structure but the foliation within the
2nd period dyke is due entirely to the Sanerutian deformation. An im
portant and expected feature is that the axial plane of the dyke fold is
parallel to the foliation in the enclosing granite ; the axis of the fold
lies within the foliation plane but its plunge is controlled by the original
attitude of the dyke. The folding of discordant bodies and the attitude
of the resulting structures is described in Part III. The stretching lineation
found within the dyke is parallel to that in the granite and plunges at
a shallow angle to the SW.

The enclave in the granite which is intersected by the dyke (left
side of figure 21) is regular in appearance and parallel to the granite
foliation, like other enclaves, except for the few cm closest to the dyke.
Here, both the enclave and the granite foliation are swung round parallel
to the dyke contact. The foliation in the marginal part of the dyke at

4*
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this point is also swung round parallel to the contact, and it is apparent
that there has been movement parallel to the granite-dyke contact at
this point and not, as elsewhere, parallel to the granite foliation. At this
point, the granite dyke contact most nearly approaches the direction of
the granite foliation, thus allowing the stress to be accommodated by
slip along the contact as shown in figure 20B. Where the granite-dyke
contact makes a large angle with the granite foliation, the stress has
been accomodated entirely by internal deformation within dyke and
granite and the regularity of the foliation is undisturbed (see figure 20 D).
2nd period dykes folded in a similar way are found on the south coast
of Satukujoq and on the small island off the easternmost point of Sa
tukujoq. No other folded 2nd period dykes are found within the granite
of the Nivåq sub-areas as all other 2nd period dykes found are more
or less parallel to the strike of the granite foliation, i.e. at 90° to the
maximum principal stress axis.

Within the supracrustal rocks of the Nivåq sub-area the 2nd period
dykes are found to be generally less deformed than the 1st period dykes,
but where no granite veins are found the dykes of these two periods
cannot be distinguished with any certainty. The deformation of the 2nd
period dykes within the metasediments again is controlled to a large
extent by their strike relative to the foliation of the country rock. Dykes
which cut the foliation, and hence the bedding, at a high angle, instead
of being folded like those in the granite are broken up by shears parallel
to the bedding and foliation of the host. This difference may be attributed
to the inhomogeneity of the metasediments when compared with the
granites, which has resulted in concentration of movement along a few
widely spaced shear planes in the former as opposed to the many closely
spaced planes within the granite. Dykes emplaced parallel to the foliation
and bedding of the metasediments show pinch and swell structure, with
a distance of 2-4 m between crests of successive swells.

Development of Augen Granite in the Nivåq sub-area.

A gradual increase, from SW to NE, of the Sanerutian deformation
within the Nivåq sub-area is shown in plate IX. The evidence for this
is found in the progressive variation in the shape of the enclaves within
the granitic rocks; it has been found that the deformation of the supra
crustal enclaves is analogous to the deformation of conglomerate pebbles
and allows similar conc1usions to be drawn regarding relative intensity
and orientation of the forces giving rise to the deformation.

The enclave cross-sections shown in figure 24 (left inset) are typical
of those found within the Ketilidian granite throughout the central
sub-area. Within the Nivåq sub-area, however, there is a gradual in
crease in the b: a and c: a axial ratios, as a consequence of the progressive
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Fig. 2~. Lowel' lefl insct: shows des'riplive nomenclature ofaxes for triaxial enc!aves,
pebbles etc. Regional foliation lies in b: plane and linealion is parallel to b.
Central in el: felspar porphyrobla ·ts growing along boundary of deformed enclave

in augen granite- ee texl.

1, 2 and 3 ho\\' successive degl'ee of Sanerulian deformation of enclaves on K.vV.
coast of Nivaq. 'ee texl fOl' explanation.

flattening of the enclaves due to a relative increase in deformation parallel
to the axis of maximum principal stress which is normal to the granite
foliation, i.e. parallel to the a axis of the enclaves. Figure 24, 1, 2 and 3
shows the elTects of this progressiye increasc in deformation on the a: b
and a: e 'ections of the enc1aves at variou localities ( ce Plate IX)
on the 1 W eoast of Tivåq. 1'hc enclave of locality 1 is of similar shape
to the enclaves in the Ketilidian granite throughout the central sub-area,
and may be taken as representing the original shape of all enclaves.
1'he shape of enc]aves to the 'E of locality 3 is not indicated in fig. 24
because the deformation has been so extreme; a: b raLio' at specimen
locality E are of the order of 1: 400.

It ean be seen from figure 24 that there is httle change in the b: c
axial ratios of the enclave with increasing Sanerutian deformation.
1'his suggest that the Sanerutian deformation of the Ketilidian granite,
at least in the livaq sub-area, was essentiaIly a flattening, such as could
be represented by an oblate strain eHip oid; or in the terminology of
FLIN (t962), homogeneous strain with deformation path k = O. 1'his
contrasts \-vith the deformation of the Hornblende Granite on Såtukujoq
in which an intense linear strueture is developed and Lhe deformation
path approached k = 00, i.e. a stretching which ean be repre entcd by
a prolate strain ellipsoid. Both the e case dilTer from thc Ketilidian
deformation which, to j udge from the -hapes of agglomerate fragments,
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enclaves in granite and other lines of evidence, seems to have resulted
in approach to deformation path k = 1, represented by a triaxial strain
ellipsoid in which the length of the intermediate axis remains unchanged
throughout the deformation. These differences will be considered in more
detail in Part III.

With the progressive deformation of the enclaves there is a con
comitant change in the enclosing granite, leading to the formation of
an augen granite from the original even textured rock. The progressive
change in the granitic rocks is illustrated in Plates I and II which show
the successive stages in the development of the augen granite which is
fully developed in the extreme NE part of the Nivåq sub-area. The
time relations between deformation and growth of the felspar in these
rocks show an interesting variation: in the early members of the series
the felspar recrystallisation is dominantly synkinematic, but in the fully
developed augen granite the more intense deformation resulted in an
almost complete cataclasis of the rock before the post-kinematic por
phyroblastic growth of felspar took place. A description of the changes
taking place within these rocks is given in the petrographic section. The
increase in deformation toward the NE is not completely regular and
at all points on the NW coast of Nivåq, narrow concordant mylonite
zones are found, usually only a few decimetres in width, in whieh the
granitic rocks have been finely granulated to produce bands of fine
grained quartzo-felspathic rock with a strong superficial resemblance
to remnant sedimentary horizons. Not all these mylonites are of Sane
rutian age however, as intersections with 2nd period dykes show some
of them to have been formed in the Ketilidian. That growth of the fel
spar augen took place after the formation of the mylonites, is shown at
the numerous localities where undeformed porphyroblasts are found
both within the mylonites and along their contacts with the surrounding
granite. The post-kinematic nature of the augen is further shown by
the relationship of undeformed augen to the deformed enclaves (fig. 24,
inset). The non-cataclastic microscopic features of such porphyroblasts
show that their growth along the margins of the enclave could have
taken place only after deformation of the enclave had ceased.

An increase in the intensity of linear structures and boudinage
within the supracrustal rocks with progress toward the NE part of the
Nivåq sub-area, is probably equivalent to the increase in Sanerutian
effects noted in the granitic rocks; however, critical evidenee by whieh
these features could be dated is lacking.

It ean be seen from the deseriptions given above, that movements
due to the Sanerutian deformation in the Nivaq sub-area took place by
translation of individual rock particles within the plane of the Sane
rutian foliation, which is parallel to that of the earlier Ketilidian foliation.
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Thus any pre-Sanerutian structures which were parallel to the Ketilidian
foliation, remained unfolded during the Sanerutian deformation; these
structures include bedding except in isolated cases, concordant granite
veins in the supracrustal rocks, enclaves of supracrustal rock within the
granite, concordant aplites in the granite, deformed agglomerate pebbles,
and those 2nd period dykes emplaced parallel to the Ketilidian foliation.
The folding of discordant structures has been illustrated by reference
to one of the 2nd period dykes, but folds are also found where discordant
granite, aplite and epidote veins occur, and in those places where the
bedding direction deviates from the regional trend. The effects of the
Sanerutian deformation on the calcareous rocks may be summarised as
a tightening of Ketilidian folds, and in some cases refolding of these
folds about their original axes.

The overall picture of the Sanerutian deformation is of a strong
NW-SE compressional force acting normal to the earlier Ketilidian
foliation, with an approximately horizontal NE-SW stretching giving
rise to a Sanerutian elongation lineation parallel to that formed in
Ketilidian time. The detailed structural evidence on which these con
clusions are based is given in Part III.

Other Sanerutian effects in the Nivåq sub-area.

A limited amount of migration of material took place within the
supracrustal rocks. This material consisted mainly of alkali felspar to
gether with small amounts of hornblende, calcite, quartz, haematite,
flourite and larger amounts of epidote. Favourite sites for the localisation
of the migratory material were fractures in epidote nodules and tension
openings between boudins in competent layers of the metasediments.
Flat-Iying veins of black hornblende were evidently formed after the
main phase of Sanerutian deformation, as the shear zones along which
they are emplaced cut the granite foliation but are unfolded. It is probable
that both these hornblende veins and later quartz veins which cut them
were more or less contemporaneous with the 3rd period dykes and re
present a stage in the gradual decrease in Sanerutian plutonic activity.

Natsit iluat sub-area.

Sanerutian time in the area immediately surrounding Natsit iluat
was marked by the formation of pegmatites and small patches of coarse
grained pegmatitic granite, in addition to small bodies of aplite which
have a close spatial relationship to 2nd period dykes. Deformational
effects are slight.

A few small pegmatite veins are found cutting 2nd period dykes
on the peninsula to the SE of Natsit iluat, and many of the dykes here,
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unlike those in the sub-areas described previously, contain scattered
grains of microcline. The pegmatites strike more or less parallel to the
foliation of the country rock granite but have dip surfaces discordant
to the granite foliation; slight shear folding of the pegmatites has taken
place by movement parallel to the foliation of the granite in some cases.
The 2nd period dykes here, all of which have a NE strike, are not folded
but streaks of granitic material occur along the sheared margins of some
of them.

On the same peninsula many discordant amphibolites are found
which show a curious association with an aplitic granite. The aplite veins
found in the country rock immediately adjacent to the dykes, on one
or both sides, are up to 2 m in width but are impersistent and have very
irregular outer margins. The inner margins of the aplites, on the con
trary, are straight and abut against the dykes. It appears that the pre
sent contact between dyke and aplite marks the original boundary of
the dyke. In two cases veins of marginal aplite have invaded the adja
cent dyke and are folded along axial planes parallel to the dyke foliation.
Narrow pegmatitic veins parallel to the dyke foliation are unfolded
although cut by the aplite.

On the NE shore of Natsit iluat a narrow 2nd period dyke (see fig.
25) emplaced in fine grained Ketilidian granite is enclosed by unusually
regular borders of aplite which appear to have been formed from the
country rock granite; small remnants of the surrounding granite are
found within the aplite and are elongated parallel to the strong foliation
found in both the dyke and aplite.

It is very difficult to account for the origin of the aplites described,
but it is provisionally suggested that they have been formed by the
localisation of potash metasomatism along shear zones in the country
rock adjacent to the dykes. However, there is good evidence elsewhere
in the Ilordleq area that shearing is normally concentrated within the
dykes rather than in the country rock immediately adjacent to them.
An interesting parallel to these aplite margins is described by RAM

SAY (1958) from Glenelg in the NW Highlands of Scotland. At Glenelg,
the concentration of deformation at the edges of the thickest and most
persistent sheets of basic rock, transformed the adjacent rocks into
microgranulitic types resembling mylonites (loc. cit., p. 495). Occasional
veins coming from the marginal aplites and cutting the associated am
phibolite dykes, referred to above, suggest that the aplite although
formed by the localisation of metasomatism along zones of inhomo
geneous deformation, may have been capable of intrusion at some stage.
This conc1usion is reinforced by evidence from similar occurrences else
where in South Greenland and comparable occurrences in the Sanerutip
ima sub-area. The aplites may be considered as the plutonic equivalents
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of the pscudotaehylite veins found in zones of disloeation (inhomogeneous
deformation) at higher structural levels (see PAUK, 1961).

On the NW shore of NatsIt iluat two small bodies af pegmatite gra
nite occur, which on the basis of their relations with 2nd period dykes,

Fig. 25. larrow 2nd period dyke in fine graincd Ketilidian granile on the N.E. coasl
01" ::'iIatsit iluat. Dyke is bordered by aplite which is strongly foliated parallel to
dyke margin, and conlains elongate enclaves of country rock granite from which

it appears lo have been formed.

are eonsidered to be af Sanerutian age. The larger af t,he two bodies,
which outerops for 100 m along the eoast, has no dykes either within
it Ol' within the porphyritic Ketilidian granite immediaLely surrounding
whieh is veined by the pegmatite granite. Within the smaller body of
pegmatite however are remnants of at least one, and possibly twa dykes
which ean be traeed into the sUl'rounding porphyritie and aplite granitcs
of Ketilidian age. Fig. 26 shows the disposition of outerops of the three
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Fig. 26. ~orthern coast of Natsit iluat showing diagrammatically the distribution
of granitic rock types and course of the 2nd period dyke hown in figs. 27-34.

granite types and a 2nd period dyke along a 250 ro stretch of coastline.
Figurc 27 shows twa relict dykes in the pegmatite granite at point A,
anc af which has been almost complet ly digested and is referred to as
a relict dyke only bccausc of its occurrence adjacent to an undoubted
reJiet dyke: no other enclaves of any Lype are found in the pegmatite

...
. . . . . ... .

:·5tYcln
'"0. :'-.

Fig. 27. Remnanls of onc, and pos ibly two 2nd period dykes in anerutian peg
matite granitc ( ec fig. 26). ee text.
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Fig. 28. 2nd period dyke at locality B or fig. 26. Dyke cuts acros contact between
porphyritic gl'anite (left) and fine grained granite (right), both of Ketilidian age.
'1ateria! l'eplacing dyke is indislinguishablc from Sanerutian peglllatite gl'anile.

granite. The vein of aplite hown in figure 27 is eleady older than the
dykes and i almost eertainly related to tho larger ouLel'0p of Ketilidian
aplite granite near'by (flne-gr-ained Ketilidian granite of fig. 26). It is
sugge ted that tlle pegmatite granite has itself been formed from the
original porphyritie g['anite into whieh both the dykes and aplite vein
\vere emplaeed. nlike the por'phyritie granite, and to a lesser extent
the mafie dykes, the aplite has not been attaeked and transformed to
pegmatite granite ; this-is attributcd to the diITerenL struetural proper
ties of the ver'Y fine gr'ained aplite vein. The relationship of one or thc
dykcs at the margins of the pegmatite granite bady eonflrms the inter
pretation suggested above. Ea t of point (fig. 26) the dyke passes
from pegmatitc granite in whieh it is dige ted, into porphyritie granite
in whieh it is unadulterated. as ho\yn in flgure 26 and on the left of
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Fig. 29. 2nd period dyke at locality A (fig. 26), here emplaced in porphyritic Ketili
dian granite and replaced by Sunerlltian aplite granite. ee lig. 30.

figure 28. Passing through the porphyritic granite the dyke enters the
Ketilidian aplite grani\;e \Vithin which il; is again digested (figure 28)
but in this case the replacing material is again pegmatite granite and not
the enclosing aplite granite. On the ol;her margin of the pegmatite granite
body the same dyke crosses the contact and passes into the Ketilidian
porphyritic granite: for the first 15 m of its course in the porphyritic
grani\;e it is veined and digested after which it continues in an unadulter
ated state (see figure 26). Howevcr, the veining material in \;his case
is again pegmatite granite as shown in figures 29 and 30 (from just to
the west of point D). TIms in every case the material vejning the dyke
is pegmatite granite while the porphyribc and aplite granites everywhere
appeal' to be older than the dyke. Thi conc1usion is further con
firmed by the relationships shown at a point just to the east of the
area in fig. 26, where there is a sharp contact between porphyritic and
apIite granites (fig. 31), both believed to be of Ketilidian age: the dyke
here, very probabIy the same as that een elsewhere, cuts cleanly across
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Fig. 30. Sketch of 2nd period dyke from exposure immediately adjacent to that
shown in flg. 29.

Fig.31. Conlaet betwccn porph -rilie (right) and fine grained (lefl) granile, boLh
of KetiIidian age, cul by unrnig-mati ed 2nd period dyke. From expo ure 100 m

east of locality C, flg. 26.
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Fig. 32. ketch of 2nd period dyke urrounded and partiy digesled by 'ancrulian
prgmatite "ranit€', howing neo om and basic remnanls parallel to Io!ialion in

gr'anile. 'ole orientation of ection,
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Fig. 33. A fol' fig. 32 but a:c cction; preserved fragments form sheets parallel lo
foliation but are elongated in b dil'ection (see fig. 32), forming linear structure which

cannot be seen in pegmatite granile. ee also fig. 34.

this contact and is clearly later than boLh granite type ) as shown in
figure 31. Thc age relationships deterrnincd on Lhe basis af field evidence
described above may with some confidence be set out as follows:-

pegmatite granite
(formed from earlier
granites)
basic dykes
a plite granite
porphyritic granite }

anerutian

Kuanitic

Ketilidian

o folding Ol' shearing effects have been noLed a accompanying the
formation of the pegmatite granite but there is nevcrthelcss clear evid
ence that this granite is of synkinematic origin in the sense defined on
page 11. Thc pattern shown by the introduced material in the dige ted
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Fig. 34. Photograph showing same section of digested 2nd period dyke as fig. 33.
ApJitic vein seen below line of amphiboJite fragments JIlay have similar origin to

aplite margins shown in fig. 25.

2nd period dykes indicates that the orientation of the stres es operating
during the formation of the pegmatite granite were similar to those
giving rise to the Sanerutian deformation elsewhere in Ilordleq. Foliation
and lineation in the pegmatite granite are weak and often absent, prob
ably due to the coarse grain and leucocratic nature of the rock. Where
present they confol'm to usual pattel'll of steeply dipping NE foliation
and sub-horizontal lineation. Figures 32, 33, and 34 show veining of the
2nd period dyke by pegmatite granite on two difTerent surfaces, both
at right angles to the weak foliation referred to. Figure 32 shows a sur
face parallel to the lincation dil'ection (a: b section) while figs.33 and
34 show the surface, normal to the lineation direction. It is apparent
that in the case of this particulal' dyke no foliation was induced by
shearing parallel to the dyke margins and that the veining is a direct
reflection of the regional stress pattel'll under' condition . cOI'l'esponding
to those of homogeneous deformation. It is difficult to conceive of any
process other than that of metasomalic replacement, by which the
granitic material invading the dyke would preserve such clear evidence
af its synkinematic origin.

Discussian af the actual processes by which the pegmatite granite
\\ as farmed is more appropriate to Pt. IV.
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Fig. 35. Folded grey 2nd period dyke in Sanerutian hornblende granite, intruded
and broken by mobile country rock. Gl'Unite has stl'ong planar (parallel to hammer
handle) and linear (normal to plane of paper) tructures. Folding slighUy exaggeratcd

due to orientation of exposure. r\.W. coast of Ikcrasårqap nuna.

Tho Sanerutian efTeets in the Natsit iluat sub-area may be summarised
as the synkinematie formation of small bodie of pegmatite granite, and
aplites marginal to same 2nd poriod dykes.

Sauerutip ima sub-area.

This ar'ea is distinguished from the other four sub-areas by the
vory high degree of Sanerutian aetivity which led to complete reaet
ivation af the granitie rocks and folding, breaking and migmatisation
of the 2nd period dykes. The high degree of reaetivation af the granito
in this area leading to the formation af the Sanerutian Hornblende
Granite, is shawn by the I'esponse to the Sanerutian deformation; in the
'ivaq sub-area, Sanerulian deformation took place by mean of discreto

movemonts parallel to foliation plane together with recry tallisation,
whoroas all deformation of granitie rocks in the Sanorutip ima sub-area
appears to have taken place completely by reery Lallisation. In this
sense the Hornblendo Granite may be said to have flowed and indeed
in 'ome places the Sanurutian Hornblende Granitc is found intruding
2nd period dyke (f1guros 3- and 36); however, thi flowage took plaee
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Fig. 36. Green 2nd period dykes intruded by anel'utian hOl'nblendc granile. Lack
of separation of blocks i due to Ol'ienlalion relative to main lrelching i. e. lineation

dir'eclion, which is normal to section shown. -. coasl of iitukuj6q.

largely in lhe solid state and Sanerutian slructures in the anerutip ima
ub-aren. are homologou with those elsewhere in I1ordleq.

2nd period dykes.

In the Sånerulip ima ub-area the 2nd period dykes are of two
distinct types, one type con isting almosl entirely of green amphibole
,""hile the other type contains appr'eciable amounts of felspar' these wil!
be referred to as the green type and the grey type 2nd period dykes Ol'

discordant amphibolites, Recognition of the two Lypes in the Sanerutip
ima sub-area caused some difficulty during the fjeld WOl'k because 2nd
period dykes elsewhel'e had not been seen to sltow such marked dif
ferences, A re-examination of the 2nd period dykes in lhe granitic and
supracrustal rocks of the 1 ivaq sub-area eonfirmed that sueh dislineL
petroloO'ical differences as wel'e found in the Sånerutip ima sub-area
were not evident in Nivaq, However, it was evident that ome of the
2nd period dykes in the ivaq sub-area are slightly more mafle and
eoarser grained than the others which \Vere of a mOl'e typieally meta
basaltie type, and lended to beeome boudine more easily than the latter,
Whereas the 'metabasaltic' dykes in the . ivaq sub-area had undergone
a homogeneou type of deformation tlte more mafle type were typically
fractured and contained irregular leucocratic veins (fig, 37), There ap
pcared Lo be a tran ition from the mafle type of the • ivaq su b-ar'ca
to the ultraba ie green type of anerutip ima which eould best be ac
counted fOl' by progre si\'e metamorphie difTCI'enLiaLion and 10 of fel-
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Fig. 37. Green 2nd period dyke in banded supracrustal rocks. Dyke shows pinch
and swell slruclure, and scapolile veins probabJy derived from dyke by metamor

phic differentiation. I land in centre of ivåq.

spar from the original matic dykes. This interpretation received some
support by the discovery that the leucocratic veins in these dykes con
sisted of either plagioclase Ol' scapolite and not alkali felspar. The cause
of the differentiation is thought to be the migration of the most mobile
constituents to the low pressure zones in the fractures forming in the
relatively competent green dykes. The grey dykes containing initia]]y
slightly less hornblende than the green dykes deformed by slip along
closely spaced foliation planes and show no tendency to boudinage Ol'

fracture, and hence no tendency to metamorphic difYerentiation. The
difTerences between the green and grey dyke types is increased further
by migmatisation of the latter in the Sanerutip ima sub-area; by intro
duction of alkali felspar and quartz along foliation planes the compo
sition of the grey dykcs cIlangcs from that of metadolerite to dioritic
Ol' monzonitic. The amphibole rich green dykes showing no foliation
Ol' linear structure are not affected by this migmatisation. Originally
sma]] difference' in dyke composition have thus given rise to two very
differcnt rock types; the one type becoming more basic by metamorphic
di fYerentiation, the other becoming less basic by addition of granitic
materiaL Many green type 2nd period dykes are found which dip at
angles as low as 30°, usually to the ESE.
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It is of some interest to note that WEGMANN (1938) referring to
what he called pre-granitic basic dykes on the south side of Kobber
minebugt, concluded that (p. 27) "The differences in the rocks of the
dykes seem often to become more distinct through the metamorphism
since dykes with comparatively small differences behave differently on
recrystallisation". The interpretation outlined above regarding the me
tamorphic differentiation of the green dykes is considered in more detail
in Section IV.

Grey 2nd period dykes.

In the Sanerutip ima area these dykes have been both deformed
and migmatised; the degree of deformation increases with the intensity
of lineation in the enclosing granite and both increase fairly regularly
toward the NE (page 91). The degree of migmatisation does not vary
so regularly, but nevertheless, offers an interesting demonstration of
the kinematic control of metasomatism. All stages have been found be
tween dykes in which there has been no metasomatic alteration, and
those which have been almost completely replaced by granitic material
and whose dyke origin would be difficult to appreciate if it were not
for the intermediate stages shown by their less altered counterparts.
The criteria used in distinguishing dyke remnants from pre-granite
amphibolitic enclaves are described in Section IV.

The granitic material which migrnatises and replaces the dykes is
more leucocratic and finer grained than the surrounding Hornblende
Granite, and is strongly selective in its action; leucocratic veins are
only rarely found to extend outside the original limits of the basic dykes.
The progressive replacement of the dykes is best demonstrated by de
scribing a few individual dykes representing the various stages. The
intensity of the migmatisation varies capriciously within small areas
and even within individual dykes, but in view of the highly selective
nature of the process this is not surprising.

Figure 38 shows a grey 2nd period dyke on the north coast of
Ikerasarqap nuna, 2 km SW of the Anchorage. This dyke has similar
characteristics to those found in the Ketilidian granite in the Nivaq
sub-area, and at this point contains only very small amounts of granitic
material (along the right hand margin). The foliation in the dyke is
parallel to that in the country rock, except within narrow zones adja
cent to the margins where the foliation is parallel to the strike of the
dyke. In the figure the foliation in the Hornblende Granite is evident,
as also are the small pre-granite enclaves which appear as dark streaks
parallel to the foliation and which quite clearly are unrelated to and
earlier than the discordant post granite dyke. As the strike of the dyke
makes only a small angle with the granite foliation it has not been strongly

5*
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deformed, but that there has been intense deformation subsequent to
the emplacement of the dyke can be seen from figure 39. This shows the
same dyke as in the previous figure and at only a few metres distance,
where it has been cut by a discordant aplitic vein of presumed early

Fig. 38. Grey 2nd period dyke in Sanerutian hornblende granite. Only slightly dis
cordant to granite foliation and trend of enclaves (parallel to hammer handle), the
dyke is not folded. Foliation in the dyke is mosUy parallel to that in surrounding
granile, except along the margins where it is parallel to the margin. Small amounts
of neosome along the dyke margin (next to hammer head) show earliest stages of
replacement of 2nd period DAs. N. coast of Ikerasarqap ouna, 1200 !II W. of Anchorage.

Sanerutian age. The axial planes of the folds of the vein are parallel to
the foliaLion in the dyke, which in Lurn is parallel Lo that in the granite
country rock (par'alleI to hammer handle). The aplite is more intensely
deformed in the dyke than in thc granite.

A comparatively early stage in the replacement of a grey dyke is
shown in figure 40, in which a vertical 2nd period grey dyke is seen
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Fig. 39. Same 2nd period dykc, and on arne exposure as that '!lown in fig. 38.
Folding of discordant anerutian aplitc shows high degree of int!'rnal deformalion

in dyke re!atin lo that in adjacenl gl'anit!'.

intcr'secLing a gently dipping green dyk of thc same period, at a 10caliLy
a few hundrcd meLres ~E of the dyke 'hown in figures 38 and 39. In
figure {~O the difl'erent behaviour of grey and grecn dykes can be easily
een, and il, i clear that both have been intruded into granitic rock

and afTccted by subsequent mctamorphism and deformation. Both dykes
are di cordant to the steeply dipping foliaLion in the country rock which
can be seen on the left hand 'ide of the figurc; a: c sections of the ellip oidal
cnclaves are aligned parallel to the foliation. The grey dyke, which is
also shown in figurc 41, is replaced by a fine grained leucogmnite which
is evenly di Lributed throughont the dyke and not concentrated on Lhe
margin'. Ju t abo, e the intersection shown in figure '!O the grey dyke
is almost wholc and separated from the country rock only by a narrow
strip of leucogranite Ol' not at all. Where thc replacement has proceeded
furlher, as in figurc 41, Lhe amphibolitic remnants of the oyke are now
here in contact wilh the country ro k but everywherc surrounded by
leucogranite. Thc 'urface hown in figure 41 is more Ol' less horizontal
and in that plane the dykc is almo t parallel to the tl'ike of the country
rock foliation, and has been strctched and brokcn in the direction of
the lincation (shown by the alignment of thc hammer handle). Where
the dyke has been tretched and broken, the individual pieces are sepa-
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Fig. 40. Remnant of grey 2nd period dyke (vel'Lical) cutting gently dipping green
2nd period dyke. View is almost parallel to linealion and main stl'etching direction
and hence no boudinage eITects ean be seen in green dyke (see flg. 55). Foliation
in granite and Oatlening of encIuves (upper left) are parallel to hammel' handle.
Grey dyke partially replaced by fine grained grunite (see fig. 41), the veins of which
have directional features homoaxial with planar and linear structures in country

rock granile. Anchol'uge, '. coast of Ikera årqap nuna.

rated by normal Hornblende Granite containing no leucogranite. The
ynkinematie nature af the replacement af the dyke i shawn by the

veins of leucogranite which form sheets within it (fig, 41) which are
parallel not to the wall of the dyke, but to the foliation within it which
i parallel to that in Lhe country rock. The sheets af leucogranite are
irregular because af a tendeney to form rods parallel Lo thc country rock
lineation ; as aresult of this the amphibolitic dyke remnants are also
elongated parallel to the lineation in country rock and, where replaee
ment has been extensive, form triaxial cJlipsoids elongated parallel to
lhe lineation and flattened parallel to the foliation of the country rock
granite. This effect ean be cen on ITregular surfaces hown in the fore
ground of figure 41, but it i more clearly hown in figure 42 whieh is
a diagrammatie sketch of a handspecimen from the same dyke. In the
specimen shown in the sketch, the amount of amphibolite is still greater
than that of leucogranite which appeal's as sheets Ol' rods within it. There
ean be little doubt that the arrangement shown is an original feature
of the leucogranite and not a relation hip induced by deformation ub-
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Fig. [.1. Remnants oI same grey 2nd period dyke as shown in flg. 40. lIammeI'
handle is parallel to lineation and dyke is discontinuous on urface parallel to this
direction. Foreground shows ection normal to lincation an which the forms af both
replacing fine grained granite and ba 'ic remnants show as di continuou' sheets

parallel to Ioliation af sUl't'ounding granite.

sequent Lo the formation of the leucogl'anite. Similar evidence of the
synkinematie nature of the replacement of the 2nd pCl'iod dykes and
of the homology of Ketilidian and Sanerutian structures i shown by
a dyke on the extl'eme E peninsula of Ikerasål'qap nuna, illustl'ated
in figures 43 and 44. hgure 43 shows an a: C section of adigested dyke
which contrasts strongly with the b: c section of the same dyke shown
in figure 44. The rod-like form of the dyke remnants is very marked
and this rodding is parallel to the lineation in the enclosing gmnite and
to the b direction of Ketilidian structures. In this example the difference
between a and c directions is not very obvious although still identifiable
in the outcrop, where the cdirection (shown by direction of hammer
handle in both figure ) lies within the plane of foliation of the sUl'round
ing granite (parallel to hammel' handle in fig. 43).
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Fig, 4.2, Sketch from 11andspecimen 'howing form of replacing fine grained gl'anile
vein' (black) and their disposition relative lo foliation and lineation in grej" 2nd

period dyke host rock (same as that in tig , (IO and 4.1).

Part of another grey 2nd period dyke from close to the SW corner
of Jkerasårqap nllna, which hows aimilal' degree of replacement, is
shown in figure 4-, In this ca e there was a large angle between th
original trike of the dyke and the strike of the country rock foliation,
which resuJted in the dyke being folded during the Sanerutian defor
mation. Thc clasure of the fold is shawn in the photograph and, although
thc fold is somewhat cxaggerated becausc of the orientation af the out
erop surface, it ean be seen that the sheet of replacing leueogl'anite are
parallel to the axial trace of the fold and to the country rock foliation.
Jn the figure the hammer handle i' approximately parallel to the linea
tion in the Hornblende Granite, and here too the leucocratic nature of
the replacing granite and it sharp contacts with both the dyke remnant
and the country rock granite ean be clear'ly seen.
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Fig. 43. a: c section of green 2nd period dyke broken up by reacUvation of granite
(see fig. 44).

Fig. 44. b: c seclion of dyke shown in fig. I.S showing slrong kinemalic conlrol of
the form and disposilion of the veining malerial. The sll'ong rodding af the dyke
rernnant.· is parallel to the lineation in the enclosing Sanerutian hornblende gr'anitc.

N"orth coast of 1kerasårqap nllna, '1 km E. of Anchorage.
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Fig. !t5. Folded and partially replaced grey 2nd period dyke in anerulian horn
blende granitc. The leucocratic veining material has 'imilar directional features
lo lhose shown by the dyke in figs.!tO 2. Linear structure parallel to hammel'
handle; folding slightly exagger'ated due to shape of oul I'0p. K.W. coast of lkera-

sårqap nunå, 3 kmW. of Anchorage.

Twa further stages in thc l'cplacement af grey 2nd periad dykes
are shawn in figures 47 and 48, from a lacality cIa e to that af figure 45.
In figure 47 the amaunt af replacing leucagranite is greater than that of
the dyke remnants which remain as enclaves \v1thin it. These enclaves
are triaxial ellipsoid with their greatest lengths parallel to the country
rock lineation and are flattened parallel to the plane af faliation; they
may thu be cansidered as the Sanerutian analogue af the elongate
flattened enclave af supracrustal rocks within the Ketilidian granite
and which are al'o preserved within the Sanerutian Hornblende Granit.
There are thu two almost identical sets of enclave within the ane
rutian granite which are of very difTerent age. Di tinctian of th
two types i further complicated by their identical orientation a re ult
of and testimony ta the homology of the principal tress axes in Ketilidian
and Sanerutian time.
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Fig, 46. StJ'ongly veined 2nd period dyke in Sanerutian hornblende gJ'anite. Ham
mer handle parallel to linear structure in both dyke and countl'Y rock. Dyke i
nowhere in direct contact wilh countr)' rock as maJ'gins are completeJy replaced

by aplile. :'{. coa t of lkerasarqap nuna, 1 km E. of Anchorage.

Figure 48 hows part af areplaccd gr'CY 2nd period dyke in which
the proportion of lcucogranite i greater than in any of the prcvious
examples, but with the sharp contact against country rock granite still
preserved. The incgulal' appearance af the boundary hetween the two
granite types is partly due to folding of the dyke, and partly to a Iater
fault which has also displaccd a pegmatite vein which cuts both the re
placed dyke and the Hornblende Granite country rock. As the pegmatite
is slightly discordant to the foliation and yet is not folded, it must be
af Jate Ol' post kinemalic origin with respect to the anel'utian defor
mation.

In hoth figure 47 and figure 48 the remnants of amphibolite are of
all sizes from 30 cm dawn to a few mm. The preservation af so many of
the smaller l'cmnants appears to be characteristic of the most replaced
dykes: in the less replaced dykes the leucogranite sheets are completely
free af any small remnants af amphibolite (see, for example, fig. 46). It
must therefore be assumed that, at least in most cases, the most com
pleteJy replaced dyke have not pas ed through all tlle stages represented
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Fig. 47. Advanccd stage of replacement of grey 2nd period dyke by f lile gl'ained
granite (lower part of figure) whi h does not extend into the country rock of Sane
rutian hornblende granite (upper pal't of fIgure). a: b seclion with hammer handle
parallel to b. Basic remnan1.s of dyke now most r1earJy show directional feature, ,
and have forms simiJar to tho e of enclaves of pre-granitic rocks found throughou t
lhe area (compare with figs. 45 and 1,8). ~. coast of Tkerasarqap nuna, 2 km W. of

Anchorage ,

by their le s replaced counterparts; the 'equence described above thus
hows only successive degrees of replacement and not ,uccessive stages

of replacement.
Figure 48 shows the highest degree of replacernent of a grey 2nd

period dyke by which the original pl'esence of a basic dyke can be in
ferred. Only smal1 amounts of t11e original basic material remain in
what is now a dyke of fine grained leucogranite with sharp contacts
against tho country rock granitc. Dykes of leucogranite Ol' aplite
have been found for which there is no way of definitely establishing
whether Ol' not they represent originally basic dykes. There can be
no suggestion that all leucogr-anite Ol' aplite veins are formed from
basic dykes.
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Fig. 4.8. Furthest slage of rcplacement from which the original presence of a basic
dyke can bc infcrrcd. [-lammer head rest on ,'anerutian hUl'nbl nde gr'anite country
rock; contact between tilis and micl'Ogr'anile replacing dykc i irrcgular duc to fold
ing of dyke and Jater shearing, which al o displaces slightly discordant late Sanel'utian
pegmatite. ~ote wide range of sizes of basic l'emnanls. Hammer handle parallel lo

b direction. 1\. coast of Ikel'asarqap nuna, 2 km W. of Anchorage.
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Fig. 49, Vein of fine gl'aincd leu ogranite containing a fe\\' fragments of dark am
phibolite which are quite distinct from enclavcs in surrounding granite. Leucogranite
possibly occu pies sile of \\'hat \\'as ol'iginally a bo. ic dyke. W. eoast of Ikel'asaJ'qap nu nå.

Figure 49 show an aplite vein which may be con idered typical
af those for which no definite interpretation is jusLifled. The vein occur
in the W part af Ikera årqap nuna within Sanerutian Hornblende
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Granite and is 30 cm wide, striking nearly parallel to the strike of the
country rock foliation. Although the vein is discontinuous it ean be fol
lowed for 40 m along its lengtJl an eontinuous eoastal exposurc: io one
place only, that shown in the figure, does it contain enclaves of amphi
boJite. The enclaves are black in colour and show no sign of felspathisation,
unJike the more shadowy grey enclaves in the surrounding granite; in
lilis re pect the former resernble the remnant of replaced dykes found
el ewhere. For these reasons, the possibility that the aplite vein repre
sents an original ba 'ic dyke which has been almost enLirely replaced
caonot be discounted. This is altogether io keeping with the views of
CHAPMAN (1%5) who eoncluded (p. 123) "Particularly in metamorphic
and metasomatic ter'I'ains, old basic dykes may have been pseudo
morphed by granite Ol' pegmatite in great oumbers, and so completely
a to almost defy deteetion."

Paiingenesis of replaced grey 2nd period dykes.

On the north coast of Ikerasarqap nuna, where replaced gr'ey 20d
period dykes are most frequent, oecur a rew malI apparently intrusive
patches of apJitic granite containing numerous mali enclaves of un-
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Fig. 50. MigmaLitc wilh Sanerulian hornblende granite (lightly dotted), neosome
and metavolcanic palaeosome (heavil' dotted), ut by microgranile (plain) eontain
ing numeI'OUS small fragment or dark amphibolile. The miCl'ogranite and ils basic
encIaves elosely rcsemble a replaced 2nd pel'iod dyke bul are here intrusive into

earlier migmatite. AnchoI'uge, " eoasL or Ikerasårqap nunå.

felspathised, dark, fine grained amphibolite. These apliles are in many
respects identical ,vith the replaced 2nd period dyke which have been
described , but unEke the e do not have a regular and per isteot dyke
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Fig. 51. iarrow grey 2nd period dyke in Sanerutian hornblende granite, with well
developed aplite margins; a:b section in which dykc is not folded (see figs. 52 and

53). Western pcninsular of Siitukuj6q.

form and instead occur as small irregular masses a few metres in extent.
Another important difference is that the ol'ientation of the small enclaves
of amphibolite, although regular, does not conform with the foliation
and lin ar structures in the surrounding Hornblende Granite. Figure 50
show' a part of one of the lal'ger of these masses emplaced in a mig
matitic part of the Hornblende Granite in which the palaeosome is am
phibolite, probably of metavolcanic origin, and af a paler coloul' than
thc dark enclaves in the later aplite.

The enclaves in the aplite strike NNE; a similal' direction has becn
noted in other similar occurrences, but these aplites are not sufficiently
numerou for this similarity to be of much significance. No conelusive
evidence has been found by which the origin of thcse aplites ean be
determined, but on account of the similarity to the replaced grey 2nd
pcriod dykcs it is suggested that they represent replaced grey 2nd
period dykes which have becomc intru ivc into thc surrounding rocks.
There is same evidence of a more definite nature indicating that replacivc
aplite granite formed within an earlier basic dyke ean become sufficiently
mobile so as to vein the surrounding granite. One such vein ean he seen
in fJgurc 40 imrnediately behind the hammer handle: to the right af the
hammer it continues towards the replaced grey dyke where it merges
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with the aplite actually within the dyke. To the left of the hammer il
continues horizontaliy for a hort distance bcfore turning upwards and
cutting through the green dyke, above which it thins out and disappears.
As the vein i discordant to the country rock structures and is unfolded,
its emplacement must have been late Ol' post kinematic with respect to
the Sancl'Utian deformation. The possibility that aplitic rocks initiall~'

I I
Sancru tia Il

I I
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Fig. 52. a: c section of 2nd period dyke (black) shown in figs. 51 and 53, showing
folding of dyke along plane of country rock foliation. Folding post·dates ernplace
ment of neosome (dotted) aJong dyke margins and vein in country rork granile.

forrned by rep!acement may become mobile ha already been suggested
in connection with the aplite margins to dykes in the Natsit iluat area
(page 56)_

Grey 2nd period dykes become fewer towards the TW along the
coast of Sånerutip ima and onJy one has been reeogni ed on the north
coast of Såtukujoq. Whether thi i because they have become uno
recognisable Ol' because none were emplaced here is not known, but the
latter seems the more likely in view af the one small grey dyke which
has been found. This dyke is onJy a few cm wide and has been folded j

although not typical of the grey 2nd period dykcs in the anerutip ima
sub-area, it i of interest on account of the evidence it provides of the
for-mation of aplite margins to basic dyke. Tearby 2nd period dyke
of the green type do not showevidence af much metasomatic activity
and this, together with the small ize of the grey dykc, pr-obah!y accounts
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- - ---- - _ - __ -- Sancrutian hornblendc granitc
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Fig. 53. SkeLch from same exposure as that shown in fig. 51. Dyke (black) i rim
med by quartz-felspar material (dotted) which contain largo porphyroblaslic fel
spars; vein of imi!aJ' material are a1so rarely found within the dyke and in the
country rock. Individual porphYI'obJastic fclspars of the ame age are found in the

surrounding graJlite. a: b eclion.

fOl' its preservation almost intaet. Figure 51 ho\\'s this dyke on a ho
rizontal surfaee where it appears to be almost concordant with the
country rock foliation. 'arrow felspaLhie margins separate tho dyke
from its country rock and are of very regular form. FiO'uI'e 52 shows the
same dyke on a vel'Lical surfaee normal to the foliation and lineation
of the host rock, where its discordant naLure ean be clearly seen. Slight
folding of the dyke ha' taken plaee by movement parallel to the foliation
of the host rock. Tho felspaLhic borders have also boon folded and are
tIms of pre- Ol' syn-kinematic age with respect to the Sanerutian de
formation. In the Hornblende Granile surrounding the dyke a few
felspathic veins identical with those bordering the dyke are also slightly
folded ; two of these veins are shown in figure 52 and it is mo t pro
bable that both typos of vein are of the arne age and origin. A clue
to this origin is found in tho ame exposure (fig. 53) where the aplite
veins marginal to the d)7ke are attenuated and diseontinuous: hero
the veins have large porphyroblastic microclines situated at irregulal'
intervals along their lengths, and similar porphyroblasts occur in the
individual vein in the country rock and in a ingle vein within the
dyke (fig. 53). The porphyrobla ts are indisLinguishable from those which
occur singly within the Hornblende GI'anite both at this locality and
many others on Satukujoq and Ikera årqap nuna (page 92); the meta
morphic origin of the porphyroblasts thus seems to be beyond reason
able doubt.

It is suggested that the felspathie veins were forrned by localisation
af metasomatism in hear zones along the margin of the dykc, at a
comparatively early stage of SancruLian plutonic activity when the
country rock granite was sufficiently brittIe fOl' small parallel shears to
develop within It, along which the other fel pathic veins were formed.

172 6
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This interpretation is similar to that advanced for the origin of marginal
aplites in the Natsit iluat area (page 56) and suggests that at an early
stage of the Sanerutian, conditions in the Sanerutip ima sub-area were
similar to those which characterised the Sanerutian in the Natsit iluat
sub-area.

Green 2nd period dykes.

The formation of green discordant amphibolites, with compositions
approaching ultra-basic, by metamorphic differentiation of originally less
basic dykes, has aIready been referred to (page 65). The competent
nature of the original dykes was put forward as the reason for this dif
ferentiation, and many characteristics of the green dykes in the Horn
blende Granite of Sanerutip ima can be shown to be direct consequences
of their highly competent nature compared with that of the surrounding
granitic rocks. Unlike the grey 2nd period dykes, the green dykes are
found throughout the Sanerutip ima sub-area, allOwing a more com
prehensive study of their behaviour in response to the Sanerutian plu
tonic activity and of variations in the intensity of this activity.

The green 2nd period dykes found in the Sanerutian Hornblende
Granite consist mainly, and in some cases entirely, of fibrous green
amphibole. Plagioc1ase and epidote are the other minerals which occur
It is quite clear that such rocks will respond to deforming stresses in
quite a different way to amphibolites containing appreciable amounts
of felspar, such as the grey 2nd period dykes. The green dykes are found
to deform mainly by boudinage and fracture rather than by the homo
geneous deformation characteristic of the grey dykes.

The degree of deformation of the green dykes is found to be greater
toward the NE end of the Sanerutip ima sub-area and this change con
firms conclusions drawn from other lines of evidence concerning variation
in the intensity of the Sanerutian deformation (page 90). In the Horn
blende Granite on Ikerasarqap nuna the green dykes show pinch and
swell structures parallel to direction of lineation and stretching in the
country rock, but only rarely has the deformation proceeded sufficiently
far for the dykes to become broken and the fragments separated. On
Siitukujoq however, the green dykes are completely broken up and small
fragments of the original dykes are found completely surrounded by the
country rock granite; the distance between neighbouring fragments may
be up to many metres. Apart from providing information concerning
the green dykes themselves, such relationships provide very useful
evidence regarding the physical characteristics of the Hornblende Gra
nite at the time the deformation took place.

Migration of granitic material, such as that found in connection
with grey 2nd period dykes, is not found to such a high degree in the
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vICmity of green dykes and then only in a soeiation with those dykes
whieh have not been eompletely broken up. It must be imagined that
migration of granitie material only took plaee when suitable pathways
were afTorded in zones of inhomogeneou movement Ol' fraeturing. Con
tinuaus septae af eompetent material within a mass af deforming in
eompetent material as wcre the 2nd period dykes within the reaetivated
granite of Sånerutip ima, ar'C obvious ite for inhomogeneous defor-

Fig. 51t. Sketch oI handspecimen from calcareous horizon on mali island belween
Sioragdlit and Såtukujoq. The kinernatic envil'onmcnt of Lhc fragmented siliceous
bands (ornamented) in calcareous malrix (plain) i similar in many rcspccts to
that oI basic dyke in defor'ming gl'anile. l\ofobilc material Ol' neosorne, in this case
PYl'ite (dotled), is concenll'aLcd along contact between siliceolI.' and calcal'eous

rnaterial and along visible sheal' planes (S).

mation and excessive shearing and fraeture, and henee beeome loei for
preferred eoneentration of mobilc material. an the other hand, when
sueh dyke' beeome broken into relatively small fragments they may be
considered as floating in thc granitic material, and oIrering no resistance
to the homogeneous deformation of the latter: in such cireumstanees
the dyke rock is no longer a meta omatie sink and may thus survive
indefinitely without meehanical breakdown and chemieal alteration Ol'

'graniti ation'.
Jsolated fragmenLs of disrupted dyke. are usually urroundcd by

leucocratic felspathic zones intcrposed beLween the fragments and their
granitie host rocks. This is espeeiaIly evident in the case of fragments
of green dykcs (see figs. 58, 60, 62) and appears to be the result of rela
tively slight frietional drag between deforming granite and pas:ivc in
elu ion. In rare instanees similar fel pathie zones sUlTound enelaves of

6*
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supracrustal rocks in the Hornblende Granite of Sanerutip ima. A
similar circumstance is found in the calcareous rocks of Nivaq where
competent siliceous bands are surrounded by an incompetent calcareous
matrix. Inhomogeneous deformation is concentrated along the boundary
between the two rock types and this boundary is a preferred site for
pyrite mineralisation ; pyrite is also concentrated along recognisable
shear zones (see fig. 54). A close parallel to isolated fragments of dyke
rock is found in comparatively large crystals or rock fragments found
in mylonitic rocks, which are protected from further mechanical break
down by the fine grained, plastically deforming matrix in which they
are enclosed. If the matrix is able to deform sufficiently rapidly, the
porphyroclasts are subjected only to hydrostatic rather than shearing
stresses, and under such conditions will survive indefinitely. Porphyro
clastic textures analogous to those formed by the green dyke fragments
in Sanerutian granite, but on a different scale, are described and figured
by SUTTON and WATSON (1959).

It is of interest to note that kinematically controlled metasomatic
replacement of bodies such as unbroken discordant amphibolites in
granitic rocks has been forecast on theoreticaI grounds by RAMBERG
(1956). "Now if relatively competent rocks are interlayered with in
competent rocks and exposed to compressive stresses, the "secondary"
tensile stress created in the competent layers need not cause distinct
macroscopie fracturing or breaking down. Instead, the tension could
affect the whole body, and nucleation of new minerals (neosomes) would
be favoured at countless points throughout the competent rock. The
stressed competent rock could then be elongated uniformly and without
loss of cohesion, because the growth of the introduced metasomes keeps
pace with the elongation" (loc. cit., p. 520).

The folIowing descriptions of green 2nd period dykes indicate the
evidence en which the above proposals are based.

The green dyke shown in figure 40 is one of those which is compa
tively slightly deformed and shows pinch and swell structure in sections
parallel to the lineation in the country rock. A complete separation of
fragments is found in only one place but at all 'pinches' large amounts
of leucocratic veining material are found (figure 55). It is probable that
the veining material is a mixture of material introduced from external
sources and material derived by metamorphic differentiation of the dyke.
The large vein shown in figure 55 consists of plagioc1ase and quartz
with only small amounts of microcline which is elsewhere the normal
felspar of the neosome. Apart from the irregular veining, the dyke
illustrated consists entirely of aeicular paIe green amphiboles which
form a felted aggregate. It is evident from the illustration that the leuco
cratic veins within the dyke do not extend for more than short distances
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Fig. 55. ection between a: b and b: c of green 2nd pcriod dyke shown in fig. 40.
Main ·trelching dircction is at right angles to hammer handle. Dyke shows pinch
and well slmcture but is broken only at one place (not shown). Leucocralic neo
some is concentrated in 'pinches' but i al o Iound el cwhere in the dyke wherc it
agmatitic form is d istinct from that af lhl' slrongly oriented neosome in grey 2nd

pel'iod dyke. ". coast of Jkera årqap nuna, 1200 m W. of Allchorage.

into the surrounding granite. The contl'ast between the irl'cgular veining
of this dykc and the remarkably regular orientation of veining in the
adjacent grey dykc is most triking and afTord an excellent illustration
of the important difTerenccs in truetural bchaviour of the two rock
types.

An example of a gre n 2nd period dyke which has been completely
breeciated i shown in figure 56. Elongation parallel to the lineation in
the country rock is not evident in thi dykc whieh occur' on the penin ula
NE of the . nchorage on the north coast of lkerasclrqap nuna. On the
surfacc illu trated the dyke appears to be concordant to the structure
in the granitic country rock but in vertical section' clear]y is discordant
-a similar relationship is seen in the green dyke ho\vn in figure 67.
The granitic material veining the dyke (fig. 56) appears to have occupied
fractures and spaces between fragments of tbe breeciated dyke, but
examination of the individual fracrments show that some replacement
mu t also haye taken place. It i-' apparent from the photograph that a
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Fig. 56. Green 2nd period dykc in Sanerulian HOl'nblende Granite, agmati cd by
lcucocraLic neosome \Vith rnovement of palaco ome fragments. The neosome ap
pears to have been introduced into fraetures in Lhe brecciated dyke, but ome re
placernent of Lhe palaeo orne ha' also taken place. K. coast of lkerasårqap nuna,

1 km E. of Anchorage.

large amount of relative movement has taken plaee between some of
the fragment and it seems likely that the whole dyke wa at one time
in a state of ineipient flow movement. It might be expeeted lhat had
the potential mobility been fully realised, the material would have be
eome one of the palingenetie dyke de eribed eal'1iel' (page 80). In faet
no palingenetie dykes have been found in \Villeh the basic fragment
resemble the gl'een dyke rock type. The amount of granitie material
within the dyke shown is toa gl'eat for it all to have been derived by
metamorphie differentiation af the ol'iginal dyke, and it mu t be assumed
that appreeiable amounts " cl'e intl'odueed from external source .

Figure -7 shows a 2nd period green dyke similal' to that deseribed
above but le breeeiated and eontaining smaller amount of granitie
veining, The type of veining is difl'erent however in that the granitie
material eontains appreeiable amounts af hornblende and in plaees is
indistinguishable from the Hornblende Granite country rock. This may
represent a preliminary stage of a feature which is generaJly more
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Fig. 57. Green 2nd period dyke agmalis d by usual Icucocmtic neo,ome and al. o
by veins idenlical with lhe anerutian Hornblende Granile country rock; nnlike other
cases illuslratcd (Hgs. 35 and 36) lhe country rock does not appeal' lo be intrllsi\'e

into the dyke. ~. coast of Ikerasårqap 111111å, 1 km E. of Anchorage.

characteristic of Satukujoq, namely the extreme mobility of the Horn
blende Granite country rock resulting in the fragmentation of green
dykes: evidence is adduced elsewhere that this mobility is consistent
with deformation in the solid state (page 91).

The mobility of the granite is shown by the manner in which sepa
rated fragment of a dyke become displaced relative to one another.
Figure 58 shows separated bloeks of a green 2nd period dyke on the SE
eoast of Satukujoq. The seetion is normal Lo both lineation and foJiation
dir ctions in the granite and is that in which displacements are u ually
leasL, a the principal tretching axis is parallel to the lineation. In this
case tho absence of fI'acturing and veining of tlle dyke distinguishes il,
from these described earlier and the only sign of chemical activity is
the leucocratic nature of the granite immediately adjacent to the dyke
blocks. The suggested explanaLion for this has been given earlier (page
84) and it appears that the mobility of the granite here \Vas sufficient
to soparaLe the dyke blocks bofo1'e extensive fracLuring had taken place.
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Fig. 58. SeparaLed blocks of f1at-Iying gl'een 2nd period dyke in uanerutian Horn
blende Granile. BJocks are surrollnded by narrow felspathic rim. Foliation and

lineation in counll',Y rock are undisturbed. Southern peninsular of SåLukujoq.

Further stage in the disruption of green 2nd period dykes are
hown in figure 59 and 60. In both cases the fragments illustratcd can

be interpreted as dyke remnants only because the excellent caastal ex
posuro enables the trail of fragments to bo fallowed for over 50 m in
each ca e. Tar1'OW leucocratic zones surrounding the dyko fragment
ean be seen in figure 60 and the simiJarities with figurc 54 are quite clear.

an the SE coa t af åtukujoq is a caa tal exposure in whi h three
types af dyke accnr together ; these are twa 2nd poriad dykes, grey and
green r pectively, which al'o cut by a 3rd period dyke. The relationship .
are ilIustrated in flgure 61. Both of the 2nd period dykes have been
fragmented and folded by movement within the 'mobile' granite, and

a:b secrion-

-~-

Fig. 59. Fragment of green 2nd period dyke in aneru Lian Hornblende Granile.
The comse of Lhe original dyke ean be followed for '100 m on good coastal exposure

(see fig. 60). N.W. coa t of iHukujoq.

the fragments drawn apart. 1 he grey dyke remnants contain a few
granitic vcins. The granitic rock in the vicinity of the dyke fragments
i in many places finer grainod than el ewhcrc (without ornament in
fig. 61); it ems that the concentration of movemenL within the granite
in tho vicinity of the dykcs has resulLed in granulation of the granite
which outside thi zone \Vas undergoing s]owcr viscous deformation.
The 3rd period dyke illu trated quite clearJy wa cmplaced after com-
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Fig. 60. Fragments of green 2nd period clyke hown in flg. 59. Ol'iginal dyke was
genlly dipping and has been folded. Fragments oI same dyke ean be scen top centre.

'S..\V. coa'l of atukujoq.

pletion of the moyemenL by whieh the 2nd period dykes wel'e disrupted.
There i , however, no conclusive evidence that Lhe fragment illustrated
ever were 2nd period dykes. Similaritie of roek type ean not be con
sidered a cliagnostie feature in sueh an area. However, the contaet with
genuine pre-granite enclaves at the same locality is significant, as also
is the cliseordant trend of the lines of fragments. Figure 61 (inset) shows
the same 3rd period dyke (without ornament) as in the provious figure
but a few metres further along its ·trike; it is seen to cut what is ap
parently anothor grey 2nd period dyke which is better preserved than
that shown in the larger ketch. The discordance of this dyke to the
trend of enclaves and foliation in the granite lea, es little room for doubt
that it was originally an intru ive basic dyke.

'umerous green 2nd period dyke oecur on the eastern extremity
of SaLulmjoq and are broken and drawn out parallel to th lineation
direetion of the country rock. Intcrnal fracture and veining eITects have
been onl)' sJight and leucocratic zones in tho immediately adjacent
granite (figure 62) are the onIy sign of chemical aetivity. No sign of
discontinuity ean be seen in the granite betwoen separated fragments
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Fig. 61. Remnants of green and gl'ey 2nd period dykes in 'anerutian Hornblende
Granite; both dyke have been folded and the axial planes of the folds are parallel
to country rock foliation. Both 2nd period dyke and their neosome veins are eu t
by undeformed and unrnigrnati ed 3rd period dyke. In et shows continuation of
3rd period dyke (",hite) cutting unbroken 2nd period dyke which i discordant to
foliation and trend of enclaves (closely dotted) in country ro k granite. , .E. pen-

in. lila of Salukuj6q.

50 cm

Fig. 62. l'ypical broken up gl'een 2nd period dyke (black) from E., atukuj6q.
Discontinuous leucocratic rim (dotted) separates dyke from enclosing ,'anerutian

l!ornbJende Granite and i' also found in veins within the fragments of dyke.

of thcse green dykes and it is clear that at the time the dyke was di'
rupted, the granite was deforming viscously and undergoing a thorough
recrystallisation.

Granitic rocks of the Sanerutip ima sub-area.

It has becn suggested that the granitic rocks of the Sanerutip
irna sub-area underwent profound changes dUl'ing the period of Sa
nerulian plutonic activity, resulting in the formation of the Horn
blende Granite. It is apparent, from the descriptions given of the
2nd period dykes, that the gmnitc in which they are found mu t
have been trongly influenced by the pI'oce e which efTccted such
marked physical and chemical transformation of the dykes. With large
masses of more Ol' less homogeneous rock such a gl'anitc, it i difficult
to e tablish precisely what changes were efTected; microscopical evidence
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(page 117) is of littIe use as it indicates that the Hornblende Granite,
unlike the Ketilidian granites, was completely reconstituted during the
Sanerutian. Information regarding the state of the Hornblende Granite
must therefore be inferred from the evidence afTorded by the present
fabric of the rock and its physical relations with dykes and enclaves
of supracrustal rock.

The main petrologic features of the Hornblende Granite have al
ready been briefly described, as also has the remarkable conformity of
structures in the Sanerutip ima sub-area with the identifiable Sanerutian
structures elsewhere in Ilordleq.

The pronounced foliation and linear structure in the granitic rocks
of the Nivaq sub-area are equally well developed in the SW part of the
Sanerutip ima sub-area. However, with progress toward the NE, along
the NW coast of Ikerasarqap nuna, the linear structure becomes in
creasingly strongly developed and there is a corresponding weakening
in the intensity of the foliation. Throughout much of Satukujoq the
foliation is either absent or very weak but the linear structure is every
where strongly developed; such a rock is commonly called a pencil
gneiss. It is apparent from the degree of deformation of the dykes in
both the Sanerutip ima and Nivaq sub-areas, and degrees of deformation
of enclaves in the latter sub-area, that the areas where the lineation is
most intense are those areas where deformation has been strongest. In
Pt. III an attempt is made to account for these observations by the
theory of viscous flow and variations in the efTective viscosity of the
granitic rocks. However, it is sufficient for the purposes of this account
to show that the Hornblende Granite was capable of flow in the solid
state. The presence of such a marked directional fabric, in the Horn
blende Granite, homologous with that in the Ketilidian granites, shows
that a liquid or magmatic state was never achieved, except possibly in
one small area (page 23). The separation of fragments of broken dykes
is a clear indication that flow occurred: even better evidence of flow is
provided, however, by dykes which were not fragmented but invaded
by the granite. Two such examples are available, the first of which,
shown in figure 35, is a narrow grey 2nd period dyke occurring near
the northern extremity of Ikerasarqap nuna. At this point the efTective
viscosity of the granite must have been relatively slight and the shearing
efTects on the dyke correspondingly small, with consequently only littIe
metasomatic activity. The granite within and surrounding the dyke has
the same marked fabric as elsewhere. A similar case is found near the
westernmost part of Satukujoq, where a green 2nd period dyke, figure 36,
is invaded by tongues of granite. It is clear that only those dykes retaining
their dyke or sheet forms are likely to show such features as they, unlike
the fragmented dykes, obstruct the homogeneous 'flow' of the granite.
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Porphyroblasts of microcline, 5-10 mm in size, in the Hornblende
Granite occur at scattered localities on Ikerasarqap nuna but are most
widespread on Såtukujoq and Sioragdlit. They are clearly of Sanerutian
age as they show no sign of cataclasis and in one case have been found
to be later than a 2nd period dyke (page 81). It is probable that they
are of similar age to the felspar porphyroblasts in the augen granite
bordering Nivaq. A number of small pegmatites and aplites are found
throughout the Sanerutip ima sub-area; they are frequently discordant
to structures in the country rock but are themselves undeformed and
may thus be regarded as late or post kinematic with respect to the
Sanerutian deformation. There is a notable absence in the Hornblende
Granite of the mylonitic zones which frequently occur in the Ketilidian
granitic rocks.

Enclaves in the Sanerutian Hornblende Granite.

Enclaves of supracrustal rocks are of similar shape and orientation
relative to foliation and lineation, as those found in the Ketilidian
granites in the SW part of the Nivaq area. In view of the metasomatic
replacement of the 2nd period dykes in the Hornblende Granite, the
preservation of enclaves of similar composition at the same localities
at first appears somewhat anomalous. In only a few cases have enclaves
of pre-granite supracrustal rocks been affected by Sanerutian migmat
isation. Figure 63 shows one such case from a migmatic part of the
Hornblende Granite close to the anchorage on the NW coast of Ikera
sarqap nuna. The amphibolite palaeosome contains irregular felspathic
veins which are later than the country-rock granite and without its
strong directional features; the form and occurrence of the felspathic
veins are very similar to those in nearby green 2nd period dykes (com
pare figure 56) and they are probably of Sanerutian age. In figure 64 ano
ther part of the same migmatite outcrop is shown; in this case the palaeo
some is similar to the coarse grained green variety of 1st period dykes
although in this case it cannot be shown to have been one. Here, too, the
mantling and veining by the felspathic material is very similar to that
seen in some green 2nd period dykes and is of Sanerutian origin. The
migmatite is cut by a narrow 3rd period dyke (page 95). Another ap
parently anomalous feature of the enclaves in the Hornblende Granite
is the relative constancy of their axial ratios even where the surrounding
granite and adjacent dykes can be shown to have undergone intense
deformation during Sanerutian time. In view of the extreme flattening
and elongation shown byenclaves in the augen granite of the Nivaq
sub-area, a similar flattening and elongation might be expected in the
enclaves of the Hornblende Granite, especiaIly in the NE part of the
Sanerutip ima sub-area.
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Fig, 63, Migrnatite wiLh metavo!canic palaeosome and ncso orne of whaL is now
Sanerutian Hornblende Granite, Agmatitic felspathic veins ure probably Sanerutian
in age, corrcsponding to irnilal' "cins in some green 2nd pel'iod dykes which provide
a similar kinemati' environment (see figs.55 and 56). _\nchorage Oll N. coast of

IkerasaJ'qap nuna,

A suitable explanation of thcse apparent paradoxe ean be found
by comparing the enclaves in the Hornblende Granite, not to the 2nd
period dykes as a whole, but to individual fragments of broken up dykes
which, as has been suggested previously, may be considered as floating
in thc viscously deforming matrix. Under sueh eir'cumstanees malI bodie
sueh as the enclaves would be subject only to hydro tatie pressure and
not shearing tresses. The stres es exer'tcd on a body enclosed in a
vi eously deforming granitic ma will depend an the size of the enelosed
body, the relative viseosilies af the body and cnclosing granite and thc
rate af strain of the granite. The difTcr'ent behaviour of the cnclaves in
difTerent localitics may thu be used to compare the efTeetive vi eosities
of the granitie rock' throughout the area; the vi co itY of the granite
dcpends to a large oxtent on the rate of rccr'yslallisation, \vhich in tUl'll
may be u cd as a measure of the inten itY of the plutonic activity.
"Intcnsity of plutonic aClivity" is a somewhat imprecise term but of
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Fig. 64. Migmatite with neosome of 8anerutian Hornblende Granite. Hock type
of palaeosorne is similar to that of some 1st period dykes. Leucocratic material
rirnming and veining palaeo orne is probably of 8anerutian age and corresponds
Lo leucocl'atic veining of green 2nd period dykes. Cr'oss cutting 3rd period dyke

post-dales all rnigrnatisation. Anchorage on j • coast of Ikerasårqap nunå.

more practicaJ use in basement compJexes than the terminology of
metamorphic facies; an area with crystaJline rocks of a single meta
morphic facies, such as Ilordleq, may show considerable variation of
"plutonic facies".

Migmatisation in the Sanerutip imå sub-area.

Migmatisation of many of the 2nd period dykes during the Sanerutian
affords clear evidence of the migration of gy'anitic material but gives no
indication as to where this material was derived from. 1'he amount of
rnetasomatic material is sufflciently smal1 for it to have been derived
from the country rock granite without changing the overall compo ition
of the latter to any noticeable degree. 1'he material forming the Sane
rutian pegmatites and porphyroblasts in the Hornblende Granite could
be derived from the same source. However, the possibility that some
granitic material was introduced from external source cannot be ig
nored and, as with the possibility of introduetion of quartz in the Qe
qertaussaq sub-area, there is no justification for deciding one way Ol'

the other.
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Fig. 65. Remnants of 2nd period dyke (black) cut by 3rd period dyke with xenolith.
N.W. coast of åtukujoq.

If the neo omatie material was of relatively loeal ongm, a ehange
in eomposition of the Sanerutian granitic rock would be expecLed.
Sueh changes wouId be so small, however, that they could not be estab
lished quantitatively in an area in whieh the granites are known to have
been originally inhomogeneous. Tho faet that the Sanerutian granite of
Sanerutip ima is hornblende beal'ing, as opposed to the dominantly
biotite bearing Ketilidian graniLes, may appeal' to suggest that it has
undergone some degree of 'degranitisation'. An introduelion from extcl'llal
sources does not 'cem unlikely in view of the amount of Sanerutian
migmatisation in both the SåneruLip ima and Natsit iluat sub-areas,
but the significance of sueh isolated observations must await a rcgional
aceount and synthesis of observation coneerning the Sanerutian plutonic
period.

3rd Period Discordant Amphibolites.

Throughout Ilordleq oecur warms of di tinctive amphiboIitie dykes,
tho 31'd period dykes, which clearly po t-date the pIuLonic events giving
rise to the Sanerutian features de cribed in the previous pages. This is
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Fig. 66. Migmalised 2nd period dyke (upper lefl) in Sanerutian Hornblende Granile
(lower lefl), cul by unmigmalised 3rd period dyke (righl) which is clearly late!' than

neOSOlne in 2nd period dyke. The same 2nd period dyke is shown in lig. 67.

perhaps be t seen in the Sanerutip ima sub-area where the migmatitic
veins which cut the 2nd period dykes are themselve cut by the 3rd
period dykes which are unmigmatised and show clear evidence of having
been intruded into a country rock capable of sustaining fracture .
Figures 64, 65 and 66 show 3rd period dykcs which clearly post-date
the reactivation phase of the Sanerutian. Figure 66 how a detail of
the intersection of a 3rd period dyke and a veined green 2nd pcriod
dyke in thc Hornblende Granite of thc Sanerutip ima sub-area; a more
general view of the 2nd period dyke i shown in figure 67 in which the
dyke origin of the amphibolite is cvidenL. From this exposure therefore
the folIowing sequence can be establish d:-

(4) Intrusion of later basic dykc
(3) Veining of the basic dykc
(2) Basic dyke
(1) Granite

(3rd period dyke)
(Sanerutian reactivation)
(2nd pcriod dyke)
(Ketilidian).
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Fig. 67. Agmatilic leucocratic neosome in gl'een 2nd l el'iod dyke in anerutian
Hornblende Gl'anite (see also flg. 66). 500 m E. of Anchol'age,~. coast of Iker<:l arqo.p

nunå.

The 3rd pel'iod dyke have many unusual chal'actel'isLics and warrant a
detailed description which wilI be pre ented a Pt. II af this series.
The folIowing account i therefore limited to a description of those
features of the dykes, and tbeir intel'pretation, which have a bearing
on the cbronology of the area. The main conc1usion is that the 3rd
pCI'iod dyke were emplaced during the closing stage of the Sanerutian
period, at a time when compressional conditions still prevailed and
wbile the country rocks were still at an elevated temperature : accordingly
their intl'usion does not indicate a break in the plutonic development
sucb as is indicated by the intrusion of tbe 2nd pel'iod dykes in accol'd
ance with SEDEfHIOUf' metbod of basic dyke . A summary of tbe
evidence for tbis interpl'ctation is given below.

Swarms of 3rd period dykes occur throughouL Ilordleq, the strik
and hade of dykes usually being con tant within any one ,warm. The
direction of tbe swarms is W \V-NW but a few dykes, usually occurr'ing
singly, strike NE-ENE. The dykes are fine grained and eonsist pl'incip
ally af green hornblende and oligoclase wbicb oecur in varying propor
tions both within individual dykes and from one dyke to another: bio
tite and epidotc are present in appreciable quantitim; in same dykes,
Relict ophitic textures sueh as aro found in 2nd period dykes, do

172 'i
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not occur in the 3rd period dykes which have primary 'metamorphic'
textures.

The most striking feature of the dykes is the extreme textural
variation due to separation of the light and dark material. Aggregates
of small amphiboles vary from a few mm up to many cm in size and
may be gradational into or sharply differentiated from the groundmass
consisting of approximately equal amounts of oligoclase and amphibole.
Individual amphiboles, which are prismatic or acicular in form, are
aligned parallel to the strong foliation present in many of the dykes.
Aggregates of amphibole are elongated and are also parallel to the fol
iation, and concentrations of both light and dark material are streaked
out parallel to the foliation in many cases.

The foliation is generally S shaped and in the border zones of the
dykes is almost parallel to the dyke margins (fig. 68). The foliation
appears to be due to horizontal movement along the dyke fissure, with
the direction of relative movement shown by the asymmetry of the
foliation. Thus, on a horizontal surface, an S foliation shows dextral
movement and a Z foliation shows sinistral movement. That movement
has actually taken place along dyke fissures has been confirmed in many
cases by the offset of structures on either side of a dyke; the maximum
displacement recorded is 5 m and this on a 1 m dyke.

There is convincing evidence that these unusual features are due
to movement, not subsequent to the emplacement of the dykes, but
at the time of dyke emplacement. Displacements and en echelon effects
of the dykes are frequent and where such offsets occur the foliation is
not cut abruptly but swings round to conform with the irregularities in
the outcrop pattern. It is thus apparent that the foliation was formed
at the same time as the offsetting of the dykes took place. Evidence
that the offsetting took place at the time of dyke intrusion is shown
by apophyses which continue without interruption across the 'faults'
along which the dykes are displaced. Such relationships, which are
illustrated in figure 68, can be due only to displacement taking place
before consolidation of the dyke magma. The separation of light and
dark material in the dykes can be adequately accounted for by differen
tiation by deformation (BOWEN, 1926) during crystallisation of the
magma within the dyke fissure. Other processes which have been
considered, but which seem inadequate to account for the observed
textural features are metamorphic differentiation, metasomatic alter
ation, liquid immiscibility, and multiple intrusion.

The original nature of the various features described is clearly de
monstrated in the rare instances when two 3rd period dykes in the
same swarm intersect one another. The foliation and textural pattern
of the earlier dyke are cut by the later dyke.
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Fig. 68. Diagrammatic sketch sIlOwing principal features of 3rel period dykes (black).
For explanalion scc texl.

It seems likely that the 3rd period dykes were emplaced along shear
fraetures in the granitic country rock; a conjugate set of shear fractures
has been identified (W NW and E) and their orientation and the rela
tive movement along each direction is consistent with their having been
formed by a N W-SSE compre sion. As this direction is similar' to the
direction of the maximum principal stress during the Sanerutian re
activation it is likely that the 3rd period dykes were emplaced during a
Iater 'brittle' stage of the Sanerutian deformation. This proposaI finds
support in the evidence concerning the physicaI state of the country
rocks at the time of dyke emplacement. vVherc apparcnt offscts of the
dykes are found, no corresponding break Ol' fracture is usually evident
in the country rock granite; in some cases this could possibly be accountcd
for by the apparent ofTsets being due to original irregularitics of the dyke
fissure, as described by KAI'rAHo (1952). In other cases, howevcr, the
irregularities ean only be explaincd as being duc to faulting with sub-

7*
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sequent healing of the fraetures in the country rock; in a few cases the
fractures in the country rock have been only incompletely healed and
it ean be seen that the country rock foliation has been plastically de
formed and drawn out adjacent to the plane of movement. The foliation
in the country rock immediately adjacent to the dykes is sometimes
dragged into parallelism with the dyke margins (fig. 68, inset) and in
these cases forms a continuance of the S foliation within the dykes.
All these features indicate that at the time of dyke emplacement, the
country rock granite, although sufficiently brittie to fraeture, was
nevertheless still capable of a certain degree of plastic deformation and
recrystallisation. It may thus be concluded that the 3rd period dykes
were emplaced not only during compressional stressing of the country
rocks but also while these country rocks were at moderately elevated
temperatures. This conclusion is of some importance as it shows that
the 3rd period dykes do not represent a significant break in the plutonic
activity but rather were emplaced during a period of declining plutonic
activity. Such dykes do not of course invalidate SEDERHOLM'S method
of basic dykes but merely indicate that the method cannot be applied
when dealing with dykes of this type. Dykes very similar to the 3rd
period dykes have been described from the Ava area, SW Finland,
by SEDERHOLM (1934) and by KAlTARO (1953) and have been inter
preted by the latter in much the same way as is proposed for the
Ilordleq dykes.

One result of the recognition of the 3rd period dyke type is the
extra credence provided for the view that dykes which do not show such
features, i.e. normal metabasaltic dykes sueh as the 2nd period dykes,
have been em.placed during periods of crustal tension and thus repre
sents a complete and significant break in plutonic acitivty.

Gardar Period.

Large numbers of unmetamorphosed dolerite dykes occur especially
in the S and SE parts of Ilordleq, where dyke widths of 50 m are com
mon and exceptional dykes are up to 150 m in width. The Gardar, so
named by WEGMANN (1938), was a period of intensive volcanic activity
and rocks of this age are found throughout South Greenland ; they in
clude the intrusives af the South Greenland alkaline volcanic provinee
and extrusive volcanic rocks interbedded with continental sandstones
(see map, Plate VIII).

The scores of Gardar dykes occurring in Ilordleq have not been
included on the map (Plate IX) but will be shown on the geological map
of the Nunarssuit map area, which is in the course of preparation, where
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their density and structural relations with the Nunarssuit intrusive
complex (HARRY and PULVERTAFT, 1963) will be apparent.

An attempt has been made to subdivide the dykes on the basis of
strike directions and relative ages but the comparatively small number
of well exposed intersections has prevented resolution of some apparent
anomalies due to deviations from the folIowing sequence:-

(7) Black, porphyritic
(6) Brown
(5) Brown
(4) Brown coarse grained
(3) Brown medium grained
(2) 'Big Felspar' and related dykes
(1) Brown

NNW
NW } Relative ages not
ENE known

ENE} M· d kNE '" am y e swarm.

NE-ENE
ENE

The vast majority of the dykes are of brown-weathering dolerite and in
all dykes phenocrysts (or xenocrysts) of felspar, up to 20 cm in size, may
be found. Six distinctive and persistent ENE dykes, which in places
attain widths of up to 150 m, are characterised by an abundance of xeno
liths of anorthosite and xenocrysts of felspar or, less commonly, xenoliths
of granite. In places these dykes are composite and then consist of a
variety of rock types including granophyre, granite and syenite. These
dykes form part of a swarm of 'Big Felspar' dykes extending from Kob
berminebugten in the west to Julianehåb in the east.

The main dyke swarm is concentrated in the S and SE of Ilordleq
and is responsibIe for a crustal widening of 10-20% within a zone ap
proximately 5 km in width. In the south-west the dykes of the main
swarm form an irregular anastomosing network with numerous confluences
and bifurcations, but when traced along their strike in a NE direction
become more regular. The emplacement of this swarm had an intimate
structural connection with the emplacement of the extensive Nunarssuit
intrusive complex which is slightly younger than the dykes.

The few narrow trachytic dykes which occur in Ilordleq are probably
related to the alkaline rocks of the Nunarssuit complex.

Extensive fauIting took place during Gardar time but only a few
of the more important faults are shown on the map (Plate VIII). It is
apparent that many of the fauIts by which Gardar dykes have been
displaced were active during earlier periods and examination of aerial
photographs suggests that the most intense faulting took place before
the emplacement of the Gardar dykes. There is too evidence of both
sinistral and dextral movements at different times on the same fault
and in view of the undoubted complexity of the faulting, no systematic
account will be attempted. Only horizontal components of fault move
ments ean be detected.
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Rock surfaces within fauIt zones are frequently coated with epidote
and in the SE of Såtukuj6q an ENE crush zone contains quartz veins
with small amounts of galena and chaIcopyrite.

No metamorphism of rocks of Gardar age has been detected any
where in South Greenland and the Gardar intrusions at Kungnat and
Ilimaussaq have been dated at 1240 and 1086 million years respectiveIy
(MOORBATH, WEBSTER and MORGAN, 1960).

Post-Gardar.

Three NNW striking dolerite dykes occur in IlordIeq and postdate
all fauIt movements. These form a part of a coast-paralleI swarm of
regional extent in which individuaI dykes are extremeIy persistent, aI
though the number of dykes is reIativeIy small. A Tertiary age has been
suggested for these Iate dykes (BERTHELSEN, 1961).

IlordIeq contains no features of outstanding interest with regard
to the deveIopment of South Greenland during the Quaternary (WEI
DICK, 1959, 1963).



SECTION III

PETROGRAPHY

Sanerutian Development of Augen Granite in the Nivaq sub-area.

The development of augen granite in the Nivaq area during the
Sanerutian has been referred to previously (page 52). The degree of
augen development is closely correlated with the degree of Sanerutian
deformation of Ketilidian enclaves (page 52 and figure 24). The granitic
rocks described below have been selected as representative of the grad
ation observed in the field from more or less unchanged Ketilidian gra
nite (A) to Ketilidian granite strongly affected by the Sanerutian ac
tivity (E) in which most of the original Ketilidian features are obscured
by those of Sanerutian age; in the field the most obvious change is the
development of large porphyroblasts of microcline, and the appearance
of handspecimens representative of the various stages is shown in Pla
tes I and II. The cut specimens illustrated all show surfaces normal to
the lineation direction, i.e. a: c sections, except for specimen A in which
no lineation can be seen in handspecimen. The photographs give a some
what misleading impression of the actual rocks, as the contrast has been
exaggerated in order to emphasise the textural variation. The location
of the specimens is shown on Plate IX.

The purpose and results of the microscopic investigation may be
summarised as follows. The broad significance of the changes shown
having been determined from field evidence, thin sections were examined
in order that the microscopic features might be interpreted in the light
of the conc1usions based on such evidence; petrographic interpretation
of granitic rocks is not sufficiently reliable to justify significant amend
ments to conc1usions based on field evidence. The following descriptions
are therefore presented not as the only possibie interpretation of the
observed microscopical features but as one which accords with the
conc1usions based on field evidence.

In the first member of the series (A), in which Sanerutian effects
have been least, certain microscopic features of the original Ketilidian
granite can be recognised. Most important of these is the presence of
megacrysts of microcline and plagioclase. The microc1ine megacrysts ap
pear to have formed by replacement of original plagioc1ase: all stages
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are found between unreplaced plagiocIase and plagiocIase preserved
only as optically continuous skeletal remnants in a microeline porphyro
blast (Plate Illb). This structure is quite distinct from that produced
by exsolution and is typically the resuIt of potash metasomatism in
syn- and late-kinematic granites (MARMO, 1955). It is unlikely that
significant amounts of potassium were introduced into the granite of
the central sub-area during the Sanerutian and isochemical recrystal
lisation is unlikely to produce such textural relationships. These 'old'
felspars may thus be regarded as being of Ketilidian age, and can be
oistinguished from 'new' Sanerutian porphyroblasts which are found
in other members of the series (C, D, E). In the new microclines no skeletal
remnants of plagioclase are found but they are instead poikilitic with
randomly oriented inclusions of quartz, plagioclase and microcline
(Plate V d). Carlsbad twinning is common in the old microclines (Plate
I II d) and seems to be inherited from the replaced plagioclase; such
twinning is rare in the new microclines which are also distinguished by
small amounts of flame perthite. Flame perthite is a usual feature of
microcline porphyroblasts in the Sanerution Hornblende Granite (page
117). Myrmekite is usual on the margins of 'old' felspars in rocks of the
augen granite series, but is rarely found bordering new microclines.

Microscopic development of the augen can be summarised as fol
lows:-

A. 'Old' felspar porphyroblasts fractured and replaced by cross-cutting
veins and along margins by fine grained groundmass (Plate III b).

B. First appearance of polycrystalline augen which consist of fine grained
mafic-free areas centred on relics of 'oId' felspar (Plate III c and d).
No post-kinematic changes.

C. Two types of augen apparent: the first type is a further development
of those in B, consisting of quartz-felspar mosaic formed by degra
dation of old porphyroblasts (Plate IVa and b). The second type
consists of old felspar porphyroblasts (Plate IV c and d); these
Ketilidian porphyroblasts are better preserved than any in A or B,
showing that C has not passed through the stages represented by A
and B. These rocks therefore show a spatial rather than genetic series
of changes. The preservation of the 'old' porphyroblasts in C is ac
companied by a more intense granulation and increase in proportion
of the groundmass. It seems that by concentration of movement in
the recrystallising groundmass, opportunity is afforded for preser
vation of some large felspars as porphyroclasts (see also page 84).

D. Two types of augen still apparent: polycrystalline augen of C are
centres for porphyroblastic growth of 'new', i.e. Sanerutian, micro
cline (Plate Va and b), while other augen contain porphyroc1asts
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of Ketilidian felspar which show some fracturing and distortion.
Sanerutian microc1ine porphyroblasts are undeformed and post date
the syn-kinematic granulation stage.

E. Two types of augen still in evidence: those consisting of new micro
c1ine (Plate V c and d) are dominant and much larger than the por
phyroclastic augen (Plate VI a); the latter too are always aligned
parallel to the foliation whereas the former intersect the foliation
but are undeformed (Plate II b). Old porphyroclastic microc1ines
have features very similar to those in A (compare Plates III b and
VI a). The two types of augen ean also be distinguished in Plate II a
and b, where smaller concordant augen contrast with larger dis
cordant post-kinematic porphyroblasts.

It is unlikely that the rocks described below were identical before
their Sanerutian transformation, but any differences which existed
were probably small compared with changes which the rocks underwent
during the Sanerutian.

Granite A. (GGU 31534) Plates I and III b.

Foliation not evident in handspecimen but visible on outcrop sur
faces; contains felspar porphyroblasts up to 1.0 cm in size, surrounded
by a fine grained groundmass, the whole comprising 50% microcline,
20 % plagioclase, 20 % quartz, 5 % biotite and small amounts of chlorite,
sphene, orthite, muscovite and ore.

Porphyroblasts of microcline and plagioc1ase are contained in a
granoblastic groundmass, which forms haH the rock. The microscopic
appearance is dominated by microcline porphyroblasts up to 1 cm in
size which have been formed by the replacement, incomplete in most
cases, of earlier plagioc1ase porphyroblasts to form replacement perthites.
The 'skeletons' of relict plagioc1ase remaining within the microclines
are optically continuous. The outer parts of the microc1ine porphyro
blasts often are without plagioc1ase relicts and replacement of the original
plagioc1ase porphyroblasts appears to have been followed by further
outward growth of the microeline ; the microclines have subhedral forms.
Every gradation ean be found between rare plagioc1ases which have
suffered no replacement to microclines with only a few small and scat
tered inclusions of plagioclase. The original plagioclase shows very fine
albite twinning and often carlsbad twinning too; preservation of the
carlsbad twinning by the replacing microeline is found both here and
in many other rocks from Ilordleq. The old plagioc1ases are turbid and
compositions fall within the range oligoclase-andesine.

The replacement perthite porphyroblasts described above are frac
tured and penetrated by veins of the small (0.1 mm) saccharoidal micro-
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c1ines and plagioc1ases which, together with quartz, form most of the
groundmass. The groundmass minerals also embay the margins of the
porphyroblasts which are c1early of earlier origin than the smaller grains.
Little internal migration was involved in the recrystallisation of the
porphyroblasts as the small new microclines are concentrated in those
parts of the rock where microcline porphyroblasts predominate, and
small new plagioc1ases in those parts where the relict plagioc1ases are
most frequent. The new plagioc1ases are only slightly turbid and are
rarely twinned, but refractive indices are similar to those of the older
plagioclase. The new grains of plagioc1ase are invariably myrmekitic,
unlike the old plagioc1ase in which myrmekite is rarely developed. The
myrmekite in the new plagioc1ase is not confined to those grains adjacent
to potash felspar.

The small amounts of mafic minerals are found in irregular aggregates,
with sphene rimming the ore grains. The flakes of brown biotite are de
formed and show varying degrees of alteration to chlorite.

It is probable that the porphyroblasts are Ketilidian relicts and
that most of the groundmass material crystallised during the Sanerutian.
Replacement of the plagioc1ase by microcline on the scale observed must
have been accompanied by introduction of large amounts of potash;
there is no indication that this could have occurred during the Sanerutian.
The potassic nature of the Ketilidian granite is in keeping with its syn
kinematic origin, inferred from structural evidence.

Granite B, (GGU 47234) Plates I, III c and d.

Strongly foliated medium grained rock containing 50% microc1ine,
20% plagioclase, 15% quartz, 10% biotite and small amounts of sphene,
ore, chlorite and muscovite. Petrographically similar to 31534 but with
a smaller proportion of porphyroblastic felspar and with felspar aggre
gates surrounded by sheaths of biotite.

The replacement perthite porphyroblasts are similar to those in
31534 and c1early are relics older than the groundmass minerals, but
differ from those in 31534 in being replaced by the groundmass minerals
to a higher degree and consequently are smaller in size (up to 3.0 mm).
Formation, or accentuation, of the foliation took place at the same time
as the crystallisation of the groundmass minerals and postdates the
relict porphyroblasts which are fractured. The lenses of felspar which
define the foliation consist mainly of fine grained groundmass minerals,
frequently with a relict phenocryst in the centre. The best developed
lenses, i.e. those with the most regular shapes and with a complete sheath
of biotite, are those in which the proportion of newly recrystallised fel
spar is highest and in which only small relicts of the old phenocrysts
are preserved (Plate III d). It seems likely, but cannot be demonstrated
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beyond doubt, that each felspar lens has been formed by recrystallisation
of an old porphyroblast.

The groundmass felspars form small (0.1-0.2 mm) equant grains and
the only groundmass plagioclases which are myrmekitic are those ad
jacent to relict microclines. ~ndividual quartz grains are somewhat
larger than those of the groundmass felspars, and form aggregates of
size similar to that of the smaller relict porphyroblasts (ca. 1.0 mm)
and elongated parallel to the foliation; grain boundaries of the
quartz are interlobate and a slight degree of undulatory extinction
is usual.

Flakes of brown biotite (0.3-0.5 mm) are aggregated and form
sheaths around the felspar lenses giving rise to the first stages of an
augen structure. Individual flakes are subhedral to anhedral and a high
proportion are parallel to the foliation. None of the biotite flakes is
fractured and it appears that although the formation of augen was
probably initiated while the rock consisted mainly of old porphyroblasts,
the biotite continued to recrystallise for as long a time as the ground
mass felspar. The biotites have interlocking relationships with the
groundmass felspars but intersect the relict porphyroblasts. Rare bio
tites are replaced by chlorite and ore and sphene occur within the biotite
aggregates ; ore grains are only rarely rimmed by the sphene.

Granite C. (GGU 47208) Plates I and IV a-d.

Strongly foliated augen granite with concordant augen; the rock
consists of 45 0J0 microcline, 25 0J0 plagioclase, and 15 % quartz while
hornblende and chlorite together make up 10% and epidote, sphene
and ore are present as accessories. The chlorite is derived from biotite
of which a few remnants can be seen.

There is a marked differentiation of groundmass and .augen material.
The characteristics of the groundmass minerals are similar to those in
earlier members of the series; a fine-grained granoblastic aggregate of
small (0.1-0.2 mm) more or less equant grains of microcline, usually
untwinned plagioclase, and quartz with interstitial chlorite. A few re
licts of somewhat larger and very irregular microclines and plagioclase
correspond to the relict porphyroblasts in granites A and B, and these
are in the course of replacement by the groundmass material. The
characteristics of the augen material are, however, quite different from
those in rock B. Two types of augen ean be distinguished (Plate IV), the
one type consisting essentiaIly of groundmass material but somewhat
coarser grained, while the other type consists of single crystals of either
plagioclase or microcline which are similar in every respect to the relict
porphyroblasts in rocks A and B, but which show no sign of being bro
ken down to form fine grained groundmass material.
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Augen of the first type, illustrated in Plate IVa and b, are larger,
and consist of crystals varying in size from those of the groundmass
(0.1-0.2 mm) up to 3 mm, and contain only microcline and quartz. The
larger microclines, which occupy the centres of the augen have com
plicated interlocking boundaries and appear to have grown at the ex
pense of their smaller neighbours; features in keeping with this sug
gestion are the presence of small disoriented inelusions of both micro
eline and quartz within the larger microclines and the total absence of
the skeletal relics of plagioclase which are characteristic of the old 01
der generation of microcline porphyroblasts. Small patches and stringers
of groundmass material are trapped between the large microclines, the
margins of which are not embayed by the groundmass crystals (cf.
Plates III d and IV d). The larger microclines in these augen thus ap
pear to represent the first stage of porphyroblastic growth which can
be ascribed to Sanerutian activity.

The second, smaller type of augen are clearly formed from Ketilidian
porphyroblasts which, unlike the old relicts in the groundmass, have to
a large degree resisted granulation and recrystallisation. That this resi
stance was not complete is shown by the smaller crystals surrounding
and embaying them; quartz is not found in augen of this type. The
identification of these large crystals as relict Ketilidian porphyroblasts
is confirmed by the occurrence of skeletal remnants of plagioelase in
the microcline and the saussuritisation and fine lamellar twinning
of the plagioclase, and the absence of other types of inclusions. Un
like the large crystals in the first type of augen, those in the second
type sometimes show slightly deformed twin lamellae. There is no evi
dence that crystalloblastic extension of any of these well preserved
relicts took place after initiation of the augen, i.e. in Sanerutian time.
The small amount of deep green hornblende occurs as small anhedral
crystals which are found mainly on the borders of the augen. Chlorite
laths which parallel the foliation are found both bordering the augen
and in the groundmass.

Only a few small granules of ore are found and these are rimmed
by sphene which also occurs as large (3.0 mm) subhedral wedges. Epidote
is found in relict Ketilidian porphyroblasts both within the groundmass
and in the second type of augen.

Granite D. (GGU A 7224) Plates II, Va and b.

The principal macroscopic difference between this rock and earlier
members of the series is that the felspar lenses or augen are not so clearly
aligned parallel to the foliation and do not have regular elliptical out
lines (see Plate II). The rock contains 50 % microcline, 20 % plagio
elase and 20 % quartz with hornblende, biotite and chlorite together
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making up 10% and sphene, ore, and orthite occurring in small quantities.
Notwithstanding the large size of some of the porphyroblasts, there is
not such a clear distinction between porphyroblasts and groundmass
material as in specimens B and C because of the higher proportion of
relict microcline and plagioclase. The relict felspars are of all sizes and
have characteristics similar to those described from previous specimens,
i.e. skeletal remnants of plagioclase in microclines, both types of felspar
with deformed twin lamelIae in some cases, and fine lamellar twinning
in the plagioclase which contains numerous grains of epidote.

The new microcline porphyroblasts are poikilitic and further dis
tinguished from relict microclines by the occurrence of exsolved albite
in the form of flame perthite ; the new microclines and relict plagioclases
form the largest porphyroblasts in the rock. There is no sign that por
phyroblastic Sanerutian growth of plagioclase took place, as all the
latest generation of plagioclase occurs in small equant grains similar to
those in the groundmass of the other rocks. Myrmekite is very rare.
Mafic material is mostly in the form of chlorite derived from biotite;
this late stage alteration also resulted in sericitisation of much of the
plagioclase, including that exsolved from the new microcline. In both
hand specimen and thin section the strong directional texture is less
evident than in B and C; this is so however, only on surfaces and
in sections normal to the lineation : on a: b sections the porphyro
blasts are aligned parallel to the b (lineation) direction. The lack of
planar structure appears, however, to be due at least in part to post
kinematic growth of most of the new microclines; these crystals usually
have a close spatial association with quartz-microcline stringers which
are parallel to the foliation and are evidently of syn-kinematic origin.
These stringers cut across and displace both microcline and plagioclases
of Ketilidian age whereas the Sanerutian microcline porphyroblasts,
although often found within the stringers, are undeformed.

Granite E. (GGU 47314) Plates II, V c and d, VI a and b.

A strongly foliated rock in which the foliation is somewhat ob
scured, especiaIly in sections normal to the lineation, by large unoriented
porphyroblasts of microcline. The principal constituents are 45 % micro
cline, 20% plagioclase (oligoclase), 20% quartz and 10% biotite which
are accompanied by minor amounts of apatite, chlorite, sphene and ore.

The texture is more clearly porphyroblastic than in early members
of the series but the heteroblastic groundmass is similar to that in the
other rocks.

The large porphyroblasts of microcline are the most notable feature
both in the field and in thin section. Whereas in previous members of
the series both old and new felspars formed the porphyroblasts, in this
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rock the largest and most evident porphyroblasts all consist of the
"new", i.e. Sanerutian microcline. These contain no skeletal remnants
of plagioelase and have markedly a poikiloblastic habit with inclusions
mainly of quartz but with some of microcline towards the margins.
The boundaries of the poikiloblasts against neighbouring groundmass
crystals showevidence of expansion, as opposed to the boundaries of
the relict felspars which showevidence of replacement by groundmass
crystals (compare Plates V d, and VI a and b). The poikiloblasts are
ton often subparallel or discordant to the foliation whereas the larger
relics of old felspar invariably parallel the foliation.

Growth textures are also in evidence in the groundmass, quartz
for the first time forming crystals considerably larger (0.5 mm) than
those of the groundmass felspar (0.1-0.2 mm) and elongated parallel to
the foliation. Fairly large relict plagioclase, and more rarely microcline,
form some of the smaller felspathic nodules or augen which can be seen
in Plate II but some microclines of similar size have charaeteristies
similar to those of the large poikiloblasts. A small amount of myrmekite
is found on the margins of relie microclines, where it appears to have been
formed by crystalloblastie extension of the groundmass, but is not found
bordering new (poikiloblastic) microelines. Biotite flakes have an inter
locking relationship with the poikiloblastic microcline and with the re
erystallised felspar of the groundmass, whereas they cut across identifi
able relies of both microcline and plagioclase. As in granite D exsolution
perthite is a feature of many of the poikiloblastic microclines. It seems
evident from the textural relationships that the poikiloblastie micro
elines were formed by late or post kinematic growth from groundmass
material whereas recrystallisation of the early (Ketilidian) felspar to
form the groundmass took place synkinematieally and that the for
mation, or accentuation, of the foliation and lineation also took plaee
at this time. The deformation of the enclaves (page 52) .must also have
taken place at this time, Le. before the main stage of poikiloblastic
microcline growth.

Petrographic descriptions of principal rock types in the area.

Homogeneous metavoleanic (GGD 31645) Plate VI c.
From the SE coast of Nivaq, some 500 m from the main granite contact and

possibly a piIIow lava. The rock is a fine grained, homogeneous, dark grey amphi
bolite with only indistinct foIiation. Although one of the oldest rocks in the area,
under the microscope it shows a remarkable degree of structural preservation; this
must be attributed to the massive nature of the metavo1canic lasers. 50% plagio
c!ase, 35% hornblende, 100!0 biotite, together with appreciable amounts of ore are
the main consituents. A few grains of microc!ine are found but epidote is absent.
The composition of the plagioc!ase is An 1i5-55 but less ca1cic margins are usuaI.
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The felspar laths of an original sub-ophitic texture are well preserved and retain
original shapes and twinning in most cases, but irregular zoning shows that they
are not chemically unchanged. Only few felspar crystals are bent or broken, and
these are generally the larger ones which are up to 2 mm in length (see Plate VI c).
Biotite and hornblende are generally interstitial in the felspars except where the
latter have been deformed, in which case the mafic minerals encroach upon original
felspar sites.

The hornblende is of two generations: the earlier type is evidently uralitic
and occurs in large crystals with irregular margins, patchy pleochroism, and rather
paIe colours. The later hornblende has an even sea-green colour and occurs in smaller
crystals which are anhedral but tend to have rounded outlines; the later hornblende
frequentlY forms an irregular rim around the earIier type. Biotite occurs in patches
which are capriciously distributed and neither these patches nor individual crystals
show any tendency to preferred orientation. Biotite is intergrown with and appar
ently the same age as the later hornblende. Ore occurs only in and around the bio
tite, in the form of numerous small grains, and rutile occurs as elongate blobs within
the biotite. The original rock was elearly a sub-ophitic dolerite probably with ti
taniferous augite.

Plagioclase Porphyrite Metavolcanic (GGU 31461).
The specimen is from the migmatie border zone of the Ketilidian granite on

the SE coast of Nivåq. The rock is massive and unfoliated in handspecimen and
relict felspar phenocrysts and groundmass material are present in about equal
amounts. The phenocrysts are from 0.5-2.0 cm in size, euhedral to subhedral and
with equidimensional or short rectangular forms. The grey groundmass is fine grained
and contains 50 % plagioclase, 20 % microeline, 10 % green hornblende, 5% each of
epidote, sphene, and ore, together with lesser amounts of scapolite, apatite, and
biotite.

The homeo-granoblastic groundmass, with average grain size of less than
0.2 mm, consists mainly of equant pellucid grains of plagioelase and microeline;
a few 1.0 mm laths of turbid and strongly zoned plagioelase occur and probably
are relics of the original volcanic rock. The new plagioelases are also zoned and com
positions determined varied from An 22-An 35. Anhedral grains of hornblende are
distributed throughout the groundmass and are noticeably embayed by microeline.
No directional structure is evident in thin section. ScapoIite occurs in large (0.5 mm)
very poikilitic crystals within the groundmass and as smaller anhedra within the
plagioelase phenocrysts.

The reIict phenocrysts are almost completely obscured by sericite and contain
numerous granules of epidote in addition to the scapoIite. Some recrystallisation to
small pellucid grains of plagioclase has taken place along fraetures in the larger
crystals but in other cases a homoaxial recrystallisation has taken place next to
fractures or on the borders of the phenocrysts. Where such homoaxial recrystallisation
has taken place, concentrations of scapolite are found and it may be supposed that
the new felspar is less calcic than that from which it is derived. Most interesting
are the few cases where homoaxial extension appears to have taken place on the
borders of the phenocrysts; such rejuvenation of early phenocrysts during later
metamorphism is also found in the Sanerutian development of augen granite; else
where the borders of the phenocrysts are replaced by small plagioelases and micro
elines of the groundmass.

The composition of the unfelspathised plagioelase porphyrites is similar to
that of the gabbro anorthosite layers which are found as distinct horizons in the
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gneisses of the Ivigtut distriet and at many other localities in western Greenland
(BERTHELSEN, 1960); the frequent oeeurrenee of seapolite is another feature whieh
the metavo!canies and 'gabbro anorthosites' (BERTHELSEN, 1962) have in common.
Although the similarity in composition may point to a common type of origin, it
does not of eourse indicate a similarity in age.

Finely banded Pyroclastic (GGU 31653).
The speeimen is taken from the agglomerate zone shown in figure 4, where

granitie veins are very infrequent. The bands are less than 1 cm in width. The grain
size varies from fine to medium, but is constant within individual bands whieh are
usually less than 1 cm in width. Hornblende, 40%' and plagioclase, 45 0/°' are ac
eompanied by small amounts of potash felspar, epidote, ore, sphene, and apatite.
Lapilli, whieh are distinet in the handspecimen, are less obvious in thin section.
That part of the rock in which lapilli cannot be recognised has a heteroblastic texture
with granoblastic plagioclase and lepidoblastic hornblende; the marked foliation
and lineation of the handspeeimen are not evident in thin section. Large (0.5 mm)
irregular, turbid, finely twinned plagioclases eontaining granules of epidote evidently
represent original detrital grains and are surrounded by much smaller polygonal
untwinned grains of metamorphie origin. Most of the amphibole is uralitic, with
paIe eolours, patehy pleochroism, and a close association with ore grains and iron
rich epidote. Crystal tuffs with hornblende pseudomorphs after euhedral pyroxenes
have been found at many localities and it is possibie that pyroxene was a common
constituent of the pyroclastic deposits. The remainder of the hornblende occurs in
small grains with deeper and more even eolouring than the uralite and is not associ
ated with granules of either ore or sphene.

The lapilli ean be distinguished by their eomparative lack of mafie minerals
and what appear to be original grains ean be distinguished in most of them. Potash
felspar is a common eonsitutent of the lapilli and the original perthitic untwinned
grains are now surrounded by smaller polygonal grains of twinned microcline.

Calcareous Metasedirnent (GGU 52493).
From the horizon of mixed ealeareous rocks on the island of Sioragdlit. A very

fine grained buff coloured Hornblendegarbenschiefer with numerous acicular amphi
boles arranged in stellate aggregates and lying within a plane parallel to the bedding;
there is a notable lack of alignment of the amphiboles. Some narrow greenish
bands, a few mm in width, are eoarser grained. Under the microseope nematoblastic
actinolites (20°/0) are seen to lie in a granoblastie groundmass of biotite (25°/0) and
albite (55%)' The seetion is cut normal to a linear strueture which can be seen in
the groundmass in handspecimen. Perfectly shaped six sided basal sections of aeti
nolite are frequent and aligned with 100 parallel to an indistinct foliation seen in
handspecimen which is parallel to the bedding. The greatest dimension of the basal
sections averages 0.5 mm while the few longitudinal seetions are up to 1 cm in length.
The actinolites are poikiloblastie, containing numerous inclusions of albite but none
of biotite, and have not been deformed.

Albite and biotite have an interloeking relationship and both oeeur with a
rather constant grain size .02-.03 mm. The biotite flakes are distinctly aligned along
preferred direetions at 45° to the bedding and apparently intersecting in a line
parallel to the linear structure observed in hand specimen. The only other rocks
in the area which show a similar biotite fabric are the biotite bearing types of Sane
rutian granite on Såtukujoq in which the linear structure is dominant and which,
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on the evidence of the 2nd period dykes, were deformed by viscous flow. Biotite
is evenly distributed and pleochroic mid-brown to almost colourless; no relict textural
features ean be seen and both biotite and amphibole are fresh and unaltered.

The coarser grained bands seen in handspecimen contain no biotite but up
to 20 % quartz is found; these probably represent original sedimentary bands. A
few grains of microcline occur. Although classed as a metasediment this rock is
equally likely to be of pyroclastic origin.

Of all the rocks in the area, those from the calcareous horizons most regularly
show no textural evidence of mineralogical disequilibrium. They are also the most
highly deformed rocks.

Meta-gabbro (GGU 52472) Plate III a.
From a small mass of coarse grained amphibolite, showing probable relict

igneous banding, on the westerly extremity of Ikerasårqap nuna. The rock is coarse
grained, unfoliated and contains 50% plagioclase, 35% green hornblende, 5% each
of biotite and ore, and lesser amounts of quartz, sphene and apatite.

Plagioclase forms anhedral and subhedral crystals up to 6 mm in length, usually
2-3 mm, strongly twinned and showing moderate to strong normal zoning. The
zoning is generally a smooth transition although sharp breaks between zones do
occur, but not more than two Ol' three in any one crystal; the crystals are not ob
scured by the small amount of sericite which occurs, but are turbid. Some crystals
have a rim of untwinned plagioclase, the outer boundary of which defines a sub
hedral outline, while the inner boundary embays the enclosed plagioclase which
has only a slightly higher refractive index. Twin lamelIae are frequently warped
and some crystals are fractured (see Plate III a). On boundaries between some of
the larger crystals a thin stringer of small and later grains occurs-these have equant
shapes, are 0.1-0.2 mm in size, are pellucid and rarely twinned. This new plagioclase
is evidently of metamorphic origin and forms only 10% of the total felspar; the
refractive index is only slightly lower than that of the early plagioclase which varies
in composition from andesine to labradorite.

Hornblende has a typically uralitic appearance and crystals, occurring either
singly Ol' in small aggregates, cut across felspar boundaries. Biotite apparently re
places the hornblende with which it is in close association, and penetrates along
the amphibole cleavages. Grains of ore and sphene are closely associated with bio
tite and hornblende and in the vicinity of biotite flakes sphene is found rimming
the ore. Epidote is not found.

The rock has evidently been little affected by the two periods of metamorphism
to which it has been subjected. This must once again be attributed to the massive
nature of the rock and clearly shows that an elevated temperature is not synonymous
with plutonic activity.

1st Period Discordant Amphibolite (GGU 31514) Plate VII a and b.
Specimen from a coarse to medium grained variety of 1st period dyke emplaced

in banded metasediments on the SE coast of Nivåq (see figure 11). The dyke is ag
matised and has only an indistinct foliation and lineation. The section is cut normal
to the lineation and shows the foliation to be the result of mineral distribution rather
than mineral orientation. The rock contains 55 % hornblende, 35 % plagioclase,
5% biotite, 5% epidote, and small amounts of sphene and apatite. Ore minerals
are not present.

Two types of hornblende occur, the earlier type in large (up to 3.0 mm) irregular
crystals with paIe colours and patchy pleochroism, and containing numerous small

172 8
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granules of sphene, small hornblendes and less commonly quartz; this type is a typical
uralite. The uralite is often surrounded by the later type which occurs in small
(.01 mm) well formed subhedral grains with deeper and more even colouring. The
second type also occurs together with equant plagioclase (andesine) grains of similar
size, the two minerals forming a granoblastic groundmass around the early horn
blendes. The small plagioclases are pellucid and rarely twinned, and are distinct
from rare remnants of an early generation of plagioclase which occur as cor
roded grains up to 1.0 mm in size, turbid in appearance and invariably twinned
although the twin lamelIae are not sharply defined. Rectangular areas containing
no hornblende but numerous small biotite flakes, and frequently with centres of
epidote and sericite, are occupied by hundreds of grains of groundmass plagioclase;
these areas represent sites of original plagioclase which have now been completely
recrystallised to the new generation of plagioclase (see Plate VII). The plagioclase
which originally occupied these sites and the few remnant plagioclases found were
almost certainly the original magmatic felspars. In the majority of 1st period dykes
no trace of the original minerals remains; the dyke from which the described spec
imen was taken is however broader than most and is also more mafic, and these
factors together with the nearly concordant nature of the dyke, contributed to
minimising the internal deformation and thus preserving relict minerals.

2nd Period dyke (GGU 31529 (margin) and 31530 (centre)).
The 4 m wide dyke occurs in Ketilidian granite at the western end of the SE

coast of Nivåq, and has been followed inland for about 1 km. A relict ophitic texture
is macroscopically visible in the medium grained centre of the dyke but not in the
fine grained margins.

The medium grained rock consists of equal amounts of plagioclase and horn
blende with only traces of ore. Green hornblende occurs as discrete grains with
uralitic characteristics; the grains are prismatie, subhedral and have a marked
preferred orientation which is barely visible as a macroscopie foliation. Two types
of plagioclase ean be distinguished, the older of which is strongly sericitised and
comprises relics of euhedral laths which are partly replaced by smaller, equant,
rarely twinned grains of a later generation of plagioclase. The earlier plagioclases
are often fractured and have indistinct twinning, and appear to have undergone
chemical change during metamorphism; the composition of both old and new ge
nerations of plagioclase is An.5-An.5 • Relict euhedral plagioclase phenocrysts up
to 15 mm in size occur, and have features similar to those of the early generation
of groundmass plagioclase; they thus confirm that the relict texture seen in thin
section is that of the original intrusive dyke. Relict phenocrysts in the marginal parts
of the dyke are of similar size to those found in the central part. The minerals and
texture of the marginal rock type are the same as those of the central type, and
the only significant difference is in the grain size; the maximum length of early
plagioclase laths in the central part of the dyke is 3 mm but only 0.5 mm near the
margins. Grains of the new generation of plagioclase are rarely greater than 0.1 mm
in size in both central and marginal parts of the dyke. There can be little doubt
that the margins of the dyke were originally finer grained than the central part
and this may reasonably be interpreted as due to chilling of the magma against the
country rocks.

Fine grained margins are common features of 2nd period dykes but in most
cases shearing has destroyed all evidence of original grain size; in such sheared mar
gins biotite occurs, often to the exclusion of hornblende.
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Green 2nd Period Dyke (GGD 32184) Plate VII c and d.
From a 1.5-2 m dyke on the small island in Nivaq, cutting supracrustal rocks

and itself cut by veins of scapolite and sphene and similar to dyke shown in figure 37.
This is the parent type from which the green ultrabasic 2nd period dykes in the
Sanerutian granite have been formed. The rock is fine grained with indistinct foliation
and lineation, and consists of 60% amphibole, 10% biotite, 25% plagioclase (ande
sine), 5% scapolite (meionite) and small amounts of apatite. In thin section matic
aggregates are seen in a groundmass of plagioc1ase and hornblende. Little or no
felspar occurs in the mafic aggregates. The usual lengths of the hornblendes and
biotites is about 0.3 mm while the aggregates are 3-5 mm in size and elongated
parallel to the foliation-it is mainly the elongation of the aggregates which defines
the foliation. Felspar crystals are usually less than 0.1 mm in size. The mafic aggre
gates make up over half the rock and in most of the groundmass hornblende and
felspar occur in equal amounts.

Within the mafic aggregates the amphibole shows no preferred orientation
but towards the margins of the aggregates and in the groundmass, most amphiboles
parallel the foliation. Some larger amphiboles up to 1.0 mm in length occur in some
aggregates, in one case with stellar arrangement. These larger crystals are clouded
with minute ore grains and have patchy pleochroism with areas of colourless tre
molite. Biotite is concentrated in the centres of mafic aggregates.

Plagioclase occurs in small, pellucid, polygonal grains with concentrations of
fine grained alteration material in some crystals; these are typical of the felspars
in the metamorphosed basic rocks of Ilordleq. The only evidence of an earlier ge
neration of felspar is found in rectangular patches, 0.6-0.7 mm in length, containing
numerous plagioclase crystals with some biotite. The centres of these patches (see
Plate VIIc and dl contain concentrations of sericitic material with small amounts
of epidote; the outlines of these patches of alteration material are often parallel
to the margins of the rectangular felspar aggregates and occur without regard to
the boundaries of the small crystals in these aggregates. The aggregates are thought
to represent the sites of felspar phenocrysts in the original dyke and the sericite
and epidote the products of saussuritization in the early stages of metamorphism.

Scapolite occurs as large crystals up to 1 mm in size, which are intensely poi
kilitic; inclusions occupy 60-70"10 of the roughly rectangular crystals, some of
which are altered to fibrous aggregates.

Narrow veins cutting the dyke consist of scapolite and sphene.

Partially Digested Grey 2nd Period Dyke (GGD 32110).
This dyke is shown in figures foO and foL The granitic neosome is described

below (specimen 32111). The remnants of the 2nd period dyke consist of fine grained
foliated amphibolite with numerous relict felspar phenocrysts up to 5 mm in size.
The rock consists of 55"10 oligoclase, 15"10 green hornblende, 15"10 olive-green biotite,
10"10 epidote and small amounts of sphene, ore, apatite, and muscovite.

About 15 % of the felspar present is in the form of relict phenocrysts, the original
size of which was 2-5 mm. The sites of these originallY lath shaped felspars are now
largely occupied by flakes of muscovite, sometimes in aggregates of minute flakes
but sometimes recrystallised to crystals of identifiable size. The relict phenocrysts
are often almost surrounded by large (up to 2 mm, usually 0.5-1.0 mm) crystals
of epidote; only few small epidote grains occur within the sites of the relict felspars.
The volume of epidote associated with any one relic is about half that of
the original felspar. The felspar now occupying the relict sites is pellucid and some-
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times still remains as a single erystal. Usually some smaller felspar grains similar
to those in the groundmass occur within the relics and in some cases these are the
only felspars occupying the site of the original phenocryst. Even in these cases, the
original outlines of the phenocrysts are easily identified by the distribution of mus
covite and epidote, and the rarity of biotite and absence of hornblende within the
relict sites.

The groundmass felspar is in the form of more or less equant grains with fairly
constant grain size of 0.1-0.2 mm; about a quarter of these grains have distinct
twinning. The groundmass felspar grains are pellucid and free of inclusions except
for some apatites ; these felspars are evidently of metamorphic origin. Also in the
groundmass occur some rather larger felspars (0.4-0.8 mm) with irregular shapes
determined mainly by the surrounding smaller crystals, and containing patches of
sericite with grains of epidote; they are intersected by biotites and all have indistinct
twinning. These felspars probably represent remnants of the groundmass crystals
of the original dyke.

Biotite is distributed throughout the groundmass as well oriented flakes,
0.2-0.3 mm in size and of regular shape; they are interstitial with respect to the
metamorphic felspars of the groundmass but are not corroded by them. Hornblende
occurs in 0.1 mm anhedral grains with regular margins. No relative age difference
is apparent between biotite and hornblende, the proportions of which vary through
out usually with one or the other markedly predominant. Larger (0.5 mm) horn
blendes occur, tightly packed in aggregates elongated parallel to the foliation in
sections normal to the lineation. These hornblendes are well crystallised with no
inclusions; the aggregates are surrounded by small granules of sphene and may re
present the sites of original pyroxenes.

Granite veining 2nd period dyke (GGU 32111) Plate VI d.
From the grey 2nd period dyke shown in figures 40 and H. The rock is fine

to medium grained with porphyroblastic felspars. The foliation, which has a marked
linear element, is defined by discontinuous quartz-felspar and biotite rich folia,
0.5-2.0 mm wide and 1-4 cm long. Concordant amphibolite enclaves up to 5 cm
wide emphasise the foliation.

The rock contains 20 % microcline, 40 % oligoclase, 25 % quartz, 5-10 % bio
tite and small amounts of sphene, ore, apatite, epidote, and muscovite. In thin
sections normal to the lineation, the foliation is indistinct. Three types of felspar
occur, namely old plagioclase, new plagioclase and microcline. The outlines of the
old plagioclases are now irregular due to replacement by later minerals (Plate VId);
they appear to have been originally rectangular, 2-3 mm in length, and contain
numerous small granules of epidote and flakes of muscovite; some crystals show a
regular normal zoning. Small rounded quartzes are found in some crystals of old
plagioclase and in some cases have a myrmekitic development: twinning is well
preserved in the centres of some crystals which contain larger amounts of alteration
produets than is usual. Remnants of all sizes of old plagioclase occur, the smaller
ones with rounded shapes and often enclosed by microcline.

The new plagioclase is of the same composition as the old but occurs as poly
gonal grains, 0.1-0.2 mm in size, aggregated often on the borders of an old plagio
clase; unlike the latter they are not replaced by microcline. Both types of plagio
clase often have albitic border zones. Microcline occurs in anhedral, lrregular crystals
of all sizes up to 2 mm; good microeline twinning is rare. Microclines without twin
ning are usually perthitic, with the exsolved albite in optical continuity with surround
ing or adjacent plagioclase which the microeline appears to replace. The largest
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microclines appear to be formed by the replacement of the Iargest oId plagioclases,
as they eontain seattered remnants of optieally eontinuous plagioclase.

Quartz has transgressive boundaries against all other minerals and, like the
microcline, oecurs in a wide variety of grain sizes up to 0.5 mm. Grain boundaries
are regular or interlobate and strain extinetion usually weak.

Biotite is eorroded by all minerals except the old plagioclase which it transects
and is Iater than, and oeeurs as anhedral flakes with embayed margins, many of
which are either fraetured or have been distorted by the growth of adjaeent micro
elines. Biotite, plagioclase, and the accessory minerals, oeeur together in distinct
bands which alternate with quartz-mierocline lenses around which the biotites are
wrapped.

Sanerutian Hornblende Granite (GGU 32130).
From the hornblende granite on the western end of Ikerasarqap nuna, in the

Sånerutip ima sub-area.
The medium grained rock has a well-marked foliation and a strong linear

strueture, both defined by the shape and orientation of mafie concentrations. Am
phibole is the dominant mafie, appearing in hand specimen as stubby blaek prisms
whieh are of similar size to the majority of felspars. Rare porphyroblastie felspars
oceur and intersect both foliation and lineation which do not swing round the pur
phyroblasts as would be the case with augen. The porphyroblasts are fewer and
smaller than those in the hornblende granite further to the NE.

The rock is of adamellitic composition with 45"/0 microcline, 30"/0 plagioclase
(oligoclase), 10"/0 quartz, 10"/0 hornblende, and lesser amounts of biotite, sphene,
epidote, and apatite. The texture is markedly heteroblastie and primarily determined
by ragged anhedra of microcline, plagioclase (oligoclase) and quartz, from 0.5
2.0 mm in size. No time relations ean be established from the extremely irregular
interpenetrating boundaries of these minerals, and there are no identifiable relics
of earlier generations of either microcline or plagioclase. No relies of plagioclase are
found within any microcline ; myrmekite is a common feature although irregularly
distributed. The porphyroblasts of microcline (up to 6 mm in size) differ from the
groundmass microclines only in their larger size and in being more eommonly per
thitic. About half the microcline has only poorly developed or no cross-hatch twin
ning; twinning is most often absent from crystals or parts of crystals whieh are
perthitic. No erystals are fractured or show other signs of deformation. Green am
phibole oceurs as subhedral erystals up to 3 mm in size, usually separate from one
another but eoneentrated along bands whieh parallel the foliation (in section nor
mal to lineation). Coneentrations of aeeessory mafie minerals surround the amphi
boles.

All minerals appear to be of similar age to the microcline porphyroblasts;
from field evidence it is apparent that all minerals now present are of Sanerutian
age and that the rock was eompletely reconstituted by the Sanerutian plutonic
activity. This conclusion is in keeping with the field evidence of extreme mobility
of the hornblende granite during the Sanerutian.

Ketilidian Hornblende Granite.
The small area of hornblende granite (of granodioritic composition)

occurring on the northern coast of Tarajornitsoq is cut by numerous
narrow NE shear zones. Within these zones 2nd period dykes are strongly
deformed (figure 22). The rocks described are from the same locality as
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the dykes illustrated; one specimen (52453), although a tectonite, has
not been affected by the shearing which is later than the dykes and
some of its petrographic features may be expected to be of Ketilidian
origin. The other specimen (52454) is taken from a shear zone adjacent
to the deformed dykes and is thus a further development of the type
exemplified by 52453.

Hornblende Granite (GGU 52453).
A medium-grained strongly foliated granite with a linear structure which is

indistinct in hand specimen. 60% of the rock consists of felspar, this amount in
c1uding a considerable quantity of sericite. 15% of green hornblende and 20% of
quartz are the other main consistuents and ore, sphene, biotite and zircon occur in
minor amounts.

The plagioclase is very strongly altered and the sites of most crystals are al
most completely occupied by sericite although epidote is uncommon. Less altered
crystals show fine lamellar twinning which is invariably distorted. The original
plagioclases were up to 5 mm in size but most have been recrystallised to smaller
grains 1-2 mm in size. This recrystallisation took place at an early stage and the
later generation of plagioc1ase pre-dates all other minerals present.

Quartz occurs in aggregates between larger aggregates of felspar; crystals are
similar in size to those of the later felspar; grain boundaries are smooth and strain
extinction not pronounced.

Hornblende occurs in aggregates of anhedral grains; grain shapes are most
irregular and sizes up to 5 mm although more usually 2-3 mm. Notable features
of the hornblendes are the fresh appearance and the poikilitic habit. Inclusions are
nearly always of quartz, occurring as small granules or in rounded blebs elongated
parallel to the cleavage of the host. The quartz inc1usions within any one hornblende
are not in optical continuity although only about a twentieth the size of other quartzes
in the rock; the inclusions are concentrated in the cores of the host crystal and in
crease in size toward the margins of the latter. As external quartz grains embay
the hornblendes these relations may have some time significance. Felspar is not
found as inclusions within the hornblende although cut by it. The described features
of the hornblende are similar to those of the occasional hornblendes in the augen
granites in the Nivaq sub-area; in the latter area, however, the hornblende also
contains inclusions of microcline. It appears likely that hornblende contains inclusions
only of minerals undergoing recrystallisation at the time of hornblende growth; in
the rock under consideration this would indicate a recrystallisation of quartz and
hornblende subsequent to felspar crystallisation, and possibly therefore during the
Sanerutian. Such a proposal is supported by the appearance of the hornblende in
the sheared equivalent (52454) of this rock in which all minerals were recrystallised
during the Sanerutian ; the hornblendes although much smaller than those in 52453
show poikiloblastic features and contain inc1usions of both quartz and felspar. Such
.a time relation between crystallisation of hornblende and minerals included within
it is not suggested as a general rule; however, it is sufficient to show that hornblendes
containing quartz inc1usions ean be derived in other ways than by uralitisation.
The hornblendes with quartz inc1usions, derived by alteration of pyroxene during
retrogressive metamorphism of granulite facies gneisses eannot be considered diag
nostic for a retrogressive development.
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Sheared Hornblende Granite (GGU 52454).
A finely banded, fine grained, strongly tectonised rock containing 50% albitic

plagioclase, 40% quartz, 10% hornblende and small amounts of epidote, sphene,
and ore. Under the microscope a blastocataclastic texture is apparent with fine
alternating bands, 0.2-3.0 mm in width, of quartz and felspar. The banding is very
marked although individual bands are neither regular in width nor persistent along
their lengths; the section described is normal to the lineation. The felspar is almost
completely sericitised but twinning can occasionally be seen. The hornblende occurs
in elongate aggregates within the felspar bands; crystals are small and irregular
in shape, many of them containing irregular inclusions of plagioclase and quartz.
The grain size of all minerals seldom exceeds 0.3 mm and no deformed crystals oc
cur; the margins of the quartz crystals are irregular but not interlocking, and un
dulose extinction not very marked. The quartz grains have a marked shape orien
tation. Ore grains have hornblende rims and epidote granules occur within the fel
spars. It is apparent that the post 2nd period dyke shearing which affected the rock
resulted in a complete recrystallisation. No significance can be attached to minor
compositional variations in such an area but the high percentage of silica in this
rock suggests that quartz may have been introduced during the Sanerutian plutonism;
the relative proportions of felspar and hornblende in this rock are similar to those
in 52453.



SECTION IV

RECOGNITION OF METAMORPHOSED BASIC
DYRES IN REACTIVATED BASEMENT AREAS

In previous sections a great deal of significance has been attached
to what have been interpreted as relict dykes, originally emplaced during
the interval between two separate periods of plutonic activity. As these
dykes are similar in many ways to what have been described elsewhere
as pre-granite relics or dykes emplaced in hot granite, it is necessary to
justify the interpretation given in the earlier pages, especially as the
dykes show features which some others have considered diagnostic of
pre-granite remnants or dykes emplaced in hot granite.

Some confusion in terms may arise in referring to dykes such as
the 2nd period dykes in the Sanerutian Hornblende Granite. Such dykes
will be referred to as post-granitic or relict dykes, as the term pre-granitic
has been used extensively in the literature for dykes emplaced in non
granitic rock which was subsequently granitised, the dykes remaining
as resisters to the granitisation.

Distinction from pre-granitic dykes and other pre-granite
remnants.

During the mapping of Ilordleq, an intensive search was made for
conelusive physical evidence by which the age of the relict dykes could
be established. This physical evidence is distinguished from the more
circumstantial type of evidence, which although showing which is the
most likely age, is nevertheless inconclusive.
Physical evidence: 1) Dykes cutting enclaves in the granite. This
was accepted as conclusive evidence of a post granitic age even in those
dykes affected by later migmatisation. The shapes of enclaves has been
shown to be due to a marked kinematic control and so there is no reason
to suppose that if the dykes were pre-granitic they would cut enclaves
as in the case shown in figure 69. Even better is the case where separated
pieces of the intersected enclave ean both be seen, as in figure 70. This
criterion does not show that the dyke was not emplaced in hot or only
partially consolidated granite, but it is of interest to note that dykes
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Fig. 69. Detail from margin of 2nd period dyke in SaneruLian Hornblende Grani te
s}lOwing dyke margins intersecting pre-granite enclave (parallel to hammer handle).
Dark paLch in lower half af piclure is wate!' fJlled glacial chatte!' mark. Leucocratic
neosome in dyke does not extend inta country rock. '. coasL of }kerasårqap nunå,

1 km W. of Anchorage.

emplaeed in the Main Donegal Granite before its final eonsolidation, are
threaded between the semi-pelitie enelaves (PITCHER and READ, 1960).
2) Dykes eutting post-granitie struetures sueh as aplite veins Ol' re
erystallised shear zones. An example of the use of an aplite vein has
been given earlier in the deseription of the Natsit iluat sub-area, and
is shown in figure 27. An example of the use of shcar zones ean be given
from a loeality on the l E end of Såtukujoq where most of the dykes
are very mueh broken up and their true nature not ahvays evident.
The Sanerutian granite here eontains some fine grained mylonitie bands,
whieh probably represent a stage in the formation of eoneordant aplite
veins. Some of these mylonites are cut by large remnants of a green
2nd period dyke, similar to that shown in fig. 62. Five of these dykes
oeeur within a 50 m tretch of eoastline and are in various stages of
fragmentation and were it DOt for the evidenee afIorded by the earlier
mylonite bands could easily be mistakcn for pre-granite relies.
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Fig, 70. 2nd period dykc deformed by shearing and partly fragmented, Intersection
with pre-granite enclave shows original intrusive nature of dyke. Tourmaline peg
matite appears in the field to be or rcplacive origin, with large prismatie tourmalines
orientcd normal to margin or pegmatite. -. coast or Ikera årqap TIUna, 300 ID W. or

Anchorage.

Restricted exposures in which amphibolitic relict apparently cut
earlier structures ean, however, be misleading. Many ca es were seen
in Ilordleq, in which considerable di placements have taken place by
movement along the eontact bctween amphibolite and gl'anite; in some
cases veins in the granite which are younger than the amphibolite dykes
end abruptly at the amphibolite granite contact and thu appeal' to be
older than the amphibolites.

3) Dykes eontaining xenoliths of country rock. This criterion was of
littIe use as xcnoliths are rare in 2nd period dykes. One confusing case
was recorded, however, in which movement within a 2nd period dyke
had re ulted in the shearing out ofaxcnolith of country rock granite
whieh looked very imilar to a post-dyke granite vein.

The rcmaining lines of evidenec are those whieh although not in
dividually conelusive, when considered together, are highly suggestive
of a post-granite origin rather than a pre-granite origin, even in those
cases in which the dykes have been migmatised. It i recognised, how
ever, that the value of each criterion is to a certain extent dependant
on the preeonceptions of thc individual ob erver.

a) Discordance to granite foliation. As the strike direction of the majority
of 2nd period dykcs is almost parallel to that of thc foliation of the
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surrounding granite, many of them resemble concordant enclaves
when viewed on horizontal exposure surfaces which are the most
common. On vertical surfaces normal to the foliation, however, such
dykes in nearly every case can be seen to be discordant to the foliation
in the granite. The two dykes shown in figure 40 are typical examples
of the many occurring in the Sanerutian granite. When the dykes
are folded with axial planes parallel to the granite foliation, this
criterion cannot be applied, nor ean it be applied in other cases in
which there is a possibility that the foliation is later than the dyke.
Where a gneissic structure is preserved within the granite and cut
by the dyke, the relations are quite clear, as with the dyke shown
in figure 38.

b) Discordance to the trend of enclaves. This is similar in many ways
to (a). The orientation of the enclaves has been shown to have been
determined in the Ketilidian. Cases in which imposition of a later
foliation in a different direction has caused disruption of the enclaves
have been referred to (fig. 8). Where the enclaves have a regular
shape, it is reasonable to assume that they maintain their original
Ketilidian trend and that any body cutting across this direction is
of later origin.

c) The supracrustal rocks which have been replaced by the granites
have in many cases a composition not far removed from that of a
basaltic dyke; in the case of some of the metavolcanics the com
position is almost identical. There is thus no reason for assuming
selective replacement of the supracrustal country rocks with basaltic
dykes remaining as resisters to the granitisation.

d) Where contacts between 1st period dykes and granite are found, the
dykes show no sign of being more resistant to the granitisation than
any of the surrounding rocks of the supracrustal series.

e) The migmatised and deformed 2nd period dykes in the Sanerutian
granites can be correlated with dykes in the Ketilidian granites which
can be shown to be post - Ketilidian in age, cutting migmatites and
other Ketilidian structures. If the migmatised dykes in the Sanerutian
granite were in fact of pre-Ketilidian granite age, some reason would
have to be found to account for the lack of 2nd period dykes in the
Sanerutian granite areas.

f) Porphyroblastic felspars comprise a high proportion of the granitic
rocks and are frequently found in enclaves; in only two cases have
isolated felspar porphyroblasts been found within a 2nd period dyke.

Previous literature: The preservation of basic dyke rocks when the
surrounding supracrustal rocks have been granitised is a process the
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validity of which is rarely questioned, especiaIly in transformist litera
ture. A search, albeit incomplete, of the literature shows that substantiated
examples are not so common as would be suggested by the frequent re
ferences to them (POLDERVAART, 1953; READ, 1957; WEGMANN, 1938).
Four detailed studies of progressive migmatisation of supracrustal rock
series (CHENG, 1943; HARRY, 1953; PITCHER, 1952; GINDY, 1952) have
demonstrated that although pre-migmatitic basic intrusives show, as
do limestones and quartzites, a greater resistance to migmatisation than
associated pelitic rocks, they do not do so to such an extent that there
is any likelihood of them remaining as recogI)isable relict dykes in a
relatively homogeneous granitic mass. GINDY'S account (loc. cit.) is of
especial interest as it concerns originally doleritic rocks which occur as
sills or mildly transgressive sheets in a metasedimentary series, with
foliation more or less concordant with the bedding; these are the most
favourable conditions for preservation of the metadolerite. GINDY'S map
shows, however, that the elongate enclaves of metadolerite are no more
elongate or dyke-like than the pelitic or semi-pelitic enclaves. Had these
metadolerites originally cut the bedding of the metasediments at an
oblique angle, it seems likely that they would have been preserved only
as isolated, more or less equi-dimensional fragments. Such examples are
of course no proof that more selective preservation of basic dykes can
not occur but it seems likely that in cases of synkinematic granitisation,
discordant dykes are likely to be fragmented beyond recognition. The
fragmentation of the 1st period dykes in the supracrustal rocks of Ilordleq
is probably the almost invariable fate of discordant dykes. In cases of
completely static granitisation basic dykes would be more likely to be
preserved. Such a case has been described by KING (1953) who has
described basic dykes which were preserved while the surrounding
sandstone was transformed to granite. However, the scale of granitisation
is relatively small and the dykes show considerable marginal acidification
and granite veining. In this case too the granitisation was aresult of
volcanic processes and the conditions quite unlike those found in base
ment terrains. The static granitisation described by MISCH (1949) is
one of the few described examples of large scale static granitisation ; in
this case the compositional change was relatively small and it might
be expected that had pre-granitisation basic dykes been present, they
would have been preserved.

The most detailed description known to the writer of supposedly
pre-granitic basic dykes is that of GOODSPEED (1955) who lists criteria
by which such dykes may be identified. The criteria are (1) Pre wall
rock age shown by transecting veinlets of granitic wall rock and crystallo
blastic extension of wall rock into relict dyke, (2) Wall rocks are always
granitic with sharp or gradational contacts, (3) Composition will indicate
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either a magmatic or replacement dyke, (4) Relict appendages may look
like apophyses and mayaIso become detached inclusions in the granitic
rock, (5) In general, uniform widths are characteristic. Irregularities are
usually caused by later metasomatic action.

All of the above features may be found in the 2nd period dykes of
Ilordleq and all were recorded by SEDERHOLM in his descriptions of the
metabasaltic dykes of S and SW Finland (SEDERHOLM 1923, 1926, 1934).
It is of interest too that some of the dykes described by GOODSPEED
have narrow leucocratic border zones.

Dykes in reactivated granitic rocks must not only be distinguished
from pre-granitic dykes but also from dyke-like remnants of other pre
granitic rocks. As criteria for the recognition of dyke-like remnants of
pre-granitic rocks have been put forward, it is necessary to examine
these and see how distinction can be made from relict dykes.

MILLE R (1945) has pointed out some of the difficulties which arise
in distinguishing between elongate xenoliths (or enclaves) and dykes in
granitic rocks. However, the criteria which he suggests for the identi
fication of elongate xenoliths must be considered unacceptable for all
areas except those in which the possibility of polymetamorphism can be
definitely discounted-a condition which is met in very few Precambrian
areas.

In giving examples of 'pseudo-dykes' (i.e. elongate xenoliths), MIL
LER (1945, p. 182) describes the folIowing " ... several interesting pseudo
dikes, forming a parallel group in an outcrop near Molde, Norway.
These are fine-grained, strongly foliated metadiorite, with sharp, some
what irregular, boundaries, in pink, impure, pre-Cambrian granite.
Foliation of pseudo-dike and granite are parallel. The smaller pseudo
dikes are seen to pinch out at each end. The largest one, exposed for
40 feet, is 11/ 2-2 feet in width. A small pegmatite dike, derived from
the granite magma, cuts this pseudo-dike very sharply; but the pegma
tite is not sharply separated from the granite. Sharp contacts of the
metadiorite against both the granite and the pegmatite and the highly
foliated and sheared structure of the metadiorite rule out the possibility
that we are here dealing with a true dike-even one which could have
intruded the granite before final consolidation of the latter." This example
may well be a pre-granite xenolith, but the description given would be
equally suitable for many of the metamorphosed dykes in Ilordleq, not
to mention the innumerable metamorphosed dykes in Fennoscandia.
Other examples given by MILLER are similarly ambiguous.

GOODSPEED (1955) gives a table of criteria for distinguishing be
tween pre-granite dykes and pseudo-dykes (elongate enclaves of pre
granite country rock). The diagnostic features given for the recognition
of pre-granitic pseudo-dykes in granitised rock are as follows: (1) contain
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transecting replacement veinlets of the surrounding granitic rock,
(2) irregular cusp-like embayments of the granitic rock into the relics,
(3) formation of irregular appendages or thin elongated ancillary in
c1usions in the granitic rock, (4) ehadow-like borders and locally grad
ational contacts between the 'dyke' and the granitic rock, (5) crystallo
blastic extensions of the granitic rock into the dykes. With the possibIe
exception of (3), all these features are just as likely to be found in dykes
emplaced in subsequently reactivated granite and therefore cannot be
coneidered diagnostic of inclusions of pre-granitic country rock.

Distinction from dykes emplaced in hot granite.

This distinction is more difficult than those previously considered.
The difficulty is inherent in the nature of all metamorphosed dykes be
cause it will be agreed that the dykes assumed their metamorphic
characteristics when the country rocks were hot; it thus becomes more
difficult to prove that the country rocks were at normal temperatures
when the dykes were emplaced.

A line of evidence which is commonly offered is the fine grained
nature of dyke margins. Such a feature cannot, however, be seen if the
dykes have been migmatised and in any case is not indicative of cold
country rock. The temperature difference between an intrusive basic
dyke magma and cold country rocks may be as high as 1000° C, but the
temperature difference between an intrusive basic magma and country
rock at the temperature of amphibolite facies would then be 500°Cj
this is certainly sufficient for the formation of chilled margins as can be
seen in the case of dilation dykes of granitic composition. As has been
pointed out by POLDERVAART (1953), a fine grained margin to an amphi
bolite dyke is not evidence of an original chilled margin but may be due
to metamorphic or shearing effects. This would not apply, however, in
those cases where traces of the original magmatic texture can be iden
tified, as in some of the 2nd period dykes in the Ketilidian granite of
Ilordleq.

A more fruitful line of enquiry concerns features which indicate a
marked kinematic control of the metasomatism of dykes in the Sane
rutian granite, especially those on the NW coast of Ikerasarqap nuna.
The neosomatic material in the dykes shows exactly the same intense
linear structure as that of the country rock granite, and can be seen to
be an original feature and not imposed by later deformation (page 71).
The operation of the forces responsibIe for this structure is inconsistent
with the conditions under which intrusion of basic magma and the for
mation of dykes could take place. Strong compressive forces and elevated
temperatures are the antithesie of conditions under which basic dykes
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are normally emplaced. It is also of some significance that the foliation
of the majority of the dykes in the Sanerutian granite is parallel to that
produced in the country rock by the deforming forces. The intrusion of
flat-Iying or gently dipping sheets seems even more improbable under
these conditions than the emplacement of vertical dykes, and yet some
of the 2nd period dykes were emplaced as gently dipping sheets.

The possibility of emplacement in hot granite applies of course only
to those 2nd period dykes in the Sanerutian granite; there is no reason
to suppose that 2nd period dykes elsewhere were emplaced as anything
other than normal basic dykes.

The contrast between the intrusive features of the 2nd and 3rd
period dykes is again highly suggestive of tensional conditions and rela
tively cool country rocks during emplacement of the 2nd period dykes.
The 3rd period dykes can be seen to have been emplaced while the region
was still under stress, and have very characteristic features (page 95),
which are entirely lacking in the 2nd period dykes. Other instances of
dykes emplaced under conditions of stress and elevated temperatures
show many of the features of the 3rd period DAs to be typical of such
dykes (KAITARO, 1953; PITCHER and READ, 1960).

Use of the terms hot and cold to describe temperatures of country
rocks during dyke emplacement may in fact be rather misleading. Ele
vated temperatures and high load pressures are not necessarily accom
panied by metamorphism and we should perhaps distinguish between
country rocks in which plutonic processes are not active, even though
the rocks may be at moderately high temperatures, and with high load
pressure, and those country rocks in which plutonic processes are active.
Following RODDICK and ARMSTRONG (1959), the term synplutonic may
be applied to dykes emplaced in country rocks in which the plutonic
processes are operating. High temperature of the country rocks during
dyke emplacement, due either to depth of burial or to a local rise of
the thermal front around swarms of dykes (WEGMANN 1938, p. 138),
may result in slow cooling and perhaps autometamorphism within the
dykes. The autometamorphic garnet-amphibole assemblages in border
zones of the Scourie dyke, Sutherland, (O'HARA, 1961) appear to be
the result of such effects. Such dykes are in no way comparable with
synplutonic dykes and may thus be taken as an indication of a break
in plutonic activity.

ROD DICK and ARMSTRONG (1959) describe dykes from the Coast
Mountains, British Columbia, which have a striking resemblance to some
of the 2nd period dykes of Ilordleq. Conflicting age relations with the
enclosing granitic rocks, leucocratic margins and metasomatism of the
dykes are features particularly reminiscent of the Ilordleq dykes. These
dykes had previously been described by PHEMISTER (1945) who concluded
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that an invading granite magma stoped away the supracrustal country
rocks into which the dykes originally had been emplaced, leaving behind
the dykes which behaved as barriers to the incoming magma. RODDICK

and ARMSTRONG disagree with PHEMISTER'S conc1usion, as they consider
the granitic rocks to have been formed by metamorphic transformation
of earlier supracrustal rocks, and with regard to the problem of the
relict dykes they add that "magmas seem to be crude mechanisms,
toa lacking in possibilities for refinement to provide a satisfactory
solution to the problem" (p. 608). They then go on to consider what
might be referred to as the orthodox transformist solution, in which the
dykes are considered as pre-granitic and to have behaved as resisters
during the granitisation of their country rocks. Such an explanation
had indeed been proposed for the British Columbia dykes by H. H. READ

in the discussion of PHEMISTER (1945). RODDICK and ARMSTRONG con
sider this explanation inappropriate to the relict dykes which they de
scribe and conclude "if the partly replaced dikes existed only in plutonic
rock containing many inclusions, replacement processes might logically
account for the phenomena, but they are, in faet, common in biotite
rich plutonic rocks, where the replacement processes were so vigorous
as to remove almost completely the country rock. Under such conditions
no dike, regardless of its composition, is likely to remain as immune as
some of those seen in the field" (p. 609). With this moderate statement
the present writer would agree, but as RODDICK and ARMSTRONG point
out, replacive processes can be very selective in their operation, as for
instance in the formation of sulphide deposits. A strong dynamo-structural
control can also lead to a considerable selectivity of metasomatic pro
cesses, as is shown by replacement of the 2nd period dykes of Ilordleq,
and previously emphasised especiaIly by RAMBERG (1952) and GAVELIN

(1960). The solution finally put forward by RODDICK and ARMSTRONG

is that the dykes intruded the granitic country rock while the latter
was still chemically active and "still evolving by recrystallisation and
metasomatism". The absence of chilled margins in many of the dykes is
accounted for by the high temperature of the rocks into which the dykes
were intruded. Consequent on this interpretation, they suggest the term
synplutonic to describe sueh dykes.

There is, however, one striking inconsistency which is not satis
factorily resolved by such an interpretation. Supracrustal rocks, of vol
canic and sedimentary origin, equivalent in age to the 'synplutonic'
dykes, also show conflicting age relations with the granitic rocks. On
the one hand conglomerates contain pebbles of the underlying granite
and the same granite veins the conglomerates; this is explained by the
authors as aresult of the 'essential contemporaneity' of the dykes, as
sociated efiusives and the plutonic granitic rocks. Such an explanation
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runs counter to all established concepts concerning the nature and for
mation of plutonic rocks.

In view of the faet that three quite different interpretations of the
dykes in British Columbia have aIready been put forward, it seems that
a fourth interpretation would not be entirely unjustified. The situation
described by RODDICK and ARMSTRONG is entirely analogous with features
described by ESKOLA (1948) as being characteristic of the mantled gneiss
domes, and it therefore seems likely that the interpretation put forward
to account for the 2nd period dykes in Ilordleq would be equally suitable
for the dykes in British Columbia. Of some significance is the faet that
of the dykes described by RODDICK and ARMSTRONG, those showing the
highest degree of recrystallisation (dykes with granulitic texture) and
penetration by the country rock, characteristically occur in one partic
ular type of plutonic rock, i.e. the biotite rich variety, while those dykes
retaining fine grained margins (PHEMISTER 1945, p. 59) are found within
the Caulfield gneiss, which may thus be interpreted as the parent of the
rocks of the 'batholith'. If analogy with Ilordleq be allowed, the biotite
rich plutonic rock would be equivalent to the Sanerutian granite, while
the Caulfield gneiss could be compared with Ketilidian granite. Such pro
posals would not be justified if it were not for the excellent descriptions
and photographs given by the authors concerned, and the striking
similarity between both individual features and the regional setting of
the dykes in British Columbia and South Greenland.

In view of the faet that both dykes and plutonic rocks appear to
occur throughout the Coast Mountain belt, ESKOLA'S view that mantled
gneiss domes formed only in areas which have undergone two orogenic
revolutions may have some application in British Columbia. Evidence
for multiple orogenic events in the mobile belt of the Western Cordillera
has recently been put forward by DOTT (1961).
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SECTION V

REGIONAL SETTING AND CORRELATION

A brief reference was made in the introduction to the three petro
logicaIly distinct regions of South Greenland, viz. the Ivigtut region,
extending north from Kobberminebugt, characterised by gneisses and
metamorphosed supracrustal rocks; the Julianehåb region extending
from Kobberminebugt in the west to the margin of the inland ice 150 km
to the east, consisting mainly of granitic rocks; the Nanortalik region
beginning some 30-40 km south of Julianehåb and consisting mainly of
gneisses and supracrustal rocks.

The aim of the present systematic work being undertaken by G.G.U.
must be to relate these divisions on a chronological basis and thus pre
pare the way for a genetic interpretation of the whole area. The results
of investigations in Ilordleq may be used in establishing a necessary
link between the Ivigtut and Julianehåb regions and the folIowing re
marks wiIl be confined to these two regions. Work in the Nanortalik
region is not yet sufficiently advanced to enable correlations to be made
with any degree of confidence.

Ivigtut Region.

To correlate the chronologies which have been established in
dependently in the Ivigtut and Julianehåb regions, a datum must be
found which is common to both sequences. The only feature sufficiently
distinctive to be used for this purpose is the supracrustal series, which
can be traced from Kobberminebugt northwards along the eastern
boundary of the Ivigtut gneisses (see Plate VIII). The supracrustal
rocks along the margin of the inland ice north of Arsuk Fjord consist
of metasediments of the Vallen group, overlain by volcanics of the Sortis
group (BONDESEN, 1962). Metasedimentary rocks in the upper part of
tho Sortis group can be correlated with the metasediments occurring
on the mainland NE of Sånerut, which appear to pass upwards into
the supracrustal rocks of Ilordleq. Although a precise stratigraphical
correlation cannot be made, it is clear that the supracrustal rocks found
to the north of Arsuk Fjord were formed during the same depositional
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period during which the Ilordleq supracrustal rocks were formed and
may be considered as being of the same age.

The Precambrian chronology of the Ivigtut region has been given
by BERTHELSEN (1960) as follows:

(4) Gardar

(3) Sanerutian

(2) Kuanitic

(a) Ketilidian

Faulting, dyking, intrusive centres

Reactivation (SE of Arsuk Fjord)

Intrusion of doleritic dykes

Orogeny

Arsuk }
S 'l'k supracrustal groupsermll

an this basis the supracrustal rocks, found mainly at Sermiligårssuk,
Arsuk ø, and along the margin of the inland ice, are of Ketilidian age,
following the usage of WEGMANN (1938). The supracrustal rocks are
interpreted as belonging to the same depositional cycle as the supra
crustal rocks from which the large area of gneisses has been formed.
The separate development of the supracrustal remnants and the under
lying gneisses is interpreted as being due to a differentiation into super
structural and infrastructural elements during the Ketilidian orogeny.
The structural style of the infrastructural gneisses, developed during
three folding phases, contrasts with that of the supracrustal super
structure.

After the Ketilidian plutonic activity had ceased, regional swarms
of basic dykes were emplaced in tensional fissures. This dyke phase is
especially well developed at Kuimit (between Tornarssuk and Kungnat)
and the period during which the dyking took place therefore referred to
as the Kuanitic period.

Metamorphism, and in places migmatisation of the Kuanitic dykes,
was accompanied by reactivation of the gneisses; this plutonic activity
was especiaIly severe to the SE of Arsuk Fjord, but to the north in the
Tornårssuk area, the Kuanitic dykes are scarcely metamorphosed and
only slightly deformed. The time after the emplacement of the Kuanitic
dykes and before the Gardar is referred to as the Sanerutian period.
The metamorphism of the Kuanitic dykes therefore took place during
the Sanerutian.

A corre1ation of the above sequence of events with that determined
for Ilordleq is fairly straightforward and justifies the use of the terms
Ketilidian and Sanerutian in this account of Ilordleq. The 2nd period
dykes of this account would therefore correspond to the Kuanitic dykes
of the Ivigtut region.

Recent work in the Ivigtut area, however, has shown that some
revision of the above chronology may be necessary. A distinct uncon

9*
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formity with basal conglomerate has been found separating supracrustal
rocks from underlying gneiss, north of Arsuk Fjord (BONDESEN, 1962).
It has been suggested that this discrepancy be circumvented by assuming
that a small thrust wedge of pre-Ketilidian rock is confined to the area
immediately underlying the observed unconformity (BERTHELSEN, 1962,
Table 7). However, the possibility arises that the apparent conformity
elsewhere of the supracrustal rocks and gneisses is due to the unconformity
being obscured by reactivation of the underlying gneisses. Confirmation
of this proposal probably must await the results of investigations north
of Sermiligårssuk which will be carried out in the next few years. How
ever, if the proposal is correct, the Kuanitic dykes may be equivalent
in age, not to the 2nd period dykes of Ilordleq, but to the 1st period
dykes. This does not mean, however, that the supracrustal rocks of
Ilordleq, being of the same age as the 1st period dykes, should then
belong to the Kuanitic period. FolIowing WEGMANN (1938), the supra
crustal rocks are defined as Ketilidian and thus it is the status of the
Kuanitic period in the Ivigtut region which may be in doubt. The status
of the Sanerutian also becomes doubtful, this period having been estab
lished as that folIowing the Kuanitic. The possibility of confusion in
the future might be most easily avoided by redefining Sanerutian as
the plutonic episode during which 2nd period dykes in Ilordleq and
other areas of the Julianehåb region (see below) were metamorphosed
and deformed and their granitic country rocks reactivated.

It will be noted that in the suggested new definition, Sanerutian
is described as a plutonic episode rather than either a period of time
or a cycle. At the moment there is confusing inconsistency in the units
used in the chronological subdivision of South Greenland, similar to that
which appears to have led to chronological misunderstanding elsewhere
(BROWN 1962). According to BERTHELSEN (1961, p. 333) the Ketilidian
cycle is followed by the Kuanitic and Sanerutian periods which are in
turn followed by the Gardar cycle. Periods of time and cycles of events
are somewhat different concepts which need to be clearly distinguished;
neither, however, is suitable for use as the basic unit of Precambrian
chronology.

The advantages of defining Sanerutian as an event can be most
clearly recognised when similar and more or less synchronous events
elsewhere are considered. Laxfordian (SUTTON and WATSON, 1951),
Nagssugtoqidian (NOE-NYGAARD, 1952), Hudsonian (STOCKWELL, 1961)
and Sanerutian plutonic activity took place at approximately the same
time (1650-1700 million years); Sanerutian is at present defined as a
time span, Laxfordian as an event, Nagssugtoqidian and Hudsonian as
orogenies and, by implication, cycles. Only by restricting the terms to
single events can correlations be made without ambiguity.
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The difficulties which arise when primary subdivision is made on
an interpretative Ol' cyclic basis are well illustrated in the literature on
the Fennoscandian shield, especially that in which the relationship of
the Svecofennian and Karelian cycles is considered. Suggestions that
"Precambrian stratigraphy should be based on the "recognition of geo
logical cycles" (QUENNELL and HALDEMANN, 1960) and that "subdivision
and correlation of the Precambrian is most logically effected by reference
to cycles of events" (HARPUM, 1960) assume a knowledge of, and agree
ment upon, Precambrian cycles which does not exist. Such a classification
tends also to obscure differences between cycles which although possibly
synchronous, are of different types (WEGMANN, 1961).

The procedure of recognising orogenic cycles by a combination of
mapped structural trends, and isotopic age measurements (STOCKWELL,
1961) is prone to misinterpretation ; the age calculated from a metamor
phosed supracrustal rock may reflect plutonic activity in a cycle much
younger than that in which the supracrustal series was formed ; meta
morphism and reactivation of granitic rock pose similar problems.
For these reasons misinterpretation of isotopic ages may well prove to
be the case in Fennoscandia (ESKOLA, 1960), and until isotopic age
studies are able to provide a more sophisticated analysis of the evolution
of a rock, the methods of SEDERHOLM remain indispensable.

The requirement is thus for a local definition and naming of certain
events in the order of their occurrence: the time accounted for by these
events may be considerably less than the elapsed time. This being done,
the essentially interpretative proposals of cycles ean be carried out
quite separatelyand without affecting established chronologies Ol' nomen
clature. In this way, the widely different uses of the term orogeny would
be more clearly recognised; examples of different opinions regarding the
nature of Precambrian cycles are referred to in the section dealing with
the significance of metamorphosed basic dykes. The term orogeny is
used by some authors to refer not to a cycle of events but only to a
plutonic episode; "a period of mountain building accompanied by folding
and commonly by metamorphism and granitic intrusion" (STOCKWELL,
1963, p. 124) The reference to "a period of mountain building", how
ever, is an interpretative extrapolation inappropriate to a primary
chronological subdivision. It should be noted that the procedure proposed
is very similar to that employed in the description and subsequent cor
relation and interpretation of normal stratigraphic sequences.

In applying these principles to the chronological subdivision of
South Greenland, it becomes necessary also to reconsider the term
Ketilidian, which was originally defined as an orogenic cycle (WEG
MANN, 1938). The shortcomings of this usage are illustrated by BER
THELSEN (1961), who in pointing out that the significance of the Sane-
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rutian was not yet understood, thereby implied that it was not yet
known whether or not the Ketilidian cycle included the Sanerutian
episode of plutonic activity. The term Ketilidian may therefore be re
tained for a cycle, or alternatively applied to either an episode of supra
crustal deposition and volcanic activity, or to an episode of plutonic
activity.

The folIowing table summarises the suggestions put forward above.
Braekets enclose interpretations which are suggested as possible alter
natives to current correlations. PossibIe absolute dates are also given.

Episode

(7) Gardar (ca. 1150 x 106)

(6) Sanerutian (ca. 1590 x 106)

(5)

(4) Ketilidian (ca. 2400 x 106)

(3)

(2) (ca. 2700 x 106)

(1)

characterised by:-

intrusive and extrusive vulcanicity,
faulting, continental sandstones.

plutonic activity, emplacement of 3rd
period dykes.

intrusion of 2nd period dykes [supra
crustal rocks, including Sermilik
group ?].

plutonic activity [only S and SE of
Arsuk Fjord ?].

supracrustal rocks, 1st period dykes.

plutonic activity [formation of Ivigtut
gneisses from supracrustal series ?].

(supracrustal rocks).

Julianehåb Region.

Within the last few years almost the whole of this region has been
surveyed, and it is apparent that the sequence of events which ean be
demonstrated in Ilordleq is repeated with only minor variations through
out the whole region. The sequence granite-basic dykes-reactivation
is recognisable in all areas. The reactivation is generally more intense in
the eastern part of the region, and Ketilidian granite, in the sense used
in Ilordleq, is only rarely found east of Qagssimiut. In view of this it
seems likely that the age of 1590 ± 70 million years of a biotite from a
granite collected at Julianehåb (MOORBATH, WEBSTER and MORGAN,
1960) gives the approximate age of the Sanerutian reactivation in
Ilordleq.

IsotopicaIly anomalous lead associated with Gardar intrusives in the
Ivigtut area, possibly representing lead remobilised from rocks approx
imately 2400 million years old (BATE and KULP, 1956), may therefore
give an approximate indication of the date of the Ketilidian plutonic
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activity. The age of pre-Ketilidian basement, represented in Ilordleq
only by clastic fragments in agglomerates but perhaps occurring more
extensively in the Ivigtut region, is possibly indicated by a date of
2710 ± 130 million years of biotite from a gneiss at Godthåb (ARM
STRONG, 1963), about 400 km to the north of Ilordleq.

Supracrustal rocks of the same age as the 2nd period dykes have
not yet been identified and thus the full significance of the Sanerutian
reactivation is difficult to evaluate. WEGMANN (1938) aiready recognised
the reactivated nature of much of the Julianehåb granite, and it is ap
parent (loc. cit. p. 55) that he regarded the reactivation to have taken
place at the same time as the folding and migmatisation of the supra
crustal rocks of the Nanortalik region. The supracrustal rocks of the
Nanortalik region would on this basis be the same age as the 2nd period
dykes of Ilordleq. No evidence has been found during more recent in
vestigations which shows that this suggestion is incorrect. Thus it is
possibie that the Ketilidian granite of Ilordleq and neighbouring areas
formed the basement for a supracrustal series now preserved only in
the Nanortalik region, and that the orogenic folding and migmatisation
of the supracrustal series found expression in the basement rocks as
the Sanerutian reactivation. In view of this the continued correlation
of supracrustal rocks occurring in the widely separated Ivigtut and
Nanortalik regions would seem unwise, although by no means definitely
incorrect. A necessary precaution, however, appears to be restriction of
the term Sermilik group (WEGMANN, 1938; BERTHELSEN, 1961) to meta
sediments in the Nanortalik region, and discontinuance of use of the
term for metasedimentary rocks in the Ivigtut region.

Dykes showing features similar to those of the 3rd period dykes
have been found in other areas of the Julianehåb region and appear to
occupy a similar chronological position relative to the Sanerutian re
activation. Synkinematic basic dykes, which may well be of the same
age as the 3rd period dykes of Ilordleq, have recently been found in the
Nanortalik region where they are c10sely related in both space and time
with discordant granite masses.



SECTION VI

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Significance of Metabasaltic Dykes.

The use of metabasaltic dykes in the chronological subdivision of
areas of plutonic rocks was initiated by SEDERHOLM in his investigations
of the migmatitic rocks of S and SW Finland. SEDERHOLM'S views re
garding the significance of the metabasaltic dykes were unequivocal,
and the sequence granite-basic dykes-reactivation was taken as a
clear indication that rocks in which this sequence was observed were
products of two distinct orogenic periods. This view was to some extent
infiuenced by, but clearly not dependent on, the occurrence of a series
of metamorphosed supracrustal rocks which SEDERHOLM regarded as
equivalent in age to the hypabyssal basic intrusives. These supracrustal
rocks of the Tampere schist belt were later shown to be earlier than the
granitic rocks in which the basic dykes were emplaced. Many later wor
kers, both in Finland and in similar areas elsewhere, have not followed
SEDERHOLM'S lead and at the moment a wide divergence of opinion is
evident regarding the significance of metabasaltic dykes, so much so
that BERTHELSEN (1955) was led to conclude "opinions differ as to the
importance of the hiatus marked by basic dykes ... it seems a matter
of traditional or personal conviction ..."

It seems that there are two reasons for this disagreement. The first
of these is the failure to distinguish between metabasaltic dykes of the
type described by SEDERHOLM, represented in Ilordleq by the 2nd period
dykes, and basic dykes which are of syn- or late-kinematic origin. The
late-kinematic type, represented in Ilordleq by the 3rd period dykes,
clearly do not separate two periods of plutonic activity, and if not
distinguished from the metabasalts lead to doubts about the geological
significance of the latter. This appears to be the case in a recent account
of basic dykes reminiscent of the 3rd period dykes of Ilordleq rather
than metabasalts, and which clearly do not separate two plutonic pe
riods (MOORE and HOPSON, 1961).

The distinction of the two types of dyke will be described more
fully in Part II of this account.
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Aseeond reason for the diversity of opinion regarding the significance
of basic dykes arises from the several usages of the term orogeny. Re
ference should here be made to the four distinct cases which can be re
cognised in the occurrence of metabasaltic dykes in basement complexes:-

i) Metamorphosed dykes which are related to and equivalent in age
with supracrustal rocks lying unconformably on the plutonic rocks
into which the dykes were emplaced. Examples of this situation are
known from mantled gneiss domes of Finland (ESKOLA, 1951;
PRESTON, 1954) and North America (BLOOMER and WERNER, 1955)
and if the writer's suggestions are correct, the coast ranges of
Western North America (RODDICK and ARMSTRONG, 1959). This
situation mayaiso occur in S. Greenland if the firs t period dykes
are equivalent in age to the Kuanitic dykes (page 132).

ii) Metamorphosed basic dykes in reactivated basement rocks, which
ean be traced into areas where no post-dyke reactivation has taken
place. Examples have been described from Scotland (SUTTON and
WATSON, 1951), West Greenland (NOE-NYGAARD, 1952; RAMBERG,
1948) and South Greenland (page 131).

iii) Metamorphosed basic dykes which have not been traced into areas
in which they are unmetamorphosed, and for which no related supra
crustal rocks are known. Very many examples have been described
(e.g. ECKELMANN and POLDERVAART, 1957; ESKOLA, 1914; LUND,
1956; GJELSVIK, 1952; DIETRICH, 1954; WHITE and BILLINGS,
1951; HUNTER, 1957; WEGMANN, 1962). The 2nd period dykes of
Ilordleq fall into this category, unless it is found that they ean be
correlated with the Kuanitic dykes of the I vigtut area.

iv) A further possibility is a combination of (i) and (ii), but no certain
example of this is known to the writer; further work on the Lewi
sian rocks of Scotland may, however, show such a relationship.

There is, however, no fundamental difference between the four cate
gories (cf. BERTHELSEN, 1955); in each case a break in plutonic activity
is indicated, and the occurrence of dykes implies at least the possibility
of ~effusive volcanic activity and the formation of supracrustal rocks.
Although there is fairly wide agreement that the emplacement of basic
dykes evidences a change in conditions, there is less agreement on the
significance of such a change. Views expressed ean be divided into those
in which metabasaltic dykes are regarded as intra-orogenic (e.g. SIMO
NEN, 1960 b; VILCOX and POLDERVAART, 1956; WAHL, 1936; SEITSAARI,
1951; MAGNUSSON, 1936; HUNTER, 1957; ESKOLA, 1914) and those in
which the occurrence of the dykes is regarded as indicating an inter-
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orogenic interval (SEDERHOLM, 1926; NOE-NYGAARD, 1952; RAMBERG,
1948; SUTTON and WATSON, 1951; READ, 1957; WEGMANN, 1938;
KRANCK, 1935). Such a simple division is rather misleading however,
as it conceals wide differences of opinion regarding the nature of an
orogenic period or cycle, and this indeed appears to be a problem of
some importance. The problem is illustrated by the folIowing examples
of uses made of the term orogeny.

The complex tectonic pattern of the western United States is inter
preted by GILLULY (1963) as the product of a large number of orogenic
events which took place between Early Mississippian and Miocene time;
there is "clear evidence of several large scale orogenic episodes in Missis
sippian, Pennsylvanian and Permian times" (loco cit. p. 164). The dur
ation of these periods is thought to be 130 x106 years (KULP, 1960).

Recent work (HALLER and KULP, 1962) indicates that the Lower
Palaeozoic orogenic cycle of East Greenland extended over a time span
of 150 x106 years, although the main orogenic activity lasted for a much
shorter time. In Finland, a time of 230xl06 years elapsed between the
beginning and end of the Svecofennian orogeny (SIMONEN, 1960 a), the
synorogenic intrusions being emplaced during a period of 100 x 106 years.

These differences could reflect a genuine progressive change in the
duration of orogenic cycles; on the other hand, it has been suggested
that Precambrian mountain building episodes were more frequent and
shorter lived than in Phanerozoic time (GILL, 1952). It seems more
likely, however, that the differences should be accounted for by the
different usages of 'orogeny', resulting mainly from the different methods
employed in the investigation of the regions concerned. In the Upper
Palaeozoic, Mesozoic and Tertiary rocks of Western North America the
approach is dominantly a stratigraphic-structural one in which plutonic
activity is of secondary importance; in such circumstances it is reason
able to conclude that "plutonism is indeed associated with orogeny, but
the converse is quite as certainly not true" (GILLULY, 1963, p. 166).

In East Greenland, a concentration on structural and metamorphic
events leads to a somewhat different concept of orogenesis, and one in
which systematic changes are apparent throughout the orogenic period ;
a cyclic interpretation becomes necessary.

In the Finnish Precambrian, a petrological emphasis together with
the magmatectonic concept has resulted in even greater emphasis on
systematic changes during orogenesis. "Every orogenic cycle is associated
with intrusions of different kinds of granitic rocks" (SIMON EN,1953, p. 12).
The Svecofennian orogeny thus bears littie relation to, for example, the
Antler orogeny of Nevada (GILLULY, 1963, p.138).

It is evident that the meaning given to orogeny is largely dependent
on the depth of erosion reached in any particular area under discussion,
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the depth of erosion more Ol' less determining the method of investigation.
If the orogenic cycle Ol' period must be defined so subjectively, it is
clearly unsuitable as the primary chronological unit in the subdivision
of Precambrian areas: furthermore, its use for this purpose will continue
to obscure possibIe progressive changes which have taken place in the
scale, nature and duration of continental processes throughout geological
time.

Although the main geological events of Phanerozoic times are al
ready fairly well established, an evolutionary interpretation of these
events is not yet agreed on. On the other hand, our knowledge of Pre
cambrian events is very incomplete and it is inevitable that no agree
ment ean yet be reached on an evolutionary interpretation. However,
it is unlikely that these events could ever be represented in terms of a
simple repetition of similar cycles of events-"uniformitarianism cannot
be eternally true" (READ, 1957, p.263).

To speculate further upon, Ol' assume a knowledge of, the significance
of metabasaltic dykes in regard to genetic cycles of events seems un
justified at the present time; they remain an invaluable means of re
cognising important changes of conditions during the development of
particular areas, and provide opportunity for a standardised chronologi
cal subdivision of Precambrian areas in which the interpretative element
is kept to a minimum. If, as seems likely, the intrusion of these dykes
takes place more Ol' less contemporaneously at all levels in the crust,
they will provide a method of relating synchronous events at the dif
ferent leveIs.

It is useful, however, to remember the distinction between ophiolitic
dykes, i.e. those associated with the ophiolitic effusive volcanic rocks in
mobile belts, and cratogenic dykes related to effusive vulcanicity of the
plateau basalt type and often too with alkaline intrusive rocks. Ophio
litic dykes may be expected to be emplaced only in basement rocks in
areas destined as sites of plutonic activity; unmetamorphosed represen
tatives of this type may therefore be rather uncommon in the shield
areas. The cratonic type on the other hand is likely to be emplaced in
many basement areas not subjected to later reactivation and a large
proportion of the unmetamorphosed dykes in shield areas should be of
this type. The suggestion that dyke emplacement may be expected in
the later stages of chelogenic cycles during the break-up of continents
(SUTTON, 1963), would thus refer to the cratogenic rather than ophiolitic
dykes.

The Gardar volcanic rocks in S. Greenland, intrusive representatives
of which are dominantly alkaline, provide an example of the cratogenic
type of vulcanicity; on the basis of the chelogenic hypothesis, both
these rocks and the volcanic rocks of similal' age and type in the Canadian
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Shield would have been emplaced during the break-up stage of the
Svecofennian chelogenic cycle.

The profusion of alkaline rocks of Upper Phanerozoic age would
have a similar relationship to the Grenville chelogenic cycle, and indi
cates the possibility of a connection between the late stages of chelogenic
cycles and the supposed tectonic control of alkaline rocks (TILLEY, 1957).

Comparison with similar areas.

Ilordleq is of some interest as an exampIe of the reactivation of a
basement complex. Apart from the allochthonous Hercynian massifs in
the European Alps, comparatively few such areas have been examined
in detail and of these the Lewisian rocks of the N.W. Highlands of Scot
land (SUTTON and WATSON, 1951) are probably the best known. The
broad similarity between the development of the Lewisian rocks and
those of Ilordleq is quite clear and the distinctive behaviour of basic
rocks a notable feature of both areas. The following comparable features
are of particular interest:-

i) The preferential migmatisation of basic rocks in Ilordleq in certain
kinematic environments is paralleled by the pegmatisation of basic
Scourian gneisses (loco cit. p. 266) and metadolerites (loco cit.
p.276).

ii) The association of pods or fragments of hornblendite with partic
ularly leucocratic parts of their host rocks of acid gneiss (page 88,
fig. 61, loco cit. p. 259) is common to both areas and a similar inter
pretation appears applicable in both cases.

iii) The metamorphic differentiation of metabasaltic dykes into horn
blende rich rocks and acid veining material, giving rise to venites ;
best seen in Ilordleq in the green 2nd period dykes and possibly
also 1st period dykes (fig. 11), as well as in the Scourian dykes
(loco cit. pp. 253 and 276).

iv) The preservation of earlier textures to a much higher degree in
some basic rocks than in adjacent acid rocks. In Ilordleq this feature
is considered mainly a function of the kinematic environment of
the rock, in which the shape, size and attitude of the basic
body is of primary importance and the mineralogy a secondary
factor.

v) The very close relationship between metasomatism and inhomo
geneous deformation, e. g. in shear belts (page 56, loco cit. pp. 255,
261, 278, 290).
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vi) The structural distinction between the plastic deformation of the
Laxford zone and brittIe deformation elsewhere is closely parallelled
by the structural differences between the Sanerutip ima and other
sub-areas to the S.E. FolIowing WEGMANN (1935) and READ (1957),
SUTTON and WATSON appear to regard the plasticity as aresult of
the concomitant migmatisation. In the Sanerutip ima sub-area this
cannot be the case as no granitisation or migmatisation took place
during the reactivation, and indeed it seems that potash may have
been removed during this time. The migmatisation of the discordant
amphibolites shows at least the mobility of potash within the sub
area.

vii) No evidence has been found in Ilordleq for a 'diachronous metamor
phic front' (SUTTON and WATSON, 1951, p. 288). As far as the Cen
tral and Nivaq sub-areas are concerned this may well be due to
lack of sufficiently detailed observations, but it is quite clear that
the rocks of the Sanerutip ima sub-area did not pass through the
stages represented by the less intensely reactivated areas. This is
also the case with the Laxford zone (loc. cit. p. 290). The important
point that highly metamorphosed rocks do not usually pass through
the stages represented by associated less metamorphosed rocks,
i.e. are members of a spatial series (page 104), has been emphasised
by READ (1957, p. 24). In Søndre Sermilik fjord, between Julianehåb
and Kap Farvel, where supracrustal rocks are intensely migmatised,
the writer has found no evidence for either the advance or retreat
of the migmatite front; the minor structures and age of the migma
tisation relative to those structures, indicate that the position of
the clearly defined migmatite boundary was established not during
the climax of migmatisation but at an early stage. The latest mig
matitic activity also occurred in the vicinity of this boundary and
shows no signs of a progressive retreat. It is apparent that the
concept of a migrating front of migmatitic or plutonic activity,
although applicable in some areas, is not suited to every case.

Remarks on some structural features of the area.

The coincidence of principal strain axes of the Ketilidian and Sa
nerutian deformations is a feature of some importance and although
no detailed structural evidence has been presented, some comment is
required on the chronological significance of such coincidence. Were it
not for the occurrence of the 2nd period dykes, there would be littIe
reason for supposing that two different episodes of deformation had
affected the area (cf. REID, 1963). The remarkable concordance between
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structures in reactivated basement rocks and those in deformed mant
ling rocks has been referred to by SUTTON (1962) and is a marked fea
ture of the mantIed gneiss dornes.

The recognition of age differences between Precambrian formations
is one of the outstanding problems of basement geology, not least in
South Greenland. The relationships shown by the Ilordleq rocks add to
the considerable body of evidence, indicating that structural homology
may disguise important time breaks.

The trend of the Sanerutian structures in Ilordleq appears to be
parallel to that of Sanerutian structures elsewhere in South Greenland
and it is therefore unlikely that the trend in Ilordleq was controlled by
the pre-existing Ketilidian structures. What may be a related feature
is the parallelism of the majority of 2nd period dykes to the Sanerutian
foliation, especiaIly in the areas of most intense Sanerutian deformation.
It is unlikely that the dykes were of sufficient size to influence the de
formation to any large extent, although such a circumstance is known
(NOE-NYGAARD, 1952). Rather the dykes appeal' to have been swept into
neal' concordance with the country rock structures in a mannel' similal'
to the Scourian dykes of N.W. Scotland (CLOUGH 1907, p. 205; SUTTON
and WATSON, 1951). It would be difficult to understand how sueh a
re-orientation could take place, were it not for the analysis of finite
homogeneous strain by FLINN (1962). In a previous section it has been
suggested that the Sanerutian deformation could be regarded as a ho
mogeneous strain with deformation paths varying from k = O to k = 00.

The tendency for planes (in this case dykes) to migrate and become
aligned parallel to the direction of extension is very marked (FLINN,
loco cit., fig. 4). With deformation less than that which is thought to
have occurred in parts of Ilordleq during the Sanerutian (aJc = 10),
and with a flattening-type (oblate) deformation (k = O), the attitudes of
originally randomly orientated planes (dykes) ean be calculated, and it
is found that haH will be inclined at no more than 10° (FLINN, loco cit.,
p.399).

Adiscordance less than 10° is very difficult to detect in the field
and allowing for a non-random original orientation of 2nd period dykes,
it is clear that no problem is posed by the apparent conformity of many
of the dykes. The parallelism of Ketilidian and Sanerutian planar and
linear structures also appears to be less remarkable when the possibIe
effects of Sanerutian homogeneous strain are considered.

In those parts of the area with Sanerutian deformation paths of
k = O, all planes originally inclined at 40° to the Sanerutian foliation
direction would have migrated and now be inclined at only about 10°
(as before, assuming aJc = 10). However, with deformation path k = 0,
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Ketilidian linear structures would not have been rotated into parallelism
with the Sanerutian b direction, and so it must be assumed that the
sub-horizontal character of the linear structures has remained unchanged.
Some rotation of the Ketilidian strike direction seems possible, however,
although not as much as 40° as the degree of deformation in the central
part of the area is less than that represented by ajc = 10.

Consideration of the effects of finite homogeneous strain in similar
situations elsewhere may assist in resolving difficulties posed by the
apparent structural conformity of originally unconformable junctions.
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Plate I.

Members A, B, and C of the augen granite series. A is only slightly modified
Ketilidian granite. Sections of B and C are normal to foliation and lineation. Text
reference pages 105-107.
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Plate II.

Members D and E of augen granite series. Discordant nature of largest micro
eline porphyroblasts is evident in each rock; both sections are normal to foliation
and lineation. Text reference pages 108 and 109.
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Plate III.

(a) Metagabbro (G.G.U. 52472) with original igneous texture well preserved.
Finely twinned igneous felspar is distorted, and recrystallised to smaller polygonal
grains (top centre) of metamorphic felspar which have either simple twinning or
are untwinned. x 23. crossed nicols. Text reference page 113.

(b) Granite A of augen granite series (G.G.U. 31534). Large microc1ine (Ke
tilidian) with optically continuous skeletal remnants of altered plagioclase, replaced
by cross-cutting aggregate of small equant grains of microcline (Sanerutian). xl 7.
crossed nicols. Text reference page 105.

(c) and (d). Granite B of augen granite series (G.G.U. 47234). Quartz-felspar
lens centred on core of Ketilidian microcline megacryst showing carlsbad twinning
inherited from replaced plagioclase. Corroded megacryst contains skeletal remnants
of plagioclase. x 23. plain light (c), crossed nicols (d). Text reference page 106.
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Plate IV.

(a) and (b). Granite C of augen granite series (G.G.U. 47208). Quartz-felspar
lens without core of earlier felspar, and of grain size significantly larger than that
of groundmass. xi7. plain light (a), crossed nicols (b). Text reference page i07.

(cl and (d). Granite C of augen granite series (G.G.U. 47208). Augen composed
mainly of Ketilidian microc1ine megacryst which shows relatively small amount
of corrosion. x23. plain light (c), crossed nicols (d). Text reference page i07.
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Plate V.

(a) and (b). Granite D of augen granite series (G.G.U. 47225). Relatively early
stage of growth of 'new' (Sanerutian) microeline in polycrystalline augen. Microeline
contains unoriented inelusions but no skeletal remnants of plagioelase. x 17. plain
light (a), crossed nicols (b). Text reference page 108.

(c) and (d). Granite E of augen granite series (G.G.U. 47314). Poikilitic micro
eline porphyroblast of Sanerutian age, of the discordant postkinematic type. Al
though lying oblique to the foliation, the porphyroblast is undeformed. x 17. plain
light (c), crossed nicols (3). Text reference page 109.
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Plate VI.

(a) Granite E of augen granite series (G.G.U.47314). 'Old' porphyroclastic
microcline of the type found in concordant augen and interpreted as Ketilidian
relic. Skeletal remnants of altered plagioclase and cross-cutting vein of fine-grained
groundmass material are features typical of these 'old' felspars, and contrast mar
kedly with those of the 'new' felspar of the type shown in Plate V d. x 20. crossed
nicols. Text reference page 109.

(b) Granite E of augen granite series (G.G.U. 47314). Deformed and corroded
Ketilidian microcline preserved in concordant augen. x 70. crossed nicols. Text
reference page 109.

(c) Homogeneous metavolcanic (G.G.U. 31645) with wel! preserved remnants
of original igneous felspars. One such crystal (upper centre) is only slightly deformed
but broken up by encroachment of metamorphic groundmass minerals, while another
(lower centre) is replaced to alesser degree but twinning is displaced along fracture.
x 50. crossed nicols. Text reference page 110.

(d) Fine grained granite replacing grey 2nd period dyke (G.G.U. 32111). Relict
igneous plagioclase (dark) with patches of fine grained alteration material (upper
right), corroded by smal! crystals of introduced microcline. Original plagioclase
crystal is now broken into three pieces which remain in optical continuity. x 80.
crossed nicols. Text reference page 116.
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Plate VII.

(a) and (b) First period dyke, showing site of original igneous felspar now oc
cupied by polycrystalline aggregate of small plagioclases with intergranular biotite.
Dark centre of aggregate is concentration of sericite and epidote, which is produced
by saussuritization of original felspar. x 35. plain light (a), crossed nicols (bl. Text
reference page 113.

(c) and (d) Green second period dyke showing site of original igneous felspar
now occupied by polycrystalline aggregate of metamorphic plagioclase and biotite.
Concentration of sericite (upper part of aggregate in (c)) forrned by alteration of
original felspar. Original felspar site is outlined by dark groundmass consisting
mainly of amphibole. x50. plain light (c), crossed nicols (d). Text reference page 115.
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